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ABSTRACT 
WONG Yat Sze, Yates 
Changing Uses of Sonata Form in Selected Works by Sergei Prokofiev 
The stylistic changes in the works of the Russian composer Sergei Prokofiev 
(1891-1953) are to some extent affected by his own musical background and his life, 
which are chronologically divided into three periods ~ Russian period (1891-1918), 
Foreign period (1918-36) and Soviet period (1936-53). This approach also denotes 
three periods stylistically, which are Russian post-Romantic, West European 
experimental, and neoclassical, essentially tonal. To show that stylistic changes 
exist in his use of sonata form, this thesis is a study of the changing uses of sonata 
form in selected works by Sergei Prokofiev. The changes are examined in terms of 
proportion, developmental techniques and key relationships, which are vital elements 
ofthe formal analysis, supplemented by biographical study. A representative 
sample is used as a basis for analysis, to include works which are evenly distributed 
among each genre and stylistic period. 
Topics addressed include a biographical sketch of Sergei Prokofiev; criteria for 
the use of sonata form in traditional music and its expanded use in the twentieth 
century; analysis of selected first movements ofProkofiev's works; and comparative 
analyses and conclusions to correlate all the findings. For ease of reading, the thesis 
is in two parts, the second part consisting of musical examples and appendices. 
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I. Introduction 
During the time when Prokofiev's works were written, music was undergoing 
great changes. Traditional tonality was being destroyed and new tonalities were used. 
This background not only influenced the musical world as a whole, but also the 
works of individual composers. 
According to Rita McAllister, Prokofiev's life was divided into four periods, 
Russian period (1891-1918), USA period (1918-22), Paris period (1922-36) and 
USSR period (1936-53)] As the USA period and Paris period denote the years in the 
Foreign countries, I have grouped these together as "Foreign period" (1918-36). 
Nest'ev, Robinson and Hansen also share this idea of three different periods.^ The 
above periods are not only confined to the life of the composer; at the same time, this 
approach denotes three periods stylistically, which are Russian post-Romantic, West 
European experimental, and neoclassical, essentially tonal. 
The stylistic changes in Prokofiev's works are to some extent affected by his 
own musical background. In the Russian years, Prokofiev composed works for his 
own performance, such as Piano Sonata No. 1, Piano Sonata No. 2 and Piano 
Concerto No. 1 (for his graduation examination). These were all composed in his 
conservatory years. According to Nest'ev, Prokofiev's writing in Piano Sonata No. 1 
closely resembles the style of Schumann, Rachmaninov and the early Scriabin.^ The 
latter two were contemporaries ofProkofiev, and Scriabin represents the Russian 
post-Romantic style. 
Chronologically, although Prokofiev gave the Russian premiere on 28 March 
1 Rita McAllister, "Prokofiev, “ in The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, Volume 15. 
(London: Macmillan, 1980), 288-301. 
2 Peter S. Hansen groups Prokofiev's second period and third period into different years: Period 2 
(1918-32) and Period 3 (1932-53) respectively. [Peter S. Hansen, An Introduction to Twentieth 
Century Music (Boston: Allyn and Bacon, 1967), 283-286.] 
31 V. Nest'ev, Prokofiev (Stanford, California: Stanford University Press, 1960), 31. 
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1911 of three piano pieces (Klavierstucke Op. 11) composed by Amold Schoenberg 
in 1909, he never became a disciple of Schoenberg. In his music, we have not found 
traits of twelve-tone serialism, and I agree with Robinson that Prokofiev displayed no 
interest in the music of the Second Vienna SchooL^ 
In the Foreign period, Prokofiev was deeply influenced by modernism and West 
European experimental style, rather than Stravinsky and the neoclassicism which 
ruled music circles at that time. The age of"iron and steel," as previewed by the 
Futurists, was mirrored in a ballet, Le pas d'acier (The Steel Step), concerning Soviet 
industrialization.^ Of all the Futurists, according to Yates, the radical Marinetti most 
impressed Prokofiev.^ 
Afterwards, Prokofiev reacted against this experimentation and composed in a 
much simpler, melodically Russian style, in his Soviet period. "In my childhood in 
Sontsovka I had often heard the village girls singing in chorus ... but their 
performance had not impressed me with the beauty ofRussian folk music and I did 
not remember a single tune. It is possible, of course, that subconsciously I was 
affected by the village songs, for now the Russian national idiom came quite easily to 
me. It was as i f I had stumbled upon an unsuspected store of wealth, or as i f I had 
planted seeds in virgin soil that were now bearing rich fruit.’，？ 
Socialist Realism, a principle regarded as best expressing the goal that Soviet 
literature had to follow as the Russian writer was considered to be the "engineer of 
human souls", was agreed upon in 1934 at the first All-Union Literary Congress.^ 
This was the opposite ofFormalism, which Prokofiev admitted to in the music 
4 Harlow Robinson, Sergei Prokofiev: A Biography (London: Robert Hale, 1987), 78, 172. 
5 Glenn Watkins, "Chapter 20: Russians abroad and at home," in Soundings: Music in the Twentieth 
Century QSfew York: Schirmir Books, 1988), 413. 
6 Peter Yates, Twentieth Century Music: Its Evolution from the End of the Harmonic Era into the 
Present Era ofSound(London: G. Allen & Unwin，1968)，137. 
7 Semyon Shlifstein ed., S. Prokofiev: Autobiography, Articles, Reminiscences (Moscow: Foreign 
Languages Publishing House, [1956])，40. Cited by Yates, 137. The composer stressed the 
melodicRussian content ofhis art after 1936. 
8 Yuri Arbatsky, "The Soviet Attitude Towards Music," in Musical Quarterly 43, No. 3 (July 1957), 
299. ‘ 
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composed in his Foreign period. The trend of Socialist Realism was one ofthe 
factors affecting the musical development ofProkofiev. Others include the influence 
ofhis fellow composer Miaskovsky and composing for performance by other 
musicians, including famous virtuosi. 
Under Socialist Realism, Prokofiev composed works which demonstrate 
simplicity. This doctrine also affected the genres of works he composed ~ Music for 
Children for piano, Three Children 's Songs, Peter and the Wolf, and patriotic works 
such as Cantata for the Twentieth Anniversary of the October Revolution^ were by-
products of the trend. 
As stylistic changes have been noted in Prokofiev's three periods, it is assumed 
that changes can also be found in his use of sonata form, which in a 1918 interview 
he called "the most flexible musical form.”!�In this thesis, the author aims to 
examine the changing uses of sonata form in selected Prokofiev works in terms of 
proportion, developmental techniques and key relationships, through the use ofboth 
analysis and biographical study. 
The underlying assumption of this project is that the first movements of the 
symphonies, sonatas and other chamber works are in sonata form. Under this 
assumption, a representative sample is used as a basis for analysis. The author has 
selected works from each period, aiming to include works which are evenly 
distributed among each genre. The analytical focus will be limited to changing uses 
of sonata form in terms of proportion, developmental techniques and key 
relationships, as they are vital elements of the formal analysis. Orchestration is not 
considered. In the end, sixteen works have been chosen, five from the Russian 
period (1891-1918), four from the Foreign period (1918-36) and seven from the 
Soviet period (1936-53). The reason why the Foreign period has fewer works for 
analysis is that in one of the works selected, the Sonata for Two Violins, the first 
9 Watkins, "Chapter 20: Russians abroad and at home," in Soundings: Music in the Twentieth Century, 
413-14. ‘ 
10 Nest'ev, Prokofiev, 484. 
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movement does not prove to be in sonata form. 
The thesis is in two parts. The first part includes an introduction and a 
biographical sketch of Sergei Prokofiev, followed by criteria for the use of sonata 
form in traditional music and its expanded use in the twentieth century. Thematic 
and tonal, bar-to-bar analysis has been done, as thematic analysis is clearly 
applicable to Prokofiev's works. Biographical material and data from books on 
musical forms such as Berry's Form in Music, Kohs' Musical Form: Studies in 
Analysis and Synthesis and Webster's article "Sonata Form" in The New Grove 
Dictionary of Music and Musicians, are used to support the analysis. Comparative 
analysis and conclusions are used to summarize the findings. The second part of the 
thesis contains the musical examples and appendices. 
For this thesis, several books were found especially useful. The primary sources 
are two autobiographies written by the composer, Prokofiev by Prokofiev: A 
Composer 's Memoir and a short autobiography in Sergei Prokofiev Soviet Diary 
1927 and Other Writings (edited by Oleg Prokofiev). They are important in covering 
the composer's history through his first seventeen years and up to 1937 respectively. 
Nest'ev's Prokofiev and Robinson's Sergei Prokofiev: A Biography are secondary 
supporting biographies. Other important books include several dissertations, such as 
Brown's The Symphonies of Prokofiev and Kaufman's Expanded Tonality in the Late 
Chamber Works of Sergei Prokofiev. 
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II. A biographical sketch of Sergei Prokofiev 
Sergei Prokofiev, bom 1891, was the only child of a well-to-do household. His 
mother Maria Grigorevna took the leading role in developing her son's talent. When 
Prokofiev was only three or four years old, at night he often fell asleep to the strains 
of a Beethoven sonata or a Chopin waltz being played by his mother four rooms 
away from his." According to Robinson, music of the above composers, which his 
mother liked to play, exerted a strong influence on Prokofiev's early piano pieces; 
while Beethoven became more important to his musical style than Chopin, especially 
in the First String Quartet, the First Violin Sonata, and some of the piano solo 
works.i2 
Prokofiev tried his hand at composition at the age of five, later being tutored at 
home in harmony and piano by the composer Reinhold Gliere (1875-1956). 
Prokofiev benefited a lot from the piano lessons as Gliere explained clearly the form 
of each piece. 
In the autumn of 1904, on the advice of Glazunov, Prokofiev's parents allowed 
him to enter the St. Petersburg Conservatory, where he stayed continuously until 
1914, owing more to the influence of senior fellow-students Asaf 'ev and 
Miaskovskyi3 than to the older generation of teachers, represented by Lyadov and 
Rimsky-Korsakov. ^ ^ 
During the 1914-18 war Prokofiev was exempted from military service by 
u Oleg Prokofiev, ed., "Autobiography," in Sergei Prokofiev Soviet Diary 1927 and Other Writings 
(London: Faber and Faber Limited, 1991), 229. 
12 Robinson, Sergei Prokofiev: A Biography, 21. 
13 Miaskovsky often went to Prokofiev's place to play four hands with him, and they wrote to each 
other in the summer to send their latest compositions, with analysis and comments afterwards.“ 
Miaskovsky's lively responses ... were such that that correspondence undoubtedly contributed more to 
my development than Lyadov's dry, peevish teaching." [Sergei Prokofiev, Prokofiev by Prokofiev 
(London: Macdonald and Jane's, 1979), 113]. As to Asafev, he became a music critic and wrote a 
lot of comments on Prokofiev's works. 
14 Keith Anderson, programme notes for piano recital by Boris Berman in Sha Tin on the 2nd July 
1995,p. 8. 
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enrolling once again as a student in the organ class. He was permitted to travel 
abroad after the 1917 Revolution. Prokofiev spent many years in France, returning 
from time to time to Russia, where his music was still acceptable. He decided to stay 
permanently in Russia in 1936, due to the fact that he would not have to concertize 
continually to feed himself and his family, and prominent Soviet composers could 
receive ample financial support from the government. In addition, composers could 
receive preferential rent-free housing and vacations in special summer colonies for 
artists, as well as free health care and free education for their children, � 
Sergei Prokofiev's creative thought began at an early age with the immature 
piano pieces and the G Major Symphony (unpublished), and ended in 1953 with 
several unfinished compositions. He was prolific, his works embracing almost every 
musical genres: operas, ballets, incidental music, film scores, orchestral music, vocal 
orchestral music/^ choral music, songs, chamber and instrumental works, piano 
works, etc. The prominence of individual genres matched the changing social and 
cultural conditions of the places where Prokofiev lived, and their prominence 
differed from period to period. For a detailed collection ofhis works divided by 
periods, please refer to Appendix 2." 
In tracing Prokofiev's stylistic development, his life is divided into three periods. 
The "Russian period" (1891-1918) lasted from birth to his self-imposed exile after he 
conducted the first performance ofhis Classical Symphony with the former Imperial 
Court Orchestra in Petrograd, Pevchesky Capella Hall on April 21, 1918 (April 8, 0 . 
S.); all major genres of musical compositions were included. The "Foreign period" 
comprised the years between 1918 and 1922 in the USA and 1922-36 in Paris. As 
Nest'ev says this period was, "in many respects intellectually detrimental to him."^^ 
Perhaps due to the impossibility of performing in public, ballets were totally lacking 
15 Robinson, Sergei Prokofiev: A Biography, 260. 
16 The term is used by Rita McAllister in the article “Prokofiev’，in The New Grove Dictionary of 
Music and Musicians 15:299. It denotes vocal works with orchestral accompaniment. 
17 This appendix is done with reference to the catalogue by Rita McAllister in the article "Prokofiev" 
in The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians. 
18 Nest'ev, Prokofiev, 454. 
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in the American years and operas in the Paris years, while there is only one orchestral 
piece in the American years. However, new genres such as incidental music and film 
scores were created through Soviet commissions at the end ofhis Paris years. These 
types of works became more important after Prokofiev's permanent retum to the 
USSR (Appendix 3). 
Prokofiev's creative power reached a peak in the "Soviet period" (1936-53), in 
which the works exceeded his previous periods in numbers and with higher � 
penetrating power. In the early Soviet years, he wrote music for the broad masses 
which was characterized as "light-serious". However, he also wrote non-
programmatic music such as piano sonatas Nos. 6, 7 and 8 to suit the taste of the 
contemporary European artist. During the years of World War II，his compositions 
included the ballet Cinderella, a concert version of the opera War and Peace, 
Symphony No. 5 etc. 
During the last five years ofhis life, Prokofiev was devoted to the rewriting of 
many earlier works, completion of the opera War and Peace and the composition of 
The Story of a Real Man, as well as orchestral and instrumental music. A certain 
amount of stylistic change is observable in this period. For example, there is an 
increase in lyricism and simplicity, and a change in musical color with an ample use 
of major keys instead of minor keys in most ofhis late chamber works. These 
changes existed as Prokofiev compromised with Soviet aesthetic principles, as early 
as 1934, that music should be primarily melodious, and the melody should be clear 
and simple to serve the new mass audience. Also, in a letter to Tikhon Khrennikov, 
the secretary of the Composers' Union, Prokofiev expressed his views about melody 
as follows: 
I have never questioned the importance of melody. I love melody, and 
I regard it as the most important element in music. I have worked on the 
improvement of its quality in my compositions for many years. To find a 
melody instantly understandable even to the uninitiated listener, and at 
the same time an original one, is the most difficult task for a composer ..}^ 
19 Letter from Prokofiev in response to the Resolution of the Central Committee of the All-Union 
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Nicolas Slonimsky points out that Anatoly Lunacharsky, first Commissar of 
Education of Soviet Russia, explained the political advantage of major keys by 
comparing them with the Bolshevik party, while minor keys represented the 
Mensheviks.2o This also explained why Prokofiev used major keys more than minor 
in his late works. But psychologically, this change was probably due to the fact that 
Prokofiev felt at home again, with a sense of protection and stability, after about 
fifteen years of self-exile. 
According to Morgan, Prokofiev never felt completely at home in Western 
Europe, while he was warmly welcomed by all elements of Soviet life, and his music 
was received with enthusiasm in the several extended visits to the Soviet Union in 
the last Paris years?^ These trips to the Soviet Union made him acquainted with the 
political, social and cultural conditions in the USSR. Also, he found that musical life 
in the Westem world had limited ideas, and he lost interest in the future of [Western] 
European music. As a result, he decided to go back to his "permanent home" in 1933. 
In a talk with Serge Moreux Prokofiev explained the motives which prompted 
his returning home: 
Foreign air does not suit my inspiration, because I'm Russian, and that is 
to say the least suited of men to be an exile, to remain myself in a 
psychological climate that isn't that of my race .... I've got to live myself 
back into the atmosphere of my native soil.... I've got to hear the 
Russian language echoing in my ears, I've got to talk to people who are of 
my own flesh and blood, so that they can give me back something I lack 
here ~ their songs ~ my songs? 
Communist Party (Bolsheviks) of 10 February 1948, in Nicolas Slonimsky, "Socialist Realism," 
Music since 1900 OSfew York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1971), 1373. 
20 Ibid.’ 1476. This philosophical exposition of"political symbolism" was given by Anatoly 
Lunacharsky in an introductory speech at a Moscow concert on 10 December 1919, "... major tonality 
is Bolshevik music; but a minor key is a deeply rooted inner Menshevik." I believe that major and 
minor keys symbolize certain feelings ofhuman, but what Lunacharsky's idea was too "politic" to 
accept. 
21 Robert P. Morgan, Twentieth-Century Music: a History of Musical Style in Modern Europe and 
America (New York, London: W. W. Norton & Company, 1991), 242. 
22 Serge Moreux, "Prokofieff: An Intimate Portrait", Tempo 11 (Spring 1949), 9. 
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One may also wonder how Prokofiev could live and work under Soviet 
totalitarianism. In a talk with his friend Vernon Duke he replied quietly and 
seriously: 
Here is how I feel about it: I care nothing for politics ~ Fm a composer 
first and last. Any government that lets me write my music in peace, 
publishes everything I compose before the ink is dry, and performs every 
note that comes from my pen is all right with me. In Europe we all have 
to fish for performances, cajole conductors and theater directors; in 
Russia they come to me — I can hardly keep up with the demand . . . . :� 
Lina Prokofieva (the composer's widow) also confirmed Prokofiev's fulfillment in 
being a Russian and Russia as his homeland in an interview with Rita McAllister in 
Moscow.24 
Prokofiev composed a great variety of works in the Russian period, extending 
from the immature piano pieces to his Four Pieces for piano, Op. 32, in 1918. As 
William W. Austin points out, his changes of interest in concert music 
counterbalance the changes in his ballets?� Near the end ofWorld War I, as a 
relaxation from the strain of the Scythian Suite and Buffoon, he composed five 
instrumental works, including the Classical Symphony, the Third Piano Concerto, 
and the Third Piano Sonata. 
At the end of the first chapter ofProkofiev's incomplete Autobiography, he 
analyzes the “basic lines along which my work had developed up to this point". 
According to Peter Yates, "this point" would seem to be May 1914，when he played 
the First Piano Concerto at the graduation examination from the Conservatory. But 
the analysis refers to his latter works Le Pas d'acier (1926) and the Fifth Piano 
Concerto (1932). Thus he was reviewing his five "basic lines" of development from 
23 Cited by Harold C. Schonberg in The Lives of the Great Composers CNew York, London: W. W. 
Norton & Company, 1981), 545. 
24 Rita McAllister, "Some days in the Life of Sergei Sergeievich," Music and Musicians 19 (March 
1971),35. 
25 William W. Austin, Music in the Twentieth Century, from Debussy through Stravinsky QSfew York: 
W. W. Norton, 1966), 465. 
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the viewpoint of 1941, when the composer wrote his "short" autobiography. 
There are totally five basic lines. The first is the classical line, which could be 
traced back to the composer's early childhood and the Beethoven sonatas he heard 
his mother play. It took sometimes a neo-classical form, as in some ofhis sonatas 
and concertos, or imitated the eighteenth-century classics, as in the Classical 
Symphony. The second is the modern trend. It began with the meeting with Taneyev, 
who reproached him for the "crudeness" ofhis harmonies.^^ At first this took the 
form of a search for his own harmonic language, but it later developed into a search 
for expressing powerful emotions. The third line, toccata, is perhaps the least 
important. It is the fondness for machine-like precision, speed and regularity of 
motion. This was derived from Schumann's Toccata, which made a powerful 
impression on the composer when he first heard it. The fourth, lyrical line was 
emphasized by the composer. It appeared first as a thoughtful and meditative mood, 
not always associated with the melody, especially the long melody. Prokofiev did 
not notice this line until much later. Nevertheless, it developed slowly by 
encouragement and it was given more and more attention. The last, "grotesque" line, 
Prokofiev says, is simply a "deviation" from the other lines. He himself preferred his 
music to be described as "scherzo-ish" in quality, or by “whimsicality, laughter and 
mockery.' '27 
I agree with Salzman that Prokofiev's creative output and style were closely tied 
up with his activity as a p i a n i s t ^ His first composition was called Indian Galop for 
piano, which was written out by his mother. He began to write down his own 
compositions at the age of six -- all were piano pieces with dance-like rhythm. In the 
admission examination by the Conservatory professors, Prokofiev had one of his best 
26 In Prokofiev's short "Autobiography" in Sergei Prokofiev Soviet Diary 1927 and Other Writings, 
ed. Oleg Prokofiev, 232, the composer mentions that he showed his Symphony in G to Taneyev in a 
meeting with him in November, 1902. Taneyev praised his counterpoint after they had played it in a 
four-hand arrangement, but he disliked the ‘crude’ harmony, which was mainly I，IV and V. 
Prokofiev was deeply hurt by this. His wish for advanced harmony grew, and a period of germination 
began then. 
27 Ibid., 248-249. 
28 Liner notes by Eric Salzman, in the VOX LPs SVBX 5408-5409，"Sergei Prokofiev: The Complete 
Music for Solo Piano." [1967] [,pp. 2-4]. 
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piano pieces at that time with him, the Vivo. On graduation in 1914, he won the 
Rubinstein medal by playing his own First Piano Concerto. 
11 
III. The criteria for the use of sonata form in traditional music and its expanded use in 
the twentieth-century 
Sonata form was the most important musical form, from the Classical period 
onwards. Its implication depends mostly on tonal polarity and/or thematic 
differentiation (unless monothematic). The exposition begins in the tonic. The key 
will move to the dominant (if the original key is major); or relative major (if it is in 
minor) as a half-cadence. The development is a "transition" from the end of 
exposition to the beginning of the recapitulation.^^ It modulates widely and develops 
material. There will be a building of tension in this section and a relaxation will 
come when the recapitulation arrives. A parallel relationship between the exposition 
and the recapitulation exists, as they both have the main theme in tonic. 
In the traditional sonata form, the tonal relationship is the most important 
governing factor. Thus, there will be a "double return" in theme and in key during 
the recapitulation (with the entry of the second theme). 
In the twentieth century, there are three differing interpretations of sonata 
form.3G First, in certain works ofRichard Strauss, Hindemith, Elgar, Britten, 
Copland, Prokofiev and Shostakovich, conventional models of sonata form are used 
with increasingly dissonant harmonic style and wide tonality. For example, in 
certain first movements of Prokofiev works, sections in various proportions are found. 
But the difference in tonality is conventional. 
Second, there was a reinterpretation of sonata form. A certain key, not the 
dominant, is used as an important key next to the tonic, as in the Symphony in C of 
Stravinsky, where the leading-note B is used instead of G; and some primary 
intervals (not conventional intervals) are used as the basic sonority in works of 
29 James Webster, "Sonata Form," The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians (London: 
Macmillan, 1980), Volume 17, 498. 
3° The three interpretations are based on James Webster's "Sonata Form" article with my own 
elaboration. 
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Bart6k. Though new key relationships were established and new intervals were 
used, a sense of direction was implied as the tonal potential (exposition), conflict 
(development) and resolution (recapitulation) were still created. 
The third interpretation of sonata form was its atonal use. This is found in 
works of composers of the Second Viennese School. In these cases, the material and 
its development were articulated. Also, twelve-tone based sonata form can replicate 
the conventional tonal polarity through a regulation of transoposition levels. 
From the above, it may be concluded that the development of sonata form in 
twentieth-century music follows the traditional models to a certain extent. In the first 
two interpretations, the tonal scheme was modified with flexibility. In the third 
interpretation, though the tonal identity (in a traditional sense) is lost, the sectional 
differentiation and a transpositional structure (in a twentieth-century sense) still exist. 
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IV. Analysis of selected first movements in Prokofiev's works 
The selected works for analysis in this chapter are listed according to the years 
of composing. A general background of the composer in his different periods will 
precede the analysis of each work. It is then followed by a comparative analysis of 
sonata-form movements in the works named. 
In the so-called "Russian Period", the first movements of three of the important 
piano works ofProkofiev's early years; his first three piano sonatas, and Symphony 
No. 1 will be analyzed. The first and the third piano sonatas are similar in style in 
their energetic use of 12/8 rhythm and one-movement sonata form. 
14 
1. Piano SonataNo. 1 in F Minor, Op. 1 (1909) 
During his school years 1907-8 and 1908-9 Prokofiev wrote totally six piano 
sonatas, which remained a kind of "prehistory" ofhis other works. His Piano Sonata 
No. 1 in F Minor, originally the "Second Sonata" of this set, had three movements at 
the beginning. Feeling that the second and third movements were unsatisfactory, 
Prokofiev discarded them and refined the first movement; then this was made into a 
^ V 
one-movement sonata. This sonata proved to be a more mature work than his other 
compositions of that period, and for several years it towered above them as a solid 
opus. "You're too anxious to give your sonatas opus numbers," said Miaskovsky, 
one ofProkofiev's best friends. "The time will come when you'll cross this all out 
and write ‘Sonata No. 1'."^^ His friend proved right. It was published as Sonata No. 
1, Opus 1, by Jurgenson. The composer, later wrote that this sonata "seemed too 
youthful" and although it was a solid opus when he was fifteen, “it could not hold its 
own among my more mature compositions."^^ Prokofiev thought that this "naive and 
simple little piece", marked the end ofhis early period.^^ 
According to Nest'ev, Prokofiev's writing in this work closely resembled the 
noble and beautiful paths of Schumann, Rachmaninov and the early Scriabin. There 
are neither sarcastic grimaces norjarring harmonies. The melodies are clear and 
tuneful; the development is naturaL^^ Asafev later pointed out that Prokofiev was 
speaking of the old, but in a new way, and "he expresses the new by scarcely 
perceptible details, digressions and effects ... one's ear immediately senses this ‘ 
scarcely' on one's very first acquaintance with the sonata."^^ However, this sonata 
was not successful with the modernists, who considered it too orthodox. The leader 
of the Evenings of Modern Music, Karatygin, severely criticized it for its "coarseness, 
^'Nest'ev,ProA:o/zev,31. 
32 Sergei Prokofiev, Prokofiev by Prokofiev: A Composer 's Memoir (London: Macdonald and Jane's, 
1979), 102. 
33 Oleg Prokofiev, ed., "Autobiography," in Sergei Prokofiev Soviet Diary 1927 and Other Writings, 
245. 
34 Nest'ev, Prokofiev, 31. 
35 From unpublished notes, quoted by Nest'ev in Prokofiev, 31. 
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reflecting Rachmaninov's influence."^^ 
The themes within this work are generally scalar and devoid of wide leaps and “ 
wrong notes.',37 They appear not only in the top voice but also the bass lines and 
inner voices. 
The piece, opening with an Allegro introduction, contains theme 1 (example 
1.1 a), theme 2 (sub-themes a and b) and a closing theme. All the themes begin in the 
key of F minor except themes 2a and 2h, which both begin in A-flat major. This 
makes a key relationship of a minor third (F - A-flat) among the themes. 
There is a lot of use of the melodic sequence involving a tonal shift. In the 
transition section between theme 1 and theme 2, and the area of theme 2 and the 
closing theme, melodic sequences are used. The transition section stays within a 
circle of fifths (F minor - B-flat minor - E-flat major - A-flat major) when it shifts to 
a new tonal level each time (example 1 .lb). Theme 2a is first stated in A-flat major, 
then there is a shift to B-flat major and C minor, before moving by a block of chords 
to E-flat^ (example l.lc). Finally there is a restatement of the whole theme. The 
above-mentioned tonal shift is by a major second every time. Theme 2b, on the other 
hand, only restated the theme up an octave in bars 78-81 (example l.ld). The 
closing theme follows a similar process from F minor to D minor (bars 82-85, 86-89) 
but is in a third relationship (example l.le). This theme, which starts from bar 82 to 
93, makes a lot of use of the melodic sequence. The whole theme passes through F 
minor and D minor, and ends on an A-flat chord. 
In the development section, only the materials from the closing theme, the 
transition and theme 2a are used, with an absence of theme 1 and theme 2b. This 
reservation for use later (in the recapitulation in this piece) is very common for 
Prokofiev. In this development section, the material from the transition (especially 
36 Reck, July 22, 1915; quoted by Nest'ev in Prokofiev, 32. 
37 Rebecca G. Martin, The Nine Piano Sonatas of Sergei Prokofiev (Ann Arbor, Mich.: University 
Microfikns, 1982), 10. 
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element a or b) is frequently used in terms of its rhythmic and melodic content. Its 
rhythmic part (triplet-quavers) is first used as a reference to an extension ofthe 
closing theme in bars 93-99, 99-104 (example 1.2). In bars 104-115, element a is 
mixed with element b by which it will be developed (example 1.3). In the remaining 
harmonically unstable part, theme 2a is used until the early retum of the tonic before 
the recapitulation. 
The recapitulation retums all the themes except the first phrase of theme 1, and 
there is still some struggle for keys: theme 2a retums in D-flat major instead of the 
expected tonic F minor. Within the recapitulated theme 2b area, there is a stay in the 
A-fIat major tonality before reaching the closing theme. The above two keys are a 
third higher and lower than the tonic key (example 1.4). Material from the 
exposition is used in the closing theme, but it is shortened (compared with twelve 
bars in the exposition) with only eight bars. In the coda (bars 218-244), an element 
from theme 2b and the closing theme are used with the restatement ofthe 
introduction, unifying the piece (example 1.5). 
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2. Piano Concerto No. 1 in D-flat Major, Op. 10 (1911-12) 
As Prokofiev recalled, Piano Concerto No. 1 was his first more or less mature 
composition as regards both conception and fulfillment. The conception is expressed 
in the means used for combining piano and orchestra and in the form, "a sonata 
Allegro with the introduction repeated after the exposition and at the end; a short 
Andante inserted before the development; development in the form of a Scherzo and 
a cadenza to introduce the recapitulation. This form was criticized on the grounds 
that the concerto consisted of a succession of unrelated episodes. But these episodes 
were held together quite firmly."^^ 
Disagreeing with Prokofiev, Rita McAllister believes that sectional form is 
employed in the concerto/^ as the thematic material seems to her unsuitable. I agree 
with Rita McAllister's opinion. I have tried to analyze the piece in terms of 
Prokofiev's own interpretation (example 2). The resultant example is 
disproportionate in length and looks rather like a piece in sectional form. Thus this 
piece is discarded from my thesis, as it is not a sonata form. 
38 Oleg Prokofiev, ed., "Autobiography," in Sergei Prokofiev Soviet Diary 1927 and Other Writings, 
242-243. 
39 Rita McAllister, The New Grove Russian Masters 2 (London: Macmillan, 1986), 118. 
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3. Piano SonataNo. 2 in D Minor, Op. 14 (1912) 
Prokofiev spent the summer of 1912 in Kislovodsk, where his mother usually 
went for a cure. There he completed his most important composition of the year, the 
Piano Sonata No. 2, Op. 14, which he began in March and finished on September 10. 
It was given its first performance on the following February 5 in Moscow, in the 
Small Hall ofMoscow Conservatory. 
Compared with the Piano Sonata No. 1, the creation ofPiano Sonata No. 2 
underwentjust the opposite process. It developed into a four-movement piece, from 
a one-movement sonatina, after it had first grown into a romantic sonata allegro with 
the addition of a scherzo (originally composed in Lyadov's class) and two more 
movements. Nest'ev says, "Compared with the First Sonata, which is stylistically 
immature, it represents a great step forward; it is the work of a completely mature 
creative personality."^® 
In Prokofiev's First Piano Concerto and this Second Piano Sonata, it is noted 
that he constructed "composites" from a series of individual musical episodes. The 
formal unity of these works is based on the mechanical combination of contrasting 
fragments. 
Theme 1 (example 3.1) has totally thirty-one bars. It is the longest theme in the 
exposition (since it includes a restatement of theme) compared to the twenty-one-bar 
theme 2 and eighteen-bar closing theme. On the other hand, the period form is 
employed for the construction of themes in the transition section (between theme 1 
and theme 2) and theme 2. The transition section (from bars 32-47) is mainly 
composed of chains of four-bar phrases (example 3.2). Also, theme 2 is built up by 
the antecedent and consequent in four-bar square form (bars 64-67, 68-71, 72-75; 
255-258, 259-262, 263-266) (example 3.3) before it expands to a six-bar phrase. 
4�Nest'ev, Prokofiev, 68. 
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According to Prokofiev, he acquired this "harmful" influence from the teaching of 
Gliere before he entered the Petersburg Conservatory/^ The closing theme, although 
it derives material from the transition in rhythmic diminution (the element ofthe 
former theme, particularly in bars 87-88, is derived from bar 32 of the transition), 
does not make use of the four-bar phrase like the other themes (example 3.4). 
In the Piano Sonata No. 1, Prokofiev mixed the rhythmic and melodic elements 
inside the themes. In this sonata, the mixing is more obvious. In the development 
section, the closing theme is used alongside the rhythmic element of theme 1 and the 
melodic element of the transition in bars 115-123 (example 3.5). Besides this, it is 
used for the superimposition of themes. Especially from bars 159 to 186, theme 2 
(or part of it) is used together with fragments from other themes, resulting in a whole 
section in three layers. In bars 159-174 and bars 175-186, the augmented theme 2 
with the rhythm from theme 1 is in the upper voice. It superimposes elements from 
the link in the inner voice and the transition in the bass voice (example 3.6). 
The principal tonality of this sonata is D minor, while the secondary tonality is a 
supertonic above it, E minor. The latter is used as the key for theme 2 and the 
closing theme. Moreover, the supertonic relationship is once again used within the 
theme 2 area in the development section. In bars 143-158 it is in D minor, in bars 
159-174 in E minor, while bars 175-186 are in F minor. Each one is a second above 
the previous one (example 3.7). 
In the development section, there is no theme 1 melodically but only 
rhythmically (please refer to example 3.6). The full theme is used later in the coda 
(example 3.8). The use of theme 1 in the coda instead of in the development section 
becomes more and more important in Prokofiev's later works. 
In the recapitulation, all the themes return in the normal order but are varied 
from the exposition. Theme 1 is twelve bars shorter than theme 1 area in the 
41 Prokofiev, Prokofiev by Prokofiev, 37. 
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exposition but it is extended in the model of restated theme 1 in the exposition. The 
transition and theme 2 have the same bar numbers as in the exposition, but the 
closing theme has one additional bar to end the section. 
The return of theme 1 in the coda is a common Prokofiev trick. 
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4. Classical Symphony in D Major, Op. 25 (1916-17) 
Prokofiev's Classical Symphony was composed in the spirit ofHaydn. From 
the composer's memory, it was Nikolay Tcherepnin's (1873-1945) conducting class 
in his early years that inspired him to compose such a piece. At one ofthose endless 
rehearsals of the student orchestra, the conductor Tcherepnin and Prokofiev were 
sitting side by side with the score in front of them. Tcherepnin told the student to 
listen to the bassoon sound. It was then that Prokofiev gradually developed a taste 
for the scores ofHaydn and Mozart: a taste for the bassoon playing staccato and the 
flute playing two octaves higher than the bassoon, etc. It was because of this that he 
conceived or thought up the Classical Symphony, although that was five or six years 
later.42 
I spent the summer of 1917 in the country near Petrograd all alone, 
reading Kant and working a great deal. I deliberately did not take my 
piano with me，for I wished to try composing without it. Until this time I 
had always composed at the piano, but I noticed that thematic material 
composed without the piano was often better. At first it seems strange 
when transferred to the piano, but after one has played it a few times 
everything falls into place. I had been toying with the idea of writing a 
whole symphony without the piano. I believed that the orchestra would 
sound more natural. That is how the project for a symphony in the Haydn 
style came into being: I had learned a great deal about Haydn's technique 
from Tcherepnin, and hence felt myself on sufficiently familiar ground to 
venture forth on this difflcultjourney without the piano. It seemed to me 
that had Haydn lived to our day he would have retained his own style while 
accepting something of the new at the same time. That was the kind of 
symphony I wanted to write: a symphony in the classical style. And when 
I saw that my idea was beginning to work I called it the 'Classical' 
Symphony: in the first place because that was simpler, and secondly for the 
fun of it, to ‘tease the geese,, and in the secret hope that I would prove 
to be right if the symphony really did turn out to be a piece of classical 
music.43 
42 Prokofiev, Prokofiev by Prokofiev: A Composer 's Memoir, 155. 
43 Oleg Prokofiev, ed., "Autobiography," in Sergei Prokofiev Soviet Diary 1927 and Other Writings, 
258-259. 
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Thus the Classical Symphony in D Major, Op. 25 was composed in 1916-17 and 
dedicated to B. B. Asafev. It is scored for a small orchestra which resembles the 
eighteenth-century one/^ and consists of four movements following Classical formal 
construction. The composer himself once wrote, "the ‘Classical’ Symphony wasn't 
much in the way of a symphony; still, it was one. So I decided to count it the First." 
45 
The symphony was given its premiere in Petrograd in April 1918, and made a 
strong impression on the new People's Commissar of Education, Anatole 
Lunacharsky. The composer used this opportunity, when Maxim Gorky introduced 
him to the Commissar, to express his desire for a passport to go to the USA. The 
officer replied, "You are a revolutionary in music, we are revolutionaries in life. We 
ought to work together. But if you wish to go, I shall place no obstacles in your way. 
’，This happened after the October Revolution had triumphed.^^ Prokofiev made his 
trip to America through Siberia, Hawaii, San Francisco, and New York, where he 
arrived in August of 1918. 
The Classical Symphony is a remarkable work in its anticipation ofthe 
neoclassical turn of events in the early twentieth century. Besides the homage to the 
standard classical form, this symphony anticipates several devices which were to 
remain with Prokofiev throughout his life: ostinato, motor rhythm, angular melody, 
sudden and unexpected modulation, exploitation of the lower register ofthe trumpet, 
etc.47 
The structural design of the first movement is that of a conventional sonata-
allegro form. But the exposition is comparatively longer than the development 
44 Instrumentation of this symphony includes 2 flutes, 2 oboes, 2 clarinets, 2 bassoons, 2 homs, 2 
trumpets, 3 timpani and strings. According to Jack Westmp ("Orchestra," in The New Grove 
Dictionary of Music and Musicians 13:683), this was the standard size ofthe large orchestra by the 
end of the eighteenth century, except that there were only two timpani at that time. 
45 Sergei Sergeevich Prokofev, "Autobiografiia," Materialy, 173’ cited by Malcohn Hamrick Brown, 
The Symphonies of Prokofiev (Ann Arbor, Mich.: University Microfihns, 1967), 13. 
46 Joseph Machlis, Introduction to Contemporary Music (London: Dent, 1979), 219. 
47 Preston Stedman, The Symphony (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, 1992), 287. 
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section and the recapitulation (exposition: eighty-six bars; development section: 
fifty-three bars; recapitulation: fifty-four bars), while the coda is fourteen bars long. 
The eighth-note, jumpy D major theme 1 (example 4.1) is the shortest part in the 
exposition. It restates only once in C major. The transition between themes 1 and 2 
(example 4.2) is proportionally longer than theme 1 and theme 2. It contains four 
elements, to be developed later, and has totally twenty-seven bars. Theme 2, on the 
other hand, contains two themes and has a closed simple A-B-A-C-A form (example 
4.3). 
As classical as its name suggests, the harmonic relationship between theme 1 
and theme 2 is in a dominant relationship, and the cadence is completed by harmonic 
convention -- dominant to tonic. However, there is an interplay between tonic and 
submediant within each major subdivision. In the first eight bars of theme 1, there is 
a digression from the tonic to the submediant area. The second phrase (bars 7-10) 
(example 4.1) is sustained in the triadic shape o fB minor (submediant o f D major). 
But at the end, it returns to D major; a broken D-major triad is inserted in the bass to 
link the next restatement, in C major, where there is the same harmonic movement 
except at the end. In theme 2 (example 4.3), the basic motive comes three times in A 
major. It flexes from A major (bars 46-49, marked A in the score) to F major 
(flattened-submediant) (bars 50-51, marked B) and back to A major again (bars 53-
57, marked A). It takes a turn in F major (bars 58-61, marked C) for three and a half 
bars and F-sharp minor (bars 62-65) for four bars before returning to A major in bar 
66 (marked A). The major difference between theme 1 and theme 2 is that, in theme 
2, the submediant area is represented in two guises, F-sharp minor (submediant) and 
F major (flattened-submediant). 
I agree with Brown that the technique of development devised during mature 
classicism plays an unimportant role in Prokofiev's scheme.^ ^ In the Classical 
Symphony, Prokofiev ignores motivic expansion, compression and reassembly. He 
48 Brown, The Symphonies of Sergei Prokofiev, 25. 
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simply restates the themes in successive tonal shifts in various keys. But in the 
development section, he makes use of the device of canonic treatment in the 
transition between theme 1 and theme 2 (bars 95-102) and fragmentation in the 
second restatement of theme 1 in A minor, where only the second phrase ofthe 
theme is used (bars 103-106) (example 4.4). And for theme 2 (starting from bar 111 
to bar 130), the character is transformed by changing its orchestration, articulation, 
texture and dynamics, to make it like theme 1 and the transition (example 4.5). It is a 
kind of thematic transformation. 
The recapitulation is thirty two bars shorter than the exposition, and in the coda, 
the closing theme, rather than theme 1, is employed. In the recapitulation the first 
theme begins in C major, but the closing theme is used in the original key, D major 
here. 
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5. Piano SonataNo. 3 in A Minor, Op. 28 (1917) 
Piano Sonata No. 3 was written in 1917 with the note “from old notebooks". It 
showed that the materials dated back to an earlier period. Prokofiev looked through 
his notebooks from the conservatory years in 1917 and discovered two sonatas he 
had written for Lyadov's class in 1907-8. He found in them ideas worth reworking, 
and his rewritten material later became the Piano Sonatas No. 3 and No. 4 , Ofthe 
Sonata No. 3, Miaskovsky wrote "Its basic qualities are infectious, captivating elan 
and fervent passion, through which shines with great clarity the serene freshness of a 
young self-asserting will.，，�。Many critics paid tribute to this sonata. Miaskovsky 
found it effective. "In order to convey the entire range ofProkofiev's colors, the 
performer must possess a finished technique, indomitable temperament, profound 
insight, and, finally, the gift for sincere yet wholesome lyricism. Prokofiev's Third 
Sonata is indispensable to the concert stage."^^ Asafev praised the powerful 
dynamism of this composition and the unity and impetuous drive of its development, 
comparing it to "the whirring trail of an arrow flying through the air."^^ 
The overall tonality of the sonata is A minor, with the secondary tonality in C 
major. Harmonically, the third is the most important key relationship, since it 
govems not only the principal and the subordinate themes but also the key 
relationship within theme 2. 
This sonata is the first Prokofiev sonata with an exceptionally long introduction, 
which fluctuates between E major with an E pedal and D minor with a D pedal 
(example 5.1a). At the end of each phrase in this section, a cadence on E is prepared 
by contrary motion by which G - F-sharp _ F-natural is at the top voice and D - E-flat 
^^  Nest'ev, Prokofiev, 134. 
'Ubid., 137. 
51 Music note signed "Andrei Versilov," in KNovym Beregam, No. 3，1923; quoted by Nest'ev in 
Prokofiev, 139. 
52 Russian Music from the Beginnings of the Nineteenth Century (Ann Arbor, Michigan: American 
Council ofLeamed Societies, 1953); quoted by Nest'ev in Prokofiev, 139. 
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at the bottom (example 5.1b). There are also introductions before the development 
section and recapitulation. 
Theme 1, characterized by wide leaps, a broad range and short rests, is divided 
into two sub-themes, a and b: theme la is shorter, eleven bars in length (bars 16-26) 
(example 5.2a) while theme lb has totally twenty-seven bars. Theme lb can be 
further divided into three parts, wherever melodically or tonally. Melodically, the 
parts are cut into bars 27-35, 36-45 and 46-53 while tonally they are bars 27-35 (in A 
minor), bars 36-40 (in E minor) and bars 41-53 (in C-sharp minor) respectively 
(example 5.2b). 
The lyrical theme 2 has three sub-themes, namely 2a, 2b and 2c. Theme 2a is 
comparatively quite long (twenty bars) as it plays five times totally (example 5.3a). 
On the other hand, theme 2b (example 5.3b) and theme 2c (example 5.3c) are eight 
bars long. 
Theme 2a undergoes some changes in the development section. In bars 103-113 
theme 2a mixes with theme la rhythmically. In bar 105 the rhythm is even 
diminished. This theme is developed in bars 123-145 from the material in bars 58-61 
(example 5.4, cf. example 5.3a). On the other hand, themes 2b and 2c are used rather 
limitedly in the development section. They are separated by an episode (bars 118-
122) and theme 2a which reused the material from bars 52-53. The coda, unlike in 
other works which derives material from theme 1, derives material mainly from bars 
82-83 this time and has some of its rhythmic drive from bar 203, ending the piece in 
A minor (example 5.5). 
As mentioned before, materials of the introduction ofboth the development and 
the recapitulation are from the exposition. The introduction before the development 
in bars 94-95 is derived from the left hand ofbars 3-4, bars 96-98 from the right hand 
(example 5.6a). Bars 99-100 are derived from bar 15 (example 5.6b). On the other 
hand, the introduction in the recapitulation (bars 161-163) is like bars 27-29 (theme 
lb). They have the same rhythmic identity and similar melodic shape. 
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In Piano Sonata No. 3，Prokofiev does not use any closing theme at all. He 
jumps from theme 2 directly to the development section with an introduction before 
the section, while there is a retransition to the recapitulation. 
The proportion of each section in this sonata is 39.3% in exposition, 29% in 
development section and 18.8% in recapitulation, while the coda is 12.9%. Since 
themes la, 2b and 2c are omitted in the recapitulation, it makes the whole section 
shorter in length. 
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In his self-exiled years Prokofiev composed with a strong emphasis on theatrical 
works. As a result, only a few works were selected for analysis. In fact, he 
composed a fairly small amount of works having the sonata-allegro form in the first 
movement.53 Sonata for Two Violins (1932), a piece which was thought to have been 
composed with the sonata form in the first movement, consists of movements which 
are in the order of slow, fast, fast, fast. On the other hand, Prokofiev's habit of 
revising and rearranging the scores for later use made analysis even more difficult. 
Symphony No. 4, especially the first movement of it, was radically reworked and 
extended after his completing it in Paris in 1930. “The previous material has been 
preserved to some degree, but I have added so much that is new that the work could 
actually be called my Seventh Symphony," Prokofiev reported to the press.^^ Due to 
the fact that the score of the first version of this symphony was not published, it is 
not possible for the writer to analyze the score. However, the idea of using the score 
of the revised version instead of the original one seems unpractical since they were 
composed eighteen years apart occupying the opus numbers 47 and 112. There must 
have some changes affecting the use of sonata form during the years. According to 
Clive Bennett, it is evident that extensive sections were woven into the outer 
movements of the symphony, altering their shape and impact beyond recognition.^^ 
In this case, the discussion of treating two works as a single one was i m p o s s i b l e . 
As a result, the revised version of Symphony No. 4 in C Major, Op. 112 will not be 
chosen for analysis. 
53 Among his many works composed in this period, only Symphony No. 2 in D Minor (1924-25), 
Symphony No. 3 in C Minor (1928), String Quartet No. 1 in B Major (1930) and Piano Sonata No. 5 
in C Major (1923) have the sonata-allegro form in the first movement. But since a lot of piano 
sonatas are chosen in the "Russian period", the Fifth will not be used for analysis. As well, having the 
confusion ofgrouping the concerto form into sonata-allegro form, Piano Concerto No. 4 in B-flat 
Major (1931), Piano Concerto No. 5 in G Major (1931-32) and Cello Concerto in E Minor (1933-38) 
are not chosen. 
54 Sovetskoye Iskusstvo, January 1，1948; cited by Nest'ev, Prokofiev, 402. 
55 Liner notes by Clive Bennett for Decca CD 430 782-2 "Prokofiev: The Symphonies", 1991, p. 9. 
56 Brown, however, was content for the present to accept the revised score as the embodiment of a 
single creative conception in his dissertation The Symphonies of Sergei Prokofiev. 
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6. Symphony No. 2 in D Minor, Op. 40 (1924-25) 
In his memoirs, Prokofiev mentioned the "intricate" style of the Fifth Sonata, 
the Quintet, and the Second Symphony, the “most chromatic" works among his 
works. After the cold reception of the Second Piano Concerto, Prokofiev decided to 
show the Parisians that he could write a piece as modernistic as The Six. The Second 
Symphony, “made of iron and steel," was composed during the entire fall and winter 
of 1924. "Unlike the Third Concerto, it is chromatic and ponderous, but this does not 
mean that I have said goodbye forever to the diatonic style. In form the symphony 
resembles Beethoven's last piano sonata, that is, an austere first movement followed 
by a theme and variations as the second and final movement,"^^ said Prokofiev. This 
symphony, like other pieces of the same period, was composed with difficulty. 
While still composing it, Prokofiev expressed his worries in letters: ‘Tm working as 
hard as I can, but because of its complexities, it is creeping along." "Fm immersed 
in the symphony, but the end is nowhere in sight"; and to Asafev ‘Tm afraid this 
symphony won't reach the heights you have set for me." After its premiere in June 
1925, he observed that "Neither I nor the audience understood anything in it. It was 
too thickly woven. There were too many layers of counterpoint which degenerated 
into mere figuration."^^ As a result, the symphony was coolly received in Paris and 
in Russia when it was performed in 1928. 
Symphony No. 2 is perhaps the most chromatic of all Prokofiev's symphonies. 
Although it is written in D minor, polychords and modes are frequently used to 
embellish the piece. At the same time the central tonality is sometimes blurred by 
the figurations. 
As in the Piano Sonata No. 2, there are strong connections between sections. 
The introduction (bars 1-9) has a significant meaning. The first two notes ofViolin I 
(bar 2) and the counterpoint in Violin II and Viola (bars 6-8) combine to make the 
“Nest'ev, Prokofiev, 211. 
58 Letter to Derzhanovsky, September 30, 1925. Quoted by Nest'ev, Prokofiev, 212. 
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primary thematic material of theme 1 in bars 10-11 (example 6.1a). On the other 
hand, the gapped-scale series in bars 3-9 in the violins (doubled by piccolo, flute, 
oboes and clarinet) makes bars 13-14 and bars 22-25 (example 6.1b). 
As usual for Prokofiev, the device ofjuxtaposition of themes divides the sound 
into two or more layers. This idea of juxtaposition of themes originates in the 
exposition. Clearly divided into two periods (bars 10-25/bars 26-42), theme 1 is 
played in unison by flutes, oboes, clarinets and violins (piccolo an octave higher). 
The notes in English horn, bass clarinet and bassoon contribute to the middle or 
foundation stratum, whereas the ostinato in divisi violas and homs acts as a harmonic 
filler, and in the brass as a sound complex (example 6.2). In the development section, 
two themes which begin at different times join in later and make two layers of sound. 
It results in a thickly-woven contrapuntal texture and makes a strong connection 
between different themes. 
Tonally, this piece is not traditional. Theme 1, themes 2a and 2b are in C/D, 
E Aeolian, Dorian and Lydian, and E Phrygian respectively. The two transitions 
between theme 1 and themes 2a and 2b with different tonalities and orchestration 
make up one of the complexities. The first transition, which extends from bars 43 to 
51, is polytonic, executed in "rhythmically animated, sharply delineated 
p o l y c h o r d s ' , . 5 9 Different combinations of triads are vertically juxtaposed to represent 
the basic harmonies within bars 43-51 by which they can be divided into two groups. 
The first group, from bars 43 to 47, contains a series of successive triads in a tritonal, 
a fourth or a fifth root relationships® (example 6.3): 
B+C C-sharp+F B-flat+b etc. 
bars 43 44 45 
In the above diagram, upper case signifies a major triad, lower case, a minor triad. 
The second group of polychords, however, breaks down the systematic relationship. 
59 Brown, The Symphonies of Prokofiev, 80. 
60 This diagram and the following one are revised from Brown, The Symphonies of Prokofiev, 81. 
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The progression of this group is linear and close. It finally moves to B-flat major in 
bar 52 (example 6.4): 
B+C C-sharp+b f-sharp+b-flat C+d b+B-flat B-flat 
bars 48 49 50 51 52 
The second transition, divided into two phrases, has a linear texture in light, fine 
instrumental strokes^^ (bars 52-55) and contains chromaticism. There are totally ten 
of the twelve chromatic notes to be found in the first bar (bar 52) of this section 
(example 6.5). In the second phrase of it (bars 57-60), the intervallic pattem of the 
first phrase is exactly inverted and transposed (example 6.6). 
Theme 2 is divided into two sub-themes (2a and 2b) for its slight change of 
tonality. Theme 2a (bars 61-114) is in E Aeolian, Dorian and Lydian, while theme 
2b (bars 115-131) sounds in E Phrygian with an accompanying ostinato based on 
theme 2a in E Lydian. But still, there is a strong connection between these two parts. 
Theme 2a (bars 61-114), on E Aeolian, Dorian and Lydian, is a chant-like melody 
which is doubled at the lower octave and lower major third by low-sounding 
instruments. This theme is used against counterpoint based on an idea in thirds from 
the second transition (example 6.7). On the other hand, theme 2b (bars 115-131) 
sounds in E Phrygian with an accompanying ostinato based on theme 2a in E Lydian. 
The former is introduced in bar 115 until bar 131 in piccolo, flutes, trumpets and 
violins, while the latter is used as an ostinato in all other melody parts (example 6.8). 
As in the Piano Sonata No. 2, superimposition of themes is as a major device. But 
here, theme 2a is used as bar 8. 
The rather short closing theme (bars 132-137) centres on E-flat with a resolution 
to E in octaves, played by hom, tuba and timpani (example 6.9). 
6i Ibid., 82. 
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The insertion of the second transition into the reprise of the first transition in bar 
318joins up two dissimilar ideas (example 6.10). Also, the appearance ofthe 
opening motive of theme 2a during the course of transition 2 in bars 332-334 and 
338-339 anticipates the whole theme 2a later in bar 340 (example 6.11), which is 
moving towards G. 
All the themes (excluding the nine-bar introduction) return in the recapitulation 
section but the tonalities change. Theme 1 (shortened) and the first transition are in 
C/D and C/D-flat respectively. The tonality of the second transition is not stable. 
Theme 2a has a tendency towards G, while theme 2b is on D. The long coda^^ 
(compare the six bars in the exposition with forty-three bars here) fixes its tonality in 
the timpani. In bar 408 it centres on C and G, but in bar 412 on G in octaves. The 
music resolves to D, surrounded by C and E-flat, to end the piece. 
Structurally, the first movement of this piece has a principal theme, a 
subordinate theme and a closing theme. Added is a nine-bar introduction before 
theme 1 and two transitions between theme 1 and theme 2. This makes 
proportionally unbalanced sections with different bar-numbers in the exposition. 
62 Again theme 1 is used as the main theme. 
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7. Symphony No. 3 in C Minor, Op. 44 (1928) 
The material of the Symphony No. 3 was based on the opera The Fiery Angel 
(1922-25). The reason why Prokofiev picked up ideas from an opera goes back to 
his fondness for operas since he was nine years old; his interest in them grew as time 
went by. According to Prokofiev, this symphony was “one of my best compositions, 
”63 he insisted that the audience should "listen to the Third Symphonyjust like any 
other symphony without a program." "People will stone me", said Prokofiev, but the 
possibility of"writing a new symphony for free" attracted him. By using material 
from the opera, he could free himself and could demonstrate a more flexible solution 
to the traditional conflict by the use of sonata form. His habit of shuffling themes 
from one context to another kept on throughout his life. 
In his "long" autobiography, Prokofiev mentioned his first attendance at operas 
in Moscow. His parents made ready to go there for a few weeks in January 1900, 
and he was brought with them. He saw his first opera, Faust, and the second, Prince 
Igor in Moscow. He came back to Sontsovka with a rich store of impressions. Then 
he came to his mother and announced that he wanted to write his own opera. Several 
months later, his first opera in three acts, The Giant, was finished. He began a 
second one, entitled On Desert Islands in the same year. During his youth and early 
manhood, he wrote six more operas, including The Fiery Angel. However, none of 
these works except The Love for Three Oranges was composed with any certain 
prospect for performance. Having invested eight years on The Fiery Angel, he 
wanted to have it for another purpose: 
I was about to make a suite out of it when I remembered that for one of the 
entr'actes I had developed themes from the preceding scene, and it 
occurred to me that this might serve as the kemel for a symphony. I 
examined the themes and found that they would make a good 
exposition for a sonata allegro. I found the same themes in other parts of 
the opera differently expressed and quite suitable for the recapitulation. In 
63 oieg Prokofiev, ed., "Autobiography," in Soviet Diary 1927 and Other Writings, 285. 
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this way the plan for the first movement of the symphony worked out quite 
simply.64 
Indeed, some of the primary thematic materials of The Fiery Angel were 
conceived as pure instrumental music before they were put into the opera. When 
Prokofiev was working on the Third Piano Concerto in 1916-17, he contemplated 
writing a "white quartet," an absolutely diatonic string quartet that could be played 
on only the white keys of the piano. But later he found the task too difficult, and in 
1921 he decided to split up the material: the subordinate theme [of the quartet] 
became the theme ofRenata in The FieryAngel; the principal theme he used for the 
monastery, and some other material went into the Third Piano Concerto.^^ 
The material of the first movement of the Symphony No. 3 is based on themes 
connected with Renata, a wild-eyed creature who is haunted by visions ofan angel 
she has seen in her childhood and who now seeks to discover it in the human form of 
the men in her life, her obsession and the thwarted devotion of Ruprecht, who is in 
love with her.66 The basic materials which are used in this movement are from 
different parts of the opera. They include Renata's plea for mercy and Ruprecht's 
chanting (theme la) and Renata's aria, Leitmotif oflove for the Angel (theme lb) 
from Act I; Ruprecht's aria, Leitmotif of compassion for Renata (theme 2a) from Act 
II; an entr'acte between the first and second scenes from Act III (development) and 
materials from Act V (recapitulationA:oda). Further, part of Act II of The Fiery 
Angel is directly quoted to become bars 175-225 (theme 2a, transition and part of 
theme 2b) in the Symphony No. 3. The above-mentioned theme la (example 7.1a) is 
made up of a primary motive deriving from Renata's anguished cry for mercy {grdce) 
from the terrifying apparitions which harass her (example 7.1b), and a secondary 
motive which occurs as a counterpoint to her pleading. The latter motive originates 
in Ruprecht's attempt to exorcise the hateful spirits by chanting the Libera me^^ (see 
example 7.1a). 
^Ubid. 
'^ Ibid., 271. 
66 Liner notes by Alan Blyth for Decca CD 240 782-2 "Prokofiev: The Symphonies," cl991, pp. 7-8. 
67 Brown, The Symphonies of Prokofiev, 176. 
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The primary motif of theme la exists at first as a broken-chord ostinato with 
modal mutation on the third scale degree. The melodic outline ofthis ostinato 
pattern, as Brown says, is “as a central thematic entity in its own right."^^ 
As mentioned above, one of the themes of the unfinished "white quartet" was 
first put to use as Renata's theme in The Fiery Angel. But since the opera failed to 
gain performances, Prokofiev transferred it to the Symphony No. 3, as theme lb. 
The same theme is used solely for orchestral/instrumental purposes in three different 
places. Even when it is used in The Fiery Angel, it is employed as a background to 
accompany Renata's theme. Theme lb's subtle relationship with the ostinato of 
theme la will become more obvious if the octave displacement can be eliminated 
(example 7.2).'' 
The developing technique is used in the exposition, earlier than expected. The 
device of canonic treatment is first used in theme 2a in bar 144 where the original is 
set against an augmentation in its varied form (example 7.3a). The same technique is 
also used for developing themes in bars 171-195 for theme 2a (example 7.3b), and 
theme 2b in bars 215-234 together with its repetition (example 7.3c). 
In the development section, themes are not presented in order, and they are 
developed mostly by juxtaposition and canonic treatment. The episode, which is a 
secondary passage forming a digression from the main theme, here functions as a 
link. It has the same role as an entr'acte in an opera. An exception can only be 
found in bars 286-298 where the main motive of the episode is used as an ostinato 
(example 7.4). 
The ostinato pattem is the point of unity in this movement. It is widely used in 
theme la, the transition, theme 2a of the exposition, bars 286-298 of the development 
and in the recapitulation where theme la returns. The nuclear motive is used with 





Although the designated key is C minor, a central tonality is not clearly shown 
in this work. It stays in C minor only in the chanting of theme la and theme 2b in 
the exposition and in the recapitulation, where it retums in bar 421. On the other 
hand, the tritone is an important internal relationship between an original theme and 
its restatement. The primary motive of theme la first stays on a centre ofD-flat in 
bars 1-11，while its restatement changes to G in bars 12-21. And, the first 
appearance and the restatement of theme lb are on F and B respectively, a tritone 
apart from each other. 
Instead ofhaving a clear tonal centre, theme 2a moves around various key areas 
in its first appearance (bars 123-147) and its restatement (bars 171-195) (example 
7.5). A circle of fifths progresses downwards as is noted in bars 123-147. 
In the development, tonality is again not stable. Most of the time, it has a 
polymelodic texture and contains polyharmony. Similar to the Symphony No. 2，the 
juxtaposition of themes divides the sound into two or more than two layers. For 
example, when theme 2b comes into the foreground at bar 257, theme la (which 
began at bar 254) retreats to the background. The newly-stated theme 2b has a 
tonality in D-flat major, while the previous theme la is in the area o fF and the 
forthcoming new one (which enters at bar 259) is in the area ofC (example 7.6). The 
differentiation in tonalities clearly divides the sound into different layers. 
In the recapitulation, themes do not return in their original keys. A key centre 
on E (not clearly major or minor) is rather important since it is used for theme la and 
theme 2a, while theme lb is in the area of C. The piece retums to its tonic key, C 
minor, not until bar 421 in the coda. 
The form of the first movement of the Symphony No. 3 is a flexible sonata 
allegro. Although three sections are set out in this movement, their functions are 
loose. In the exposition, the length of the episode (thirty-three bars) is longer than 
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the transition (twenty-three bars). Proportionally and functionally, the development 
section is also not developmental in the German manner. It has only one hundred 
and ten bars compared with the longer two hundred and thirty four-bar exposition. 
Structurally, the exposition section contains a transition between theme 1 and 
theme 2 (without closing theme). Themes la, lb and transition make up three main 
sections. The first section of theme la has an ostinato in D-flat major, with an 
oscillating third, and the chant in C minor (bars 1-11). In the second section (bars 
12-21) the ostinato shifts to a centre on G, and the chant remains in C minor. The 
ostinato and the chant conclude "in harmony" in the final section (bars 22-33) in the 
area of C major/minor (example 7.7). Theme lb, on the other hand, is an A-B-A' 
form with different tonal centres, in which the A, section (example 7.8) is the longest. 
As in the theme 1 area, three main sections/phrases can be detected in the 
transition between theme 1 and theme 2. These sections are separated by different 
motives as well as keys. Oboes and English horn move in a three-part heterophony 
with an E sustained by an ostinato figure in the lower-sounding instruments. The 
second phrase emphasizes an ostinato pattern around an E diminished chord in the 
cello part, while theme lb is used to end the final part of the transition, which starts 
in G-flat major. 
As mentioned, the episode in the development section functions as a link. 
Melodically, it has a strong link with the episode in the exposition (example 7.9). 
The seventy-four-bar recapitulation returns all the themes except theme 2b. In 
the coda, theme la is used more than others, in the key ofD major/minor. 
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8. String QuartetNo. 1 in B Minor, Op. 50 (1930) 
Prokofiev's first string quartet in B Minor (1930) was commissioned by the 
Library of Congress in Washington after an American tour. It had its premiere on 
April 25, 1931 at a special festival. Before he started writing the piece, Prokofiev 
carefully studied Beethoven's string quartets in order to master the peculiarities of 
quartet writing. "That is the source of the rather ‘classical，language of the quartet's 
first section,,,7o ^^ g^id later. Miaskovsky, the composer's friend, responded very 
warmly to the resulting string quartet after a performance by the visiting Budapest 
String Quartet in Moscow in October. "First of all, the composition is completely 
free ofeffects, something quite surprising for Prokofiev. Secondly, there is true 
profundity in the sweeping melodic line and intensity of the Finale. This movement 
strikes deep .... How marvelous it would be if this tendency in him were to become 
firmly fixed.'"' 
The overall tonality of this string quartet is B minor, while the secondary 
tonality is F-sharp minor, the dominant minor of the original key. In the exposition, 
the keys ofthemes laAb, 2 and 3 are B minor/G-sharp minor, F-sharp minor and F-
sharp minor/major respectively, while the closing theme is in the key ofF-sharp 
minor. As in Symphony No. 1, the key relationship of a perfect fifth among themes 
is noted. In the development section, although themes keep changing keys, B minor 
and F-sharp minor are emphasized. A new theme in F-sharp, over a drone bass in D, 
is also used. In the recapitulation, themes appear mostly in the tonic minor except 
for theme lb, in the key of G-sharp minor. 
There are totally four themes in this movement. Besides the use of themes 1, 2 
and 3 in the exposition, there is an additional theme in the development. In the 
recapitulation, all the principal themes return except the new theme. 
70 Oleg Prokofiev, ed., "Autobiography," 186，187. Quoted by Robinson, Sergei Prokofiev: A 
Biography, 257. 
71 From letters to Asafev dated October 20, 1931, and April 6, 1932. Nest'ev, Prokofiev, 235. 
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In the exposition, theme 1, enclosed in A-B-A' form (five bars - seven bars -
two bars), has two linked sections (example 8.1). Theme 2 is the longest. It is 
divided into three phrases - introductory (bars 30-34), first (bars 34-38) and second 
(bars 38-42), with equal bar numbers (example 8.2). The last two phrases repeat 
once before switching to a link in bars 50-55. The whole theme 2 area, with an 
episode in the middle, has a similar structural design to the theme 1 area (example 
8.3). The main difference lies in the change of role of the episode at bar 65 to 
become background. It first appears as a new part between two themes 2 in bar 56. 
But when theme 2 appears in bar 65, the episode moves into the background 
(example 8.4). The same treatment had just been used in the Symphony No. 3: 
where theme 2b comes into the foreground at bar 257, theme la retreats to the 
background.72 
Compared with other Prokofiev works, this piece is a miniature, but the 
development techniques are splendid within this short movement. In the 
development section, several techniques such as superimposition ofthemes, 
fragmentation, employment of stretto, themes in varied form, diminution of rhythm, 
head motives, theme with additional counterpoint and inverted counterpoint are 
featured. They appear either on their own or in a mixed form. 
After the appearance of all the three themes, there is an additional theme in bars 
157-165. It is used against a new counterpoint ^>robably derived from the 
introductory passage of theme 2) which begins at bar 160 (example 8.5). After this, 
the new theme and its counterpoint invert before they arrive at the link before the 
retransition. 
In the "Paris" period, perhaps influenced by his own manner of writing 
theatrical works, Prokofiev frequently connected themes by links and episodes. 
Links and episodes appear frequently in the exposition and development of this string 
quartet, but some of them do not appear in the recapitulation. Themes are presented 
72 Please refer to example 7.6. 
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in original order in the recapitulation without the use oflink, compressed theme la’ 
and theme 2 with link, which at first appear in bars 16-20 and 30-55. Instead, an 
additional theme 2 (first part) is announced in bars 225-229. As usual, theme 1 is 
used as the main element in the coda. 
Another special feature of this string quartet is a temporary change ofmeter of 
theme 3 in the development section and in the recapitulation. In the former case, the 
meter has been changed from 4/4 (bar 79) to 3/4 + 4/4 [= 7/4] (bars l52-156) 
(example 8.6a), while in the latter case, the theme has switched to 3/4 (example 8.6b). 
Prokofiev's intention to write theme 3 in 7/4 is obvious as it is fixed well into the 
above three places. 
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9. Violin Concerto No. 2 in G Minor, Op. 63 (1935) 
The Violin Concerto No. 2, like a number ofProkofiev's large scale orchestral 
and instrumental works, had a relatively modest beginning: it began life as a "concert 
sonata for violin and orchestra." According to Stephen Johnson, this title is quite 
suitable as the solo part acts as the dominant voice of an ensemble rather than its 
antagonist.73 The solo part plays unaccompanied only in the opening eight bars. 
This piece was the composer's last non-Soviet commission. It had been requested in 
France by a group of admirers of the French violinist Robert Soetens, on the 
condition that the violinist had the sole right to perform the piece for a year. Gerald 
Abraham made much of the fact that the Violin Concerto No. 2 was written at the 
time ofProkofiev's return to the Soviet Union in the mid-1930s. Prokofiev, as a way 
ofturning himself into a Soviet composer, made use of the lyrical side ofhis nature 
at the expense of the witty, grotesque and brilliant sides? It was also among the first 
set of pieces that was accessible, simple and melodic, in terms of"new simplicity." 
However, Harlow Robinson believes that this "simplification" was not the result 
solely ofProkofiev's capitulation to the demands of the Soviet aesthetic. He thought 
that the process began several years earlier and was a natural stage ofProkofiev's 
artistic development. That new simplicity, which Prokofiev was trying to pursue in 
his new career as a Soviet composer, was first set forth several years earlier in France. 
This meant a more homophonic, transparent and emotionally lyrical side to his music; 
less dissonance; an increased emphasis on melody; a preference for programmatic 
and "public" genres, etc. His idea of a "new simplicity" coincided with the tenets of 
Socialist Realism in music.^ ^ 
As the composer himself recalled, the concerto was written in the most diverse 
countries. The main subject of the first movement was written during a concert tour. 
73 Stephen Johnson, liner notes for Virgin CD VC 7 90734-2 "Prokofiev: Violin Concertos 1 & 2，” 
1988 [，pp.3-4]. 
74 Cited by Johnson, ibid. 
75 Robinson, Sergei Prokofiev: A Biography, 266. 
%IbU.,295. 
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Compared to Prokofiev's Violin Concerto No. 1, this work demands a smaller 
orchestra. Besides the use of woodwind instruments, percussion instruments and 
strings, only two horns are used. Thus, this work differs greatly from the Violin 
Concerto No. 1 in atmosphere and mood. 
If the idea of "new simplicity" was one of the tenets of Socialist Realism in 
music, it was achieved through a direct and simple key relationship, a straight-
forward theme and an uncomplicated structure in the first movement ofthis piece. 
As in most first-movement sonata forms, there are totally two themes. But unlike 
most ofProkofiev's works, there are none of the sub-themes which were so 
frequently used by the composer for many years. Without the use of sub-themes, 
Prokofiev made use of canon and variation technique to develop the themes in the 
exposition. After the solo violin introduces the main theme in bars 1-9, violas and 
basses continue to play the melody in a different key. At the same time, the solo 
violin plays counterpoint against them (example 9.1). The solo violin and the lower 
strings play the melody in canon, but then the theme shifts to the bassoon and the 
solo violin (example 9.2). 
There is a mini-development section in bars 28-32, where theme 1 is in dialogue 
with a counter-theme. It is first in C major but is then restated in A-flat major. The 
section ends in A minor before it moves to the first transition. 
Structurally, this piece is well-balanced with equal bar numbers within each 
section (ninety-one bars in exposition - ninety-one bars in development section -
seventy-six + fifteen bars in recapitulation). The main and the subordinate themes 
are logically presented, except that there is one more transition before the closing 
theme in the e x p o s i t i o n . ? ? In the development section, there is a change of 
articulation and bowing^^ for varying the main theme (example 9.3) in bars 101-131. 
Also, there are changes of figuration (triplet, semiquavers, double-stopping), and 
77 By comparison, there are two consecutive transitions in Symphony No. 2 (see analysis of work: 
Symphony No. 2, 31-32). 
78 Articulation and bowing include pizzicato, sul ponticello, accents. 
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rhythm (by the use of the first theme in minor and the subordinate theme in its 
relative major). In the exposition, theme 1 and theme 2 are in G minor and B-flat 
major when they first appear, while the section closes in G major with the closing 
theme. 
Normally, keys are unstable in a development section. But they are quite stable 
in the development section of this piece. Without wandering around too often, the 
main and the subordinate themes are stated in the keys ofB-flat major and G major 
when they first appear completely in this section. In the recapitulation, the first and 
the second themes are both presented in the area of G, in minor and major 
respectively. 
In the following works written in the Soviet period, one can see a tendency for 
Prokofiev to write music suitable to the taste of Soviet Union: the key relationship is 
more conventional and melodies are not lacking in the work. However, Prokofiev 
makes use of a lot of flexibility in constructing sonata-allegro forms: to employ 
materials other than themes; and to use techniques which he did not use in the 
previous periods such as paired imitation and the use of dominant pedal in the 
exposition. 
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10. Piano SonataNo. 7 in B-flat Major, Op. 83 (1939-42) 
According to the workbook sketches ofProkofiev, he considered Piano Sonatas 
Nos. 6, 7 and 8 a trilogy, and they were grouped together as "War Sonatas."^^ They 
were sketched out simultaneously in 1939，while the last two were completed in 1942 
and 1944 respectively. The seventh sonata, winner of the Stalin Prize, second degree 
in March 1943, was hailed as one ofProkofiev's best works, after its Russian premie 
re. It was composed during a period full of demanding work and a hectic refligee life 
in the Caucasus. This piece, together with Peter and the Wolf, a sonata for violin and 
piano and the Alexander Nevsky Cantata, were described by Prokofiev as "linked by 
one and the same idea - they all treat ofMan, and are created for him."^ ® This piece 
was given its premiere on January 18, 1943 by Sviatoslav Richter.^^ 
The principal themes of the Piano Sonata No. 7 were sketched out in 1939, but 
Prokofiev did not succeed in completing the new sonata at that time and had to lay it 
aside several times. Finally the work "finished itself，very quickly in the spring of 
1942, in the course of a few days.^ ^ 
In the Piano Sonata No. 7, there are unbalanced and disproportionate sections. 
Like the Piano Sonata No. 3, this sonata has an extended exposition (one hundred 
and fifty-two bars) and a longer development section (one hundred and eighty-five 
bars), and the exposition lacks a closing theme. However, the recapitulation is 
surprisingly short (twenty-one bars); only part of theme 2 returns. In the coda, 
besides making use of theme 1, a link and an episode are used. This results in a long 
coda (fifty-four bars). 
79 Sonia Klosek Vlahcevic, Thematic-Tonal Organization in the Late Sonatas of Sergei Prokofiev 
(Ann Arbor, Mich.: University Microfihns, 1975), 5-6. 
80 Semyon Shlifstein, ed., S. Prokofiev: Autobiography, Articles, Reminiscences (Moscow: Foreign 
Languages Publishing House, [1956]), 134. 
81 Nest'ev, Prokofiev, 344. 
82/6/^ /.,335. 
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The construction ofthemes in Piano Sonata No. 7 is closely related to key areas. 
Thematically, both theme 1 and theme 2 are "ornamented by upper and lower 
neighboring notes."^^ The important key areas are also constructed in the upper and 
lower neighboring notes of the original key, B-flat major (example 10.1). 
Like previous Prokofiev pieces which have been analyzed, there are only two 
main themes (without sub-themes) in the Piano Sonata No. 7. Structurally, theme 1 
is enclosed in a small rondo form (A-B-A-C-A') with two episodes (example 10.2). 
Theme 1 is the recurring theme (A) while episode I (B) and episode II (C) are twb 
new ideas. Additionally, these are two episodes and a link for constructing sections 
(example 10.3). Themes are economically used in the first movement ofthe Piano 
Sonata No. 7. Development techniques are freely combined and they are treated 
skillfully. In the exposition, themes are varied by extension, compression and 
change of rhythm/meter. Economically, the whole theme of episode I (bars 10-19) is 
placed as a canon in top and bottom voices which are a quaver apart (example 10.4). 
The importance of the episode and the link is obvious in the development 
section. As usual, themes are not presented in order. The opening motive ofthe 
development section (bars 153-154) is surely from the "quasi-timpani" motive (bars 
76-77) of the link in the exposition (example 10.5). The link is once again used in 
bars 286-303, before retransition. In between are various themes and different 
rhythms interwoven with each other. 
The episode becomes an important element in Prokofiev's first movement 
sonata form from this work onwards. In this work, he made use oftwo episodes 
which appear several times in both fragmented and original form in the development 
section. 
In the development section, different themes are freely placed and they even 
mix with rhythms from each other. In bars 222-229, the motive of theme 1 mixes 
83 Vlahcevic, Thematic-Tonal Organization in the Late Sonatas of Sergei Prokofiev, 96. 
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with rhythm of episode II, to become a new gesture (example 10.6). 
The short recapitulation makes use of only part of theme 2, in extended and 
varied form. There is a change of meter in bars 338-339 to form the extension 
(compare these bars with bars 124-125, the original theme 2) (example 10.7). Also 
there is a varied theme 2 in bars 346-348 (example 10.8). 
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11. Piano SonataNo. 8 in B-flat Major, Op. 84 (1939-44) 
In August 1941, Prokofiev and a group ofleading artists and musicians were 
evacuated to the town ofNalchik in the Northern Caucasus for the reason ofwar. 
When Prokofiev left Moscow, he took with him many partially completed scores, 
including sketches of the Piano Sonata No. 8. In Prokofiev's original plan, the 
tonality was in C major and there were four movements. However, the composer 
revised the plan in his final writing by changing the tonality into B-flat major arid 
discarding one movement.^^ This sonata shares the same key with the seventh sonata 
and the Fifth Symphony, which was completed in 1944. 
According to Robinson, the Eighth Sonata was the last of the three "Kislovodsk 
” Sonatas which were originally conceived during the summer of 1939, 
Infrequently associated with Prokofiev, the Eighth Sonata, especially the first 
movement，was described as “sweet” and "dreamy." The fact that Prokofiev himself 
described this sonata as “primarily lyrical in character" in a press release ofMay 
1944, was an understatement.^^ 
The first movement of the Eighth Sonata begins with a tender, melancholy first 
theme in B-flat major (example 11.1). The wanderings through different keys 
suggest complex and subtle emotion resolved in firm, full cadences.^^ A transition 
section, consisting of three elements a, b and c (example 11.2), is functionally 
important in this movement as the elements are used later in the development section 
and in the coda. The contrasting shorter and transparent second theme in a higher 
register, on the other hand, suggests the key in G minor (example 11.3). A short 
closing theme comes at last to conclude the exposition (example 11.4). 
Themes are not presented in order in the development section. Elements a, b 
84 Nest'ev, Prokofiev, 351. 
85 Robinson, Sergei Prokofiev: A Biography, 430. 
86^ zV/.，431. 
87 Nest'ev, Prokofiev, 351. 
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and c from transition section occupy sections 1 (bars 90-115) and 2 (bars 116-140), 
followed by themes lb, la and theme 2 in section 3 (bars 141-182) and theme 2 in 
section 4 (bars 183-195). A closing theme is used after the fourth section. In this 
section, techniques such as pedal point, augmentation, extension and superimposition 
of themes are used. 
Recapitulation is rather short as both theme 1 and theme 2 are cut short 
(exposition: theme 1 = thirty-four bars; theme 2 = twenty-one bars cf. recapitulation 
theme 1 = twenty-five bars; theme 2 = sixteen bars). The beginning (bars 35-41) and 
the end (bars 55-60) of the transition section are combined to become transition here 
(bars 231-238 + bars 239-244) (example 11.5). In Symphony No. 2, Prokofiev had 
made use ofthis technique by inserting the second transition into the reprise ofthe 
first transition, in bar 318 of the recapitulation ^)lease refer to example 6.10). He 
used it again after twenty years but with refinement and innovation in the following 
two ways: first, he used in the recapitulation, a section mostly for returning themes, 
instead of development section; second, the combination of themes was made within 
the same theme. 
The coda acts as a second development section in this piece. Not using theme 1, 
Prokofiev used elements b and c from the transition to make most of the section (bars 
261-285). 
Tonally, this piece is not advanced. Theme 1 (B-flat major) and theme 2 (G 
minor) are in a relationship of relative major and minor, while the sub-themes of 
theme 1 are in a relationship of a fifth. The closing theme in the exposition, on the 
other hand, is in G major. 
Development section is sub-divided into several sections. Each has its main key 
centres and motives. Fifth is still an important key relationship among and within 
sections. In the recapitulation, tonic key (B-flat major) returns by theme 1, but 
Prokofiev shifts to B-flat minor (same mode ofB-flat major) in theme 2 ~ the same 
trick that he employs in the exposition. 
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12. String QuartetNo. 2 in F Major, Op. 92 (1941) 
The tensions of war seemed far away from the region ofNalchik in August 1941. 
As a result, the evacuated musicians could continue their work without any 
disturbance. There Prokofiev spent a great deal of time with Miaskovsky. Every day 
they discussed their musical ideas and plans and played sketches of new works for 
each other. Miaskovsky was then working on his Twenty-second and Twenty-third 
Symphonies and Seventh Quartet, while Prokofiev was composing War and Pedce, 
the Second String Quartet, and the suite The Year 1941，According to Nest'ev, 
Prokofiev was thrilled by the stern beauty ofMt. Elbrus and the surrounding 
panorama in this region. He became interested in the unexplored musical folklore of 
Kabarda, and he was soon listening to performances by folk musicians and studying 
recordings ofKabardinian folk songs.^ ^ Also, there was a collection offolksongs 
recorded by S. I. Taneyev in the local library. These two events inspired him to write 
a string quartet based on the folk songs and instrumental tunes of this place. Most of 
the themes of the resultant quartet were taken from Kabardinian and Balkar folk 
music. Among the materials used were the spirited song Getigezhev Ogurbi, the 
lyrical love song Syuilyaklik Zhir, and the popular lezhinka Islambey，The piece 
was praised by Miaskovsky as "magnificent music" in one ofhis letters to Moscow 
on February 21, 1942. 
Not before String Quartet No. 2 did Prokofiev base a work entirely on folk 
materials. His treatment ofKabardinian songs and dance melodies was original. 
Prokofiev amplified the severity and primitive power by pointing up the whole tonal 
structure of the folksongs, and made them together into a tart, harsh-sounding piece. 
His aim was to achieve "a combination of virtually untouched folk material and the 
most classic of classical forms, the string quartet" by using "unhackneyed 
harmonization.''9i However, as Nest'ev says, Prokofiev "made excessive use of ‘ 
88 Nest'ev, Prokofiev, 328. 
Mlbid.,329. 
'Ubid. 
91 Quoted by Nest'ev, Prokofiev, 332. 
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barbaric’ harmonies and timbres (particularly in the first movement)."^^ He believes 
the harsh polytonality of certain passages in the quartet unduly distorts the structure 
ofKabardinian folk music and thus there is a certain stylistic duality.^^ But instead 
he praised Prokofiev for the ingenuity in distributing tonal effects, by imitating a 
Caucasian folk instrument of the kemange^^ (it is played in an upright, gamba 
position, resting on the seated player's thigh) family, or the sharp, knocking devices 
of pizzicato or col legno.^^ 
Prokofiev was at first afraid ofhis quartet not being understood in Nalchik at all, 
but the chairman of the Arts Committee reassured him on the score, and told him “If 
we won't understand your quartet now we will appreciate it later on."^^ Nevertheless, 
the piece was favorably received by the press on the premiere night (September 5, 
1942) which was played by the Beethoven State Quartet in the Small Hall of the 
Conservatory. 
The original tonality of String Quartet No. 2 is not complex. Themes 1 and 2 
are in F and C respectively, in a relationship of a fifth. What makes the piece not 
understandable is the widespread use of"barbaric" harmonies and polytonality. The 
first authentic folk melody, which is accompanied by a harsh-sounding chord built on 
a series of open fifths, probably imitates the sound of the kobuz, a two-string violin 
tuned in a perfect fifth and played with a bow, in violin II and viola in bars 1-4, is the 
first phrase oftheme 1 (example 12.1a). Although it is folk-like, it is not one of the 
folksongs in Taneyev's collection. This phrase, together with the second phrase 
(example 12.1b), contributes to theme 1 in the key ofF with a total 8 bars. 
The piece makes wide use of seventh chords. In the restatement of second 
phrase ofthe first theme (bars 14-19), Prokofiev even introduces E minor eleventh 
'^lbid. 
93 Ibid., 334. 
94 Peter Cooke, Alastair Dick and others, "Violin," in The New Grove Dictionary of Musical 
Instruments (London: Macmillan Press Limited, 1984), 802. 
''Ibid. 
96 Shlifstein, ed., S. Prokofiev: Autobiography, Articles, Reminiscences, 126. 
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and ninth chords (example 12.2). After that, there is a mixture of the first and second 
phrase (bars 20-26) (the second phrase is interrupted by the head motive^^ of the first 
phrase) (example 12.3). It further expands to include the A-flat pitch class. The A-
flat lastly resolves down to the G in the bass and leads smoothly to theme 2. 
The first (bars 28-31) and the second (bars 32-35) phrases of theme 2, in the key 
ofC, are embraced in a parallel period (example 12.4). The harmonic entities are 
expanded, as it crosses through a chromatic movement from A to F which is derived 
from the descending chromatic lines of the original second phrase (bars 32-35), in 
violin II and cello in bars 41-45 (example 12.5). 
As Kaufman believes, the lowest-sounding line of theme 3 oscillates between C 
and F in bars 48-51 and repeats the alteration first heard in theme 2 (bar 27/^ 
(example 12.6). Theme 3 containing strong rhythmic accents is the eleventh 
folksong in Taneyev's collection^^ (bars 48-55) (example 12.7a, 12.75).蘭 Prokofiev 
only quotes the first five bars from the original folksong and then continues the other 
bars freely. 
Before the closing theme, there is a series of pandiatonic^^^ clusters leading to 
C^ (example 12.8). The closing theme, on the other hand, is a prolongation of the 
dominant by the use of the dominant pedal (bars 64-66) (example 12.9). 
The development section differs from the exposition by an increased use of 
dissonance which extends to the recapitulation. The first phrase ofthe theme 1 is 
subdivided between violin I and cello in the beginning of the development section 
until the appearance of the harmonic tritone in bar 70 (example 12.10). It expands 
97 Head motive is the most important element of a theme. Here is the staccato jumpy upward moving 
motive ofViolin 1. 
^^Ibid.,6l-62. 
99 Rebecca Sue Kaufman, Expanded Tonality in the Late Chamber Works of Sergei Prokofiev (Ann 
Arbor, Mich.: University Microfilms, 1987)，59. 
100 Taneyev, 205，quoted from Kaufman, Expanded Tonality in the Late Chamber Works of Sergei 
Prokofiev, 60. 
101 A term used by N. Slonimsky to describe the use of the diatonic scale instead of the chromatic 
scale as a tonal basis without conventional harmonic limitations. 
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into a bitonal effect in bars 73-76, where the melody, based on the closing theme, 
outlines a B-flat major triad and the cello traces an E minor triad^ ®^ (example 12.11). 
The modulating sequence, in contrary motion, finally resolves to a D major triad 
in bar 96 where theme 1 is announced (example 12.12). The F-sharp in this D major 
triad, together with the F-natural from the F augmented triad, form a dissonance 
which is a chromatic mediant relationship typical in Prokofiev's music/®^ 
A retransition uses fragments from theme 1 which includes many minor seconds, 
major sevenths and tritones (bars 111-119) (example 12.13). The recapitulation with 
all the three themes in shortened forms retums in F major. In the restatement ofthe 
first phrase of theme 1, there is a tritone relationship at the end ofbar 133, the D-flat 
in the cello and G in the violin I. At last, they resolve smoothly to C and F 
respectively. The flattened submediant key area is the first time as an important tonal 
area before the end of the movement. The coda, as usual, employs theme 1 
melodically while F and C are drone basses which are used as an extension oftonic 
chord. 
In the Piano Sonata No. 2 (1912), Prokofiev had used antecedent and 
consequent phrase structure in the construction of theme 2, resulting in chains of 
four-bar square form (please refer to example 3.3). Similarly, theme 2 of this sonata 
is built in antecedent and consequent (refer to example 12.4). The first phrase ofthis 
theme is in ascending motion while the second phrase in descending motion. 
Structurally, this sonata has a longer exposition of sixty-six bars, a fifty-three-
bar development section and a shortened recapitulation (thirty-one bars). The 
reasons for a shorter development section and recapitulation are that: 1) only parts of 
the original themes 1 and 2 are used; 2) they are used without restatement and 3) 
economically theme 1 is put above theme 2 in bars 104-106 in the development 
section (example 12.14), so that it becomes a shorter development section. 
' '^Ibid, 65. 
iG3 舰,66. 
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13. Flute Sonata in D Major, Op. 94 (1943) 
An exiled group of artists and musicians, including Prokofiev, was transferred 
to Tbilisi when the fighting of World War II drew closer to Nalchik. Soon Prokofiev 
was invited by Sergei Eisenstein to join him in Alma-Ata to work on the film score 
Ivan the Terrible. In May 1942, Prokofiev and Myra Mendelson left Tbilisi and 
traveled to Alma-Ata, where the four-movement Flute Sonata was begun in 
September 1942.^ ®^ In June 1943 they moved to Molotov (Perm), where they lived 
for about six months. There Prokofiev put the finishing touch on the flute sonata 
(although the main themes of this work had been planned well before the war). By 
the end of the summer he completed the work. This work was introduced by the 
flutist N. Kharkovsky and the pianist Sviatoslav Richter in the Small Hall of the 
Conservatory on December 7, 1943. In the meantime, Prokofiev arranged the piece 
for violin and piano after consulting David Oistrakh. This version, listed as Op. 94-b, 
contained typical violinistic techniques such as double stops and chords, harmonics, 
passages of pizzicato and arco etc. But the piano accompaniment was more or less 
the same as before. This piece and the Seventh Sonata were spoken of favorably by 
Shostakovich in the Organization Committee of the Composer's Union in March 
1944.105 
Prokofiev had long before conceived an idea of composing a piece for the flute, 
while in France. He even spoke with respect of the "heavenly sound" of one of the 
best French flutist, Barrere. In this flute sonata, Prokofiev attempted to revive the 
simplicity ofthe classical instrumental style with melodic lyricism. As Nest'ev says, 
the flute sonata was a natural emotional release after the harsh and intense sonorities 
in the Seventh Sonata, String Quartet No. 2 and the Ballad of an Unknown Boy. 
According to him, the four movements of the sonata present four sharply contrasting 
scenes, "which might have been inspired by Russian epic poetry." The first 
movement “is a compact bylina-likQ melody, suggesting the meditation of an ancient 
'^Ibid., 126. 
105 Nest'ev, passim. 
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bard on the fate ofthe mother land ,�� 
Several scholars have mentioned the similarities between this flute sonata and 
some ofProkofiev's "classical" works such as Classical Symphony. Nest'ev 
classifies this work as a piece in an eighteenth-century style but with twentieth-
century harmonic ideas.^ ^^ Other scholars also note a resemblance in style to the 
works ofBach and Handel in their same order of tempos among movements, and the 
presence of dotted rhythms, particularly in the second theme of the first movement/®^ 
The tonal framework of this piece is D major, but the lowered submediant chord 
still plays a great role inside the piece as the secondary key relationship. 
Thematically, there are two themes in the exposition of the first movement ofFlute 
Sonata. The main theme is subdivided into three smaller ideas, themes la, b, and c 
(example 13.1). Theme la and theme lb are both wandering in the key ofD, while 
theme lc is in the key ofB. These together contribute to a total o f l 9 bars. After a 
very short bridge (bars 20-21), theme 2 is announced in A in bars 21-25 (example 
13.2). The closing theme comes in bars 38-41 (example 13.3). 
The counterpoint of this Flute Sonata refers mainly to superimposition of 
melodies/rhythms. For example, the flute plays theme 3, a new theme, at the 
beginning of the development section, but the melody of the piano accompaniment is 
from theme lb of the exposition (bars 42-44) (example 13.4). Again, the rhythm of 
the flute melody (in bars 50-51) deriving from the dotted rhythmic idea of theme 2 
superimposes an ascending motion in piano part which is rhythmically derived from 
theme lc (example 13.5). 
In bars 59-61, the violin plays theme 2 in an embellished manner, while the 
'^'Ibid.,3S6. 
107 Nest'ev, Prokofiev, 345, cited by Kaufman, Expanded Tonality in the Late Chamber Works of 
Sergei Prokofiev, 128. 
108 Lawrence and Elisabeth Hanson, Prokofiev: The Prodigal Son (London: Cassell & Gompany， 
1964), 195, cited by Kaufman, Expanded Tonality in the Late Chamber Works of Sergei Prokofiev, 
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right hand of the piano part is melodically from theme lb and the triplet-semiquavers 
of the left hand from theme 3 respectively (example 13.6). From bars 65 to 75， 
Prokofiev superimposes the closing theme and other themes to attain variety. For 
example, closing theme and theme 2 are used at the same time in bars 65-68 
(example 13.7). On the other hand, the violin melody ofbars 68-70 is from the 
closing theme, but for different hands of the piano part, they have different origins: 
for the left hand it is melodically and rhythmically derived from theme 2, while for 
right hand from theme 3 (example 13.8). 
From bars 71-72, the rhythm of the violin part is from theme 3 when the right 
hand ofthe piano is from theme lc (example 13.9). The last superimposition ofthe 
themes occurs in bars 73-75 when the violin melody comes from theme 2 and the 
piano accompaniment from the closing theme (example 13.10). These two bars can 
be used to compare with bar 66ff (refers to example 13.7). In the recapitulation, 
Prokofiev followed traditional practices by restating all the themes in the tonic area 
o fD but not themes lb and 3. However, Prokofiev used theme la at the very end of 
the piece for a cyclic ending. 
Similar to some ofProkofiev's previous pieces, he emphasized the submediant, 
even inside the first theme group in bars 2, 6 (theme la), 15-16 (theme lc) (example 
13.11). As mentioned earlier, the lowered submediant is emphasized within the piece. 
Further, it is used several times in this piece, e.g. inside theme lc (bars 15-16), as a 
temporary shift to G seventh chord in the closing theme (bars 38-41), in the 
retransition (bars 81-88) where a triad on B-flat with both the perfect and augmented 
fifths, a type of split fifth is used, both as deceptive cadences within the theme 2 area 
(F is the lowered submediant of A) in bars 111-114 and as B-flat (the submediant of 
D) in bars 123-124 before the coda. 
In developing musical ideas, Prokofiev chose to extend through repetition and 
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recurrence rather than by developmental t e c h n i q u e s , 9 The themes are repeated at 
different clear tonal levels at the beginning of the phrases, but are usually modulated 
at the end ofthe phrases. This is a favorite Prokofiev trick. This sudden modulation 
to unrelated keys within a phrase structure is unique in terms of the harmonic style."o 
109 Kaufman, Expanded Tonality in the Late Chamber Works ofSergei Prokofiev, 128. 
110 Preston Stedman, The Symphony (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice Hall, 1992), 285. 
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14. Symphony No. 5 in B-flat Major, Op. 100 (1944) 
In the spring and summer of 1944, Prokofiev composed music for the film Ivan 
the Terrible, and accumulated thematic material for the Fifth Symphony, besides 
orchestrating the ballet Cinderella. He spent the summer at the Composers' House 
near the city ofIvanovo where the Fifth and Sixth Symphonies, the Eighth Sonata, a 
set ofpiano pieces from Cinderella, and many other pieces were written. Many 
composers, including Gliere, Miaskovsky, Khachaturian, Shaporin, Kabalevsky and 
Muradeli, were in residence. Every morning Prokofiev would go to the nearby 
village where the Composers' Union had rented rooms for the composers to work in. 
Early in September 1944, the Fifth Symphony in piano score was finished. It was 
played in the Central House of the Composers in October?" Prokofiev orchestrated 
this symphony in the fall, and the Ml score was completed in November. The 
composer participated in a concert on January 13, 1945 which featured the old works 
Classical Symphony and Peter and the Wolf and the premiere of the Fifth Symphony 
under his own baton. This was Prokofiev's last appearance on the podium. Before 
the concert began, the audience received news of the great victory which the 
advancing Soviet Army had just won on the Vistula. The opening bars ofthe 
Symphony were heard against the thunderous background of an artillery salute,2 
"Work on this symphony was very important to me, since it marked my retum 
to the symphonic form after a long interval. I regard the Fifth Symphony as the 
culmination of a long period of my creative life. I conceived it as a symphony ofthe 
grandeur ofthe human spirit,，’"� said Prokofiev. This new work not only marked his 
return to the symphonic form, but also the further development ofhis orchestral 
writing. His Third and Fourth Symphonies had incorporated themes mainly from 
The Fiery Angel and The Prodigal Son respectively. This time, he wrote a non-
programmatic symphony, not basing any materials on the theatre, by choosing the 
� Nest'ev, Prokofiev, 350. 
''^Ibid., 370. 
� From Prokofiev's article "My Wartime Work," in VOKS, 1945. Cited by Nest'ev, Prokofiev, 365. 
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epic, objective approach as his means of expression. 
There are three themes (a principal theme, a subordinate theme and a closing 
theme) in the first movement. Themes 1 and 2 can be subdivided into la, lb and 2a, 
2b respectively. Theme la and lb are made up of smaller elements. Theme la 
contains elements a, b, c while theme lb contains two elements only, a and b 
(example 14.1a, b). 
After the appearance of theme la and theme lb, there is a lengthy development 
ofthe principal material just before the transition to theme 2. Some of this is 
contrapuntal (bars 35-44) with both the first tune (element a) of theme la and theme 
lb alternating (example 14.2). The subordinate theme 2a (bars 54-61) played by 
flute and oboe is lyric and is accompanied by strings in its first entry (example 14.3a). 
Theme 2b, on the other hand, is majestic. It is set against a harmonic figure in the 
brass and piano which continues a contrapuntal application ofharmony in a stream of 
chords, and it sounds as if in a basic two-voice texture (bars 74-81)"* (example 
14.3b). 
The development section of the Fifth Symphony has totally five parts,"，which 
are divided mainly by the tonality and/or the treatment of themes. It includes a 
treatment of all themes of the exposition with an emphasis on themes la and lb. In 
part 1 (bars 92-102), theme la is restated in the tonic B-flat and then in E-flat. Part 2 
(bars 103-120) is mainly in the E-flat key area and features mainly theme la: it 
contains theme la (element a) against theme 2b in bars 106-110 (example 14.4); a 
treatment of different elements of theme la can be found in bars 113-116 (example 
14.5). At last, there is a superimposition of the closing theme and theme la in bars 
115-121 (example 14.6). 
Part 3 (bars 121-136) delineates theme lb (in B-flat) and the closing theme. The 
bass-line unison of theme lb is set against the closing theme in two-voice 
114 Stedman, The Symphony, 290. 
'''Ibid. 
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counterpoint with chords frequently punctuating phrase or motive endings (example 
14.7). Just before the beginning of part 4，the closing theme is emphasized. Part 4 
differs from the previous parts in both the tonality and the treatment ofthemes. 
Theme 2a is used for the first time in the development section. It is manipulated over 
fragments ofthe closing theme most of the time (example 14.8). On the other hand, 
there is a fragmentation of theme lb between bars 139 and 150 (example 14.9). 
Different elements of the theme are joined by different instruments. In the last part, 
part 5, comes a two-voice texture by which theme 2a (bars 159-160) combines with 
the inverted and original forms of theme lb (bars 151, 152/155, 156) (example 
14.10). A combined table is summarized as example 14.11,6 
The shortened recapitulation returns all themes in the proper order. Except for 
the thicker and denser orchestration, the main themes remain unchanged throughout. 
The coda (bars 227-263) is a variation of theme la. In bars 227-252there is a 
display ofthe large percussion section. At the end (from bar 253 onwards) the “tail，， 
117 oftheme la, which comes from bars 8-11, is highlighted (example 14.12). 
The thematic area depends more on key than on melodic identity in this piece. 
Themes la and lb are in B-flat and themes 2a and 2b in the key ofF. Together with 
the closing theme in C, all three parts are enclosed in the circle offifths B-flat - F - C. 
Compared with the key relationship in older sonata form exposition sections, 
Prokofiev's employment of the circle of fifths for the construction ofthemes is a 
surprisingly "modem" usage. Normally, if a closing (or third) theme, group, or 
section is present, it may be in the same contrasting key as the second theme, or in a 
different one. For the first theme in major key, the more common keys for the 
second and the third theme are dominant majors and submediant minors (i.e. the last 
two themes are in the same contrasting keys); and submediant minor for the second 
theme and dominant major for the third theme or mediant minor for the second theme 
116 The idea of this summarized table is from Stedman, The Symphony, 290. 
117 The "tail" is a term introduced by the author to denote the last part of the theme, as opposed to the 
first part, head motive. 
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and dominant major for the third theme (i.e. they are in different contrasting keys)."^ 
Nest'ev, in Prokofiev, says that the development of the musical material is “ 
more theatrical than symphonic: it is the shifting of various moods and scenes that 
predominates here, rather than the development and modification ofthemes."^^^ The 
first movement of this symphony proves that he is right. Prokofiev did not transform 
the themes as classical composers did in their pieces. He rather put the themes in 
different tonal levels, varied, fragmented and superimposed them. These techniques 
give slight changes to the themes, and their physical nature is not affected so much as 
a result. 
In February 1948, certain composers including Prokofiev were condemned by 
the Central Committee of the All-Union Communist Party for their persistence in 
modernistic practices and their failure to create music amplifying Soviet reality. In a 
letter addressed to Khrennikov as General Secretary of the Union of Soviet 
Composers, Prokofiev said he had striven to free himself from the elements of 
formalism after he returned to the U. S. S. R . i � � T h i s wa  just the beginning of the 
story. 
118 Ellis B. Kohs, Musical Form: Studies in Analysis and Synthesis (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1976), 
264. 
119 Nest'ev, Prokofiev, 366. 
i20/6/d/.,405. 
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15. Piano SonataNo. 9 in C Major, Op. 103 (1947) 
The Ninth Sonata in C Major was Prokofiev's final piano work. This sonata has 
totally four movements; the first and the third are lyrical, the second and fourth fast 
and lively.i2i Many ofhis typical techniques such as tonal digressions, unexpected 
and deceptive cadences, and clear-cut rhythms are employed. The score remained 
unpublished for eight years. 
On April 21, 1951, music circles in Moscow celebrated Prokofiev's sixtieth 
birthday, which was on April 23. Illness prevented his attending the concert, but he 
listened to the congratulatory speeches by telephone lines connecting his Moscow 
apartment with the Central House of the Composers and later replied with a speech 
ofhis own. Sviatoslav Richter gave the premiere ofhis Ninth Piano Sonata on this 
day. 
Prokofiev balanced the use of traditional tonal constructions and 
unexpected/remote tonal centres within his last Piano Sonata. In the exposition, he 
made use ofconventional tonal relationships for building up his themes with change: 
theme 1 is constructed in the area of C major (example 15.1), while theme 2 is in B 
minor, but it is over a dominant G pedal (example 15.2). The transition, on the other 
hand, is in C minor (example 15.3). The closing theme, although it wanders 
chromatically and is unstable throughout, has an important resolution on a G major 
triad in bar 69 (example 15.4). 
In the development section, the tonalities are temporarily secured by the 
underlying pedal notes. The first section (bars 77-94) highlights theme 1 and a 
fragment oftheme 2 above the G pedal point (example 15.5). The beginning of the 
second section (bars 94-98) has the theme 2 melody in A minor above a series o fF 
major broken triads in the left hand (example 15.6). After this, the theme drops a 
� Nest'ev, Prokofiev, 395. 
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second to A-flat minor in bars 99-102 (example 15.7). The G major theme 2 melody 
(also a second down compared with the above section) in bar 103 starts another sub-
section. Here theme 2 and elements from the transition are used alternately with the 
closing theme and its underlying augmented triad (an important element; see bar 69 
in example 15.4) (example 15.8). 
The third section (bars 112-132) features the head motive of theme 1 and 
elements from the transition (example 15.9). The tonality has a decisive destination 
on an E-flat major chord in the first beat ofbar 121, extended by a G pedal note. 
This section ends firmly in the key of C major, using of theme 1. 
Revolutionary is the use of B major instead of the tonic key C major both in 
theme 1 and the transition of the recapitulation. In all his previous works for analysis 
except the Symphony No. 1 (1916-17) and Symphony No. 3 (1928), Prokofiev 
returned theme 1 in the original key in the recapitulation. However, theme 2 and the 
coda (which uses theme 1) are in the key of C major. The Prokofiev flattened sixth^^^ 
(A-flat minor) appears in bar 194 of the coda as a deceptive cadence. 
As mentioned above, the original tonality delays its return. On the other hand, 
Prokofiev anticipated themes in this sonata. The repeated notes in the transition 
(which starts in bar 32) forecast theme 2 in bar 40 (example 15.10). Bar 188 in the 
coda also precedes theme 1 of the coming second movement. The mixolydian on C 
in bar 191 prepares the opening two bars of the second movement (example 15.11). 
There are two themes (without sub-themes) in this piece: theme 1 is slightly 
shorter, with nineteen bars compared to the twenty-one-bar theme 2. The transition, 
forecasting theme 2, has the same number ofbars as theme 2. Thematically, the 
melody oftheme 1 is relatively simple; as it contains mainly stepwise motion and 
stays in C throughout. 
122 This flattened sixth reappeared in Prokofiev's works beginning with his String Quartet No. 2 
(1941). It retums in the Flute Sonata, Op. 94 and in this work as a deceptive cadence before the end. 
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Like other works such as the Symphony No. 3, Piano Sonata No. 8 and 
Symphony No. 5, the division in the development is determined both by 
themes/motives and tonalities. The resultant division (first section: eighteen bars; 
second section: eighteen bars and third section: twenty-one bars) is balanced and 
proportional. 
The development section is about twenty bars shorter than the exposition. The 
reason why it is shorter is that superimposition and fragmentation are the main 
developmental techniques. Other techniques include modified repeat, the use of 
pedal point and head motive mix. Although the overall length is short in the 
development section, all the themes are used and they are mixed together by the use 
of fragmentation. 
The use ofchange of meter shortens theme 1 by one bar in the recapitulation, 
and there is no restatement. The transition is modified. As usual, there are theme 2 
and a closing theme to follow the transition. In the coda, the tonic is prolonged by 







16. Symphony No. 6 in E-flat Minor, Op. 111 (1945-47) 
Soon after Prokofiev had conducted his Fifth Symphony, he fell down some 
stairs and suffered a brain injury which left him a semi-invalid for the rest ofhis life. 
He was only able to compose for an hour or two every day, but he was determined to 
commemorate the end of the war in Europe with another symphony, and he worked 
on this during a further stay at the Ivanovo summer retreat. 
The first performance of the Sixth Symphony was in Leningrad on October 11, 
1947 with Evgeny Mravinsky conducting the Leningrad Philharmonic Orchestra. 
The critics' response was at first favorable, but on February 10, 1948 the Central 
Committee ofthe Communist Party denounced Prokofiev, Shostakovich, 
Khachaturian, and other leading composers and musicians for supporting the “ 
formalist, anti-people school." They were accused of formalist perversions and 
undemocratic tendencies, including atonalism, dissonance and contempt ofmelody. 
A number ofworks ofProkofiev such as the ballets The Prodigal Son, On the 
Dnieper and The Leap of Steel; the opera The Fiery Angel; the Third and Fourth 
Symphonies; the Fifth Piano Concerto and the Fifth Piano Sonata were singled out 
for vilification. Even the scores not specifically anathematized were implicitly 
contaminated with the “formalist infection." It seemed ridiculous that only three 
months earlier, the Party had confirmed Prokofiev's fulfillment of the mandate of 
providing “great music which is accessible to the great Soviet people," by granting 
him the honorary title, "People's Artist of the R. S. F. S. R." However, he was still 
being rebuked severely.^ 
In a letter to the Composers' Union, Prokofiev accepted the "painful" criticism 
but added: 
I have never had the slightest doubt about the importance of melody. I 
love melody. I consider it the most important element in m u s i c . � A 
123 Brown, The Symphonies of Prokofiev, 445-448. 
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special vigilance is essential when composing to keep the melody simple 
and at the same time to prevent it from turning cheap, saccharine, or 
imitative.i24 
In fact, the Sixth Symphony does not lack melody. The primary musical 
material was sketched out during the summer of 1945, the months preceding the end 
ofWorld War II. Although it was under criticism, "it is one of the most beautiful, 
most exalted ofhis works, imbued with the creative spirit of Soviet humanism," 
according to Grigorii Mikhailovich Shneerson.^^^ Compared with the Fifth, the Sixth 
is a dark work. "Now we are rejoicing in our great victory, but each ofus has 
I 
wounds which cannot be healed. One has lost those dear to him, another has lost his 
I 
health. This must not be forgotten."^^^ This attitude by Prokofiev did not gain 
official favor at the time. 
The general character of the first movement of this symphony, “is restless, at 
times lyrical, at times austere,�？ The lyrical nature is achieved by its tonally-
constructed first and second themes, while the marchlike third theme is solemn and 
sober in character. The piece begins with, as an introduction, a series of detached 
chords moving chromatically downwards, which are played by low brass, cello and 
bass (bars 1-10) (example 16.1). The undulating 6/8 theme la is introduced by 
muted strings in a melancholy mood from bars 11-16, then taken up by the 
woodwind and passed from one instrument to another. Structurally, this theme is 
characterized by an ascending motion and wide leaps in the first phrase, and some 
undulating passages in the second phrase (example 16.2). A cell, in descending 
motion containing wide leaps (bar 15), is used again later. 
The end ofthe varied theme la (bars 21-23) which contains major second 
124 Sovetskaia muzyka, Vol. 12, No. 1 (January-February, 1948)，66-67’ cited by Brown, The 
Symphonies of Sergei Prokofiev, 448-449. 
125 From program notes prepared by Grigorii Mikhailovich Shneerson, an authority on Soviet music, 
for the Moscow premiere ofthe Sixth Symphony (December 25, 1947), as quoted in Werth, Musical 
Uproar, 25. Cited by Brown, The Symphonies ofSergei Prokofiev, 444. 
126 Nest'ev, Prokofiev, 399. 
127 Quoted in Materialy, 661, n. 48; cited by Brown, The Symphonies ofSergei Prokofiev, 441. 
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motion is an important motive (example 16.3). After this, theme la restated in D 
minor (bars 26-32), is played by oboe and bassoon. Then theme lb appears for the 
first time in woodwinds 'mforte (bars 33-35) (example 16.4). Like theme la, it is in 
E-flat minor. Theme lc (bars 41-44) is structurally similar to theme la and theme lb. 
The first part of it is a condensed version of theme 1 a, and wide leaps resemble the 
motives from both theme la and theme lb (example 16.5). 
All the variants of theme 1 undergo changes in various forms, as a "dissolution, 
” in bars 67-106. The changes include variation, extension and fragmentation. The 
major/minor second motive which is derived from bars 21-23 modulates as a link 
(example 16.6) previous to the dissolution. Within the dissolution, theme la is used 
at bars 67, 77, 83, 103 in various forms (example 16.7a), and the cell deriving from 
bar 15 is used from bars 86 to 102 (example 16.7b, cf. example 16.2). ; 
！ 
There is a short link at bars 107-112. Afterwards, there is an introduction before 
theme 2 at bars 113-121. Materially it is derived from theme 1 and the theme is in B 
Aeolian (example 16.8). However, it is pedalled by F-sharp, which is the dominant 
ofthe coming B Aeolian theme 2. As a result, it sounds in a melancholy mood and it 
anticipates the key of theme 2. 
Oboes in octaves introduce theme 2 (9/8, moderato) in B minor (bars 122-126), 
which is related to the first by containing the wide leap and is marked to be played 
dolce e sognando (example 16.9a). The restatement of it is extended by adding a bar 
similar to the opening of theme 1 (bar 127 in example 16.9b, cf. bar 11 in example 
16.2). The second phrase of theme 2 (bars 133-138) is built up by an ascending triad 
and is mixed with the first phrase (example 16.10). The penultimate recall of theme 
2 is in heterophony, where the original (played by hom) is superimposed against 
itselfin diminution ^)layed by Violin I) in bars 145-147. The theme 2 area ends up 
by the varied first phrase with its counterpoint. 
The falling-pitch motive (perfect fifth) of theme la develops in the section 
marked Allegro moderato, come prima (bars 156-178) (example 16.12). It is derived 
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from the wide leap oftheme 1 (cf. example 16.2). A fragment of theme la is used 
again in bars 179-199. After a link at bars 200-210, a change to march rhythm brings 
theme 3 (a new theme) in cor anglais and violas (example 16.12). It is first thudded 
out by tuba and bass as an introduction. 
The development section at bars 241-393 is based mainly on theme 1. In the 
works chosen for analysis, never in a work before did Prokofiev base a development 
section entirely on one theme. However, the use of different sub-themes and 
different parts ofthe themes counterbalances the monothematic feeling. Like the 
exposition, all the themes undergo changes which include extension, augmentation 
( 
and fragmentation. 
On the other hand, there is varied use of keys in the development section. It is : 
i 
noted that remote keys rather than close keys are used. A retransition (bars 339-393) 丨 
7 
with B-flat pedal played by the piano brings the music from E-flat to areas of C and 
lastly G \ 
The recapitulation (bars 394-441) displays all the themes except theme 1, as it is 
used a lot in the exposition and development sections. The rhythmically-varied form 
oftheme 2 (first theme) is used in bars 394-398, and bars 399-404 resemble bars 
139_144, except for the end of the phrase. Bars 417-425 bring the introduction of 
theme 2. Theme 3 in E minor (bars 426-441) is to close the section. A coda (bars 
442-480) manifests theme 1 at first in E-flat minor. The music dies away without 
restoring tranquillity and ends on an E major chord. 
Symphony No. 6 has an extended exposition (50% of the total length includes 
the introduction). This length is only next to the length of the exposition of 
Symphony No. 3, which is 52.4%. By comparison, the recapitulation is rather short 
in this symphony, only 10% in length, as theme 1 is omitted. 
In the exposition of Symphony No. 6, besides the use of principal theme and 
subordinate theme, there is an additional theme 3. However, there is no closing 
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theme. Certain sub-themes of theme 1 are under development in the development 
section. In the recapitulation, only theme 2 and theme 3 return, as theme 1 is used a 
lot in the development section. As before, theme 1 is used in the coda, but in varied 
form this time. 
In terms of developmental techniques, there is an increasing use ofvariation in 
the exposition and recapitulation of this symphony. This technique is not used before 
in the other selected works ofProkofiev. Also, the techniques used in the exposition 
are close to those employed in the recapitulation. What makes the difference in 
length is the absence of theme 1 in the recapitulation. 
( 
In developing themes, fragmented themes (in partial theme, in cell) are used 
more than the original completed theme in the development section. Also, repetition, i 
i 
retrograde and inversion, augmentation and fragmentation are used. | 
Although Prokofiev used the sonata-allegro form in this symphony, he treated it | 
in a flexible way: first, he changed the tonal relationship between the first and the � 
second themes to an augmented fifth -- a key relationship which he did not use in the 
previous works for analysis; second, the length of different sections ofthe first 
movement is not quite in proportion: exposition two hundred and forty bars; 
development one hundred and fifty-three bars; recapitulation forty eight bars and 
coda thirty nine bars. This results in a very long exposition and rather short 
recapitulation. 
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V. Comparative analysis and conclusion 
In earlier sonata-allegro forms, two of the fundamental elements are contrast and 
double return. Generally speaking, the first and the second themes ofthe exposition 
demand a contrast of character/mood, melody (unless monothematic), and tonality; in 
the development, the thematic material deriving from the exposition will be 
developed in forms such as fragmentation, superimposition, augmentation and 
diminution etc., and usually the tonic is avoided as a key centre (a contrast of 
tonality with the exposition). In the recapitulation, a return ofboth the main theme 
I 
and tonic (double retum) is essential for completion. In textbook analysis the first 
and the second themes should as far as possible appear in order, and the second is 
transposed to the tonic. Usually the function of the coda is to terminate a movement l 
gracefully and expeditiously, or as a "brilliant amplification of the cadence."^^^ | 
Proportion is determined by the lengths of sections/^^ The exposition is the 
longest, as the whole section usually repeats once (double exposition) before moving 
to the development section. The length of the development is approximately that of 
the exposition,i3o or may be shorter than the exposition.^^^ In the development 
section, modulation out of the tonic creates instability, whereas the retum to the tonic 
in the recapitulation functions as a relaxation and resumes stability. In the 
recapitulation, the transitional materials between the first and the second themes will 
usually be shortened, since no modulation^^^ is needed; both themes are in tonic now. 
As a result, the whole section is typically shorter than the exposition. As this section 
is a modified restatement of the exposition, they should be parallel in thematic 
material but different dramatically. Certain elements of the themes may be omitted, 
shortened, extended, transplanted or varied.^ ^^ The coda was not ofconsiderable 
'2' Stein, 115. 
129 The lengths of sections are counted in bar numbers. 
130 Stein, 113. 
� Kohs, 265. 
132 Usually the modulation passage has a length of 5-10% of the total exposition. 
1" Kohs, 266. 
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length before the time ofBeethoven.^^^ 
In this chapter, comparative analysis will be undertaken to examine selected 
Prokofiev first movements in terms oflength of sections, overall tonal scheme, tonal 
functions of each subsection and techniques employed to support or obscure these 
functions. 
Length of sections (balance, proportion, symmetry) 
• • t 
In Prokofiev's first-movement sonata forms, the subseclions (exposition, 
development and recapitulation) are usually of differing lengths within one 
movement. For the fifteen works analyzed, the exposition is the longest section in | 
ten, the development section in three, while in two the exposition and development | 
sections are equal in length, according to bar numbers (see chart of"Proportion and 
Developmental Techniques" in Appendix 4). 
The works which have longer expositions include, in the Russian period, Piano 
SonataNo. 1, Symphony No. 1, Piano SonataNo. 3; inthe Foreign period, 
Symphony No. 3 and String Quartet No. 1 ； and in the Soviet period, String Quartet 
No. 2, Flute Sonata, Symphony No. 5, Piano SonataNo. 9 and Symphony No. 6. In 
several ofthe above works, Piano Sonata No. 1, Symphony No. 1, Piano Sonata No. 
3 and Symphony No. 6, there are introductions. 
Several devices are used to prolong the exposition. The tonal shift within one 
phrasei35 is used in the exposition, especially in the Russian period; it is a major 
device ofProkofiev.^^^ In the Piano Sonata No. 1, he made use of the tonal shift in 
the construction of theme 2. The process starts moving from the key of A-flat (bars 
134 stein, 113. 
135 Tonal shift within one phrase is a kind of restatement where only the tonal position of a certain 
passage changes without a distortion of the overall shape of the melody/theme. 
136 In Nest'ev, p. 476, “ tonal shift" and in Slonimsky, p. 242, "displaced tonality", are mentioned as 
major devices ofProkofiev. 
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42-45) to B-flat (bars 46-49), then to C minor (bars 50-53), and stays finally on an E-
flat ninth at bar 57. In the Classical Symphony, the principal theme shifts from D 
major to C major at the start of the second phrase at bar 11, and then ends with a 
clear-cut perfect cadence in D at bars 18-19. This kind of device makes the whole 
section longer. 
The enclosure of a theme/themes within a temary form in a section often 
increases length. Theme 1 of the String Quartet No. 1, divided into la and lb, is 
separated by links and constructed in an A-B-A, form. This division is also 
reinforced by the tonal layout: both the A and the A' sections are in B minor, while — 
the B section is in G-sharp minor. The second theme of this work also employs an | 
A-B-A' form, in which the middle part is an episode. | 
I 
In the Classical Symphony, Prokofiev uses an A-B-A-C-A form for the second j 
theme; the division is determined tonally. This suggests that they are all the same j 
melody, but in different keys. Also, theme 1 (B-flat) of Sonata No. 7 is a rondo form j 
(A-B-A-C-A). Theme 1 is the A section, Episode I (B-flat) is the B section, while | 
Episode II (F) is the C section. The third occurrence of theme 1 changes to C instead 
ofB-flat. |j 
Exact restatement was often employed by Prokofiev in his first two periods, 
while there was a growing tendency to have restatement in varied forms in the Soviet 
period. In the latter case, intervallic changes are noticed within the melody ofthe 
restated themes. In Piano Sonata No. 8，String Quartet No. 2 and Sonata No. 9, there 
are modified repeats with intervallic changes. 
In the Soviet period, Prokofiev developed new devices for maximizing the 
length ofdifferent sections. As to new devices, there are the use of paired imitation 
and dominant pedal in String Quartet No. 2; fragmentation of themes in Symphony 
No. 5 and Symphony No. 6; and inversion and extension of themes and anticipation 
of theme in Piano Sonata No. 9. 
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In the Symphony No. 3, Prokofiev uses the ostinato figure for unity. Canonic 
treatment, restatement, and imitation are devices for lengthening a section. Similarly, 
variation, extension, compression and fragmentation are used to prolong the 
exposition of Symphony No. 6. 
In the Prokofiev works chosen for analysis, if the exposition^^^ (including any 
introductory passage) is longer than the development section, normally it accounts 
for about 40% ofthe total length (see Appendix 4). Examples can be found in the 
Piano SonataNo. 1，Symphony No. 1, Piano SonataNo. 3, String QuartetNo. 1, 
String Quartet No. 2, Flute Sonata and Piano Sonata No. 9. Exceptional cases can be 
found in the two extended symphonies, Symphony No. 3 and Symphony No. 6, in j 
which the exposition is 52.4% and 50% of the movement respectively. | 
. I 
Works written from 1939 to 1944 have a longer development section. Piano 
Sonata No. 7 and Piano Sonata No. 8 are typical examples. Techniques of | 
juxtaposition or superimposition and augmentation ofthemes are employed. j 
As mentioned, there are two pieces in which the exposition and the development j 
section are equal in bar numbers. They are the Piano Sonata No. 2, from the Russian 
period, and Violin Concerto No. 2，from the Foreign period. In the latter work, the 
proportion of each section (exposition, development section and recapitulation + 
coda) approximates or equals one-third of the total length. 
In order to compare the proportion ofProkofiev's sonata forms with well-known 
classic works, the first movements ofBeethoven's nine symphonies have been 
surveyed. The reason why Beethoven's nine symphonies were chosen for 
comparison is a practical one. In the beginning of this thesis, it was mentioned that 
Prokofiev's mother often played Beethoven's piano sonatas when the composer was 
falling asleep. Robinson, in his Prokofiev biography, says that the influence of 
137 In all ofthe works for analysis, none have a repeated exposition but the Flute Sonata. 
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138 
Beethoven's musical style on Prokofiev is greater than that of other composers. 
On the other hand, before writing the String Quartet No. 1 in B Minor, Prokofiev 
studied Beethoven's string quartets in order to master the peculiarities ofquartet 
writing.i39 j^  [^  known that sonata forms are normally employed in symphonies and 
piano sonatas; thus, it is useful to choose Beethoven's works for comparison. These 
proportions are shown in Appendix 5 "Proportions ofBeethoven's Nine Symphonies, 
First Movements". 
In this chart, we find that, other than the Symphony No. 3, all the other 
symphonies have a long exposition. In most ofBeethoven's First Period symphonies, 
the exposition is longer than the recapitulation; while the difference in length | 
between the exposition and the recapitulation becomes smaller from Symphony No. | 
6 to Symphony No. 8, which are works ofthe Second Period. | 
^ 
j 
Prokofiev's first movements, compared to Beethoven's, tend to have even | 
longer expositions, as there are no repeats (except for the Flute Sonata) in the j 
exposition sections. On the other hand, the difference in length (expressed in j 
percentage) between the exposition and the recapitulation is usually more than 10%. | 
'I 
Exceptional cases are found only in Piano Sonata No. 2, Violin Concerto No. 2 and | 
Flute Sonata, which have the smallest difference in length between the exposition j| 
and the recapitulation: 3.8%, 5.8% and 4.05% respectively. f 
I 
As mentioned earlier, the exposition usually accounts for about 40% ofthe 
length ofthe total movement in Prokofiev's works; in eleven out offifteen works, the 
recapitulation is 11-40% shorter than the exposition (see Appendix 4). If the 
modulating passage in an exposition is estimated to be 5-10% ofthe length ofthe 
section, this means that many materials (besides the modulating passage) are cut or 
disappear in the recapitulation. From the above comparisons, two conclusions are 
drawn: first, Prokofiev's works have longer expositions than the Beethoven examples; 
and second, he deliberately composed longer expositions. Aesthetically speaking, he 
138 Robinson, Sergei Prokofiev: A Biography, 21. 
139 Prokofiev "Autobiography", 186-187. Quoted by Robinson, ibid” 257. 
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I 
put all the important materials in the exposition, which he seemingly considered the 
most important section ofthe first movement. He intended to favour the exposition 
over the recapitulation, in which the themes are usually cut short or omitted. I fwe 
know that in these fifteen works for analysis, only the Flute Sonata has a double (i.e. 
repeated) exposition, Prokofiev's intention to have longer expositions is obvious. 
The proportion ofthe coda in Prokofiev's works, by comparison, is less than 
Beethoven's, no more than 13.7% of the whole length of the movement. 
^ 
Overall Tonal Scheme (stability) | 
I 
In this section, focus is put on several aspects of the use ofkeys in Prokofiev's ,! 
s 
works: first, the relationship between the first and the second themes (and the third | 
theme, ifany) ofthe exposition; second, the keys of the development section; third, | 
the keys ofthe exposition and the recapitulation; and last, the significance ofthe j 
flattened sixth as a key centre. j 
I 
In these fifteen movements by Prokofiev, in terms ofkey relationships between | 
the first and the second themes of the exposition, there are only five variants: relative 
major/minor, perfect fifth, minor second, major second and augmented fifth. In his 1 
Russian period, except for the Piano SonataNo. 2, traditional key relationships such 
as relative major/minor and perfect fifth are used for connecting themes in most 
works: Piano SonataNo. 1, Symphony No. 1 and Piano Sonata No. 3. In the Foreign 
period, the second is used two times out of four (Symphony No. 2 and Symphony No. 
3). In the Soviet period, there is a tendency to use perfect fifths; this relationship is 
used in the String Quartet No. 2, Flute Sonata and Symphony No. 5. In the Piano 
Sonata No. 9, although the relationship between the first and the second themes is a 
minor second (C against B melodic minor), G (dominant of the tonic) is used to back 
up the second theme as a pedal point. It shows that the dominant feeling is strong in 
this work. In the Symphony No. 6, an augmented fifth occurs between theme 1 and 
theme 2, a relationship not found before. 
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i 
In an ideal model, theme 2 and the closing theme (if there is one) ofthe 
exposition, should be in the same key, contrasting with the first t h e m e , � I n 
Prokofiev's works, SonataNo. 2, Symphony No. 1，Violin Concerto No. 2 and Flute 
Sonata are in this category. But there are works where theme 2 and the closing 
themes are in different, contrasting keys, for example, Piano SonataNo. 1, 
Symphony No. 2, Symphony No. 5 and Piano Sonata No. 9 are of this type. On the 
other hand, theme 1, theme 3 and the closing theme^ can be in the same key, as in 
String Quartet No. 1 and String Quartet No. 2. These two instrumental pieces are the 
only works which have both theme 3 and a closing theme. 
i 
The ideal model described by Kohs is usually followed by Prokofiev. However, | 
Prokofiev sometimes used the same key for theme 2, theme 3 and the closing theme; !^ 
'! 
as a result, the difference between theme 3 and the closing theme in these works is 
solely the use of different thematic material. | 
/： 
I 
Prokofiev rarely put all the complicated elements together. Ifthe key | 
I 
relationships between the first two themes are not conventional, as in Symphony No. | 
3, Piano Sonata No. 7 and Symphony No. 6, he avoided composing a closing theme j 
at all (although there is an additional theme 3 in Symphony No. 6). Or he chose to j 
have a simpler key relationship within the sub-themes: as in Piano Sonata No. 7, | 
!/ 
where the sub-themes oftheme 1 area are dominant-related, and in Symphony No. 6, 
theme la, b and c are all in E-flat minor. Their only difference is in the shape ofthe 
melody. 
The most advanced use ofkeys, thus, is found only in two works written in the 
Foreign period, Symphony No. 2 and Symphony No. 3. For details of the above key 
140 Please refer to note no. 118. 
� According to Kohs, the difference between a closing theme and theme 3 is that theme 3 implies the 
use of a new thematic material and a new contrasting key. The closing section then follows theme 3 
rather than theme 2 and confirms the third key rather than the second key. (Kohs, Musical Form: 
Studies in Analysis and Synthesis, 265). 
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i 
relationships, please refer to Appendix 6 and Appendix 7. 
In terms ofkey relationship in the development section, there are differences 
among the three periods. Although there should be modulations out of the tonic and 
the dominant in the development, the modulations are not frequent in Piano Sonata 
No. 1，Piano Sonata No. 2 and Symphony No. 1. There is an additional use of a new 
key (F minor) in theme 2 and the transition in the development of Piano Sonata No. 2; 
however, a relationship ofamajor second among these themes/materials (as 
V 
compared to the relationship between the first and the second themes in the 
exposition) is observed. 
i 
In Symphony No. 1, parallel modes of a key, i.e. D minor instead of D major, A || 
minor instead of A major, are the only keys used in the development. This forecasts ] 
\ 
the use ofthe parallel modes of a key in Violin Concerto No. 2. | 
1 
I 
The last piece ofthe Russian period, Piano Sonata No. 3, has an advanced key | 
relationship. Here, keys related to theme lb in the exposition^ are presented as the 
fundamental keys ofthe development section. On the other hand, theme 2b is in B-
flat, which is a remote key compared with the C major in the earlier section. j 
I 
In the works ofthe Foreign period, it is difficult to trace clear key centres in the 
development section, especially in Symphony No. 2, Symphony No. 3 and String � 
Quartet No. 1. In Violin Concerto No. 2, G major, a parallel of the tonic key, is used 
in theme 2 in the development section. 
In the development sections of the Soviet period, as in the exposition, there is a 
growing tendency to use the dominant relationship, and/or the relative major/minor 
relationship. In Piano SonataNo. 7, most of the materials have a dominant 
relationship with the original keys; a circle of fifths is noted. However, remote keys 
142 In the development section, D minor, subdominant of the first section of theme lb in the exposition, 
is used with the first appearance oftheme 2a; theme 2a, F-sharp major, has a subdominant 
relationship with the previous C-sharp minor theme lb in the third section; also theme 2c is in C 
major, relative major of A minor. 
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such as E minor and B minor are used inside the development section. But they still 
have a dominant relationship. Piano Sonata No. 8 and String Quartet No. 2 move 
across various keys. They have frequent modulations within the development section. 
The Flute Sonata retums to the use of traditional key relationships in the 
development section. Like Piano Sonata No. 1 and Piano Sonata No. 2, the same 
keys are used in the development section, but there are additional keys such as C-
sharp major, B minor and B-flat major. 
The most conservative work in the use ofkeys is Symphony No. 5. Two ofthe 
five sections ofthe development are in the original key, B-flat major, while two are 
in its subdominant, E-flat major. Prokofiev also uses E minor for theme 2a and the 
inverted theme lb before the return of theme 1 in the original key in the 
recapitulation. 
At the end ofthe Soviet period, there is a change in the use ofkeys. In the 
exposition ofthe C-major Piano SonataNo. 9, we find a strong use ofGpedal in 
theme 2. In the development, G is established as an important key. Besides, there is 
a sequential use ofkey in theme 2 and also the use of A major (submediant oftheme 
1). In Symphony No. 6, a key relationship in thirds is noticed. The keys oftheme la 
(G minor) and theme 1 (extension) (C minor) in the development are a third above or 
below the original E-flat minor, while theme lb of the development is the relative 
major of theme 2. 
In classic works, themes normally return to the tonic in the recapitulation. But 
in Prokofiev's works, this is not usually the case: Prokofiev delays the themes in the 
tonic or change to other keys. In the first case, examples can be found in the 
Symphony No. 1, where the introduction and theme 1 retum in C major instead o fD 
major, and D major returns only with theme 2; in the Symphony No. 3, where theme 
la and theme lb are in E minor and C major respectively in the recapitulation; and in 
Piano Sonata No. 9, where theme 1 retums in B major rather than C major. In the 
second case, theme 1 retums in the tonic when it reaches the recapitulation, but the 
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other themes move out again to various keys. Thus, not all the themes recapitulate in 
the tonic. Examples of such works are: Piano Sonata No. 1’ String Quartet No. 1, 
Piano Sonata No. 8 and Symphony No. 6. In the works analyzed, only Piano Sonata 
No. 2 and Piano Sonata No. 3 from the Russian period, Violin Concerto No. 2 from 
the Foreign period; Piano SonataNo. 7, String QuartetNo. 2, Flute Sonata, and 
Symphony No. 5 from the Soviet period retum all the themes in the tonic. 
Special attention should be paid to the Violin Concerto No. 2. Here parallel 
modes of a key, such as B-flat major and minor for the return, are permitted. This 
suggests that Prokofiev did not distinguish between parallel major and minor modes 
of a certain key in this work. 
From the above it appears that, starting with the String Quartet No. 1, there is a 
tendency to return to the tonic at once in the recapitulation, even ifnot all the themes 
retum to the tonic thereafter. Also from the analysis, it may be seen that three works 
in the Soviet period (String Quartet No. 2, Flute Sonata and Symphony No. 5) retum 
all the themes to tonic, confirming Prokofiev's tendency to become tonally more 
conservative. 
The flattened sixth appears as an important key in these fifteen works. It 
appears in the second theme of Symphony No. 1 as a key relationship with the first 
theme. In the String Quartet No. 2, there is a movement from F to D-flat in the 
return oftheme 1 in the recapitulation. It grows more important from the Flute 
Sonata onwards (in both the exposition [inside theme lc], the recapitulation and the 
coda) and appears in Piano Sonata No. 9 in the form of a deceptive cadence --
flattened sixth to dominant in the coda. 
The keys ofthe coda are generally extensions of the tonic. But in several 
Prokofiev works, it goes to a remote key: in the Piano Sonata No. 2, material from 
the introduction is used in the coda. This is first introduced in D minor, but it goes to 
E (in major or minor) in the last few bars. In Symphony No. 3, theme 2b is used in 
the coda. It should return in C minor, but instead goes to G-tlat major. Similarly, a 
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remote key is found in the coda ofFlute Sonata when theme 1 is brought to B-flat 
minor, rather than the original D major. 
The analysis has shown that the thematic areas (first, second and third themes) 
are mostly determined by keys and less by melodic identity and character. There will 
be some difference in the contour/shape between the themes, but it is not always the 
case, for example, that the first theme is “masculine,” the second "feminine" in 
character or vice versa,3 Sometimes the difference in character is small. Also, there 
are thematic areas where a division among sub-themes depends more on keys than on 
melodic identity. 
V 
Themes/Materials and Developmental Techniques 
In the Prokofiev works chosen for analysis, there are normally two themes, viz. 
theme 1 and theme 2, and a closing theme in the exposition. These themes can 
further be divided into sub-themes. The divisions of themes are of three kinds: first, 
on the basis offormal structure; second, ofkey, and third, of melodic identity. From 
Appendix 7 "Themes and Tonal Schemes", it appears that especially theme 2 is 
further divided into sub-themes in works written in the Russian period. In the 
Foreign period, both theme 1 and theme 2 are divided into sub-themes. Besides this, 
the transition section is also divided into parts, as in the case of Symphony No. 3. In 
the Soviet period, theme 1 rather than theme 2 is divided. Here, it is divided by 
melodic identity, not by key. However, in works such as the Violin Concerto No. 2, 
Piano SonataNo. 7 and Piano Sonata No. 9, there are no sub-themes. 
In the fifteen works chosen, only four do not have a closing theme. They are 
Piano Sonata No. 3, Symphony No. 3，Piano Sonata No. 7 and Symphony No. 6. To 
examine this more closely, three out of four (i.e. Piano Sonata No. 3, Symphony No. 
� The "masculine" theme normally contains sharp, evenjagged contour of motives, resulting in a 
dynamic and assertive character. The "feminine" second theme, on the other hand, is frequently lyric 
and expressive in character. [Leon Stein, Structure & Style: The Study and Analysis ofMusical 
Forms (Princeton, New Jersey: Summy-Birchard Music, 1979), 109-113.] 
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3 and Piano SonataNo. 7) have complicated and structuralized themes 1 and themes 
2 (^lease refer to Appendix 7 “Themes and Tonal Schemes"), while in Symphony No. 
6 neither theme 1 nor theme 2 is complicated. 
Besides composing subdivided themes, Prokofiev sometimes composed one 
more theme (theme 3)^ ^^  in the exposition. Examples can be found in the String 
Quartet No. 1, String Quartet No. 2 and Symphony No. 6. In the works just 
mentioned, theme 3 is used in the development section and the recapitulation. In 
String Quartet No. 1 and String Quartet No. 2, there are theme 1, theme 2 and a � 
closing theme, while there is no closing theme in Symphony No. 6, which is one of 
the four works which do not have a closing theme. 
In the development section of the Russian period, theme 1 is often omitted. 
Sometimes it is totally lacking (like Piano SonataNo. 1) or is used rhythmically (in 
Piano SonataNo. 2 and Piano SonataNo. 3) or fragmentarily (in Symphony No. 1). 
In the Foreign period, themes are enclosed in ternary form, rather than used 
piecemeal. In Symphony No. 2, the development section is enclosed in an A-B-A 
form. Theme 1 is used in each section to accompany theme 2a and material from the 
transition. In Violin Concerto No. 2, an A-B-A form is made up of theme 1 and 
theme 2 respectively. 
In Symphony No. 3, various themes/materials are used independently or by 
superimposition. In String Quartet No. 1, theme 1 (includes sub-themes), theme 2, 
theme 3 and a new theme are used in the development section. 
In the Soviet period, we can see a tendency of Prokofiev to use materials other 
than principal themes in the development section of the piano sonatas, although their 
use dates back to the Symphony No. 3 in the Foreign period. Materials from links, 
episodes and transitions from the exposition are used extensively in Piano SonataNo. 
144 The difference between theme 3 and a closing theme is explained in note no. 141. 
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7, while transition elements are used in Piano Sonata No. 8. Also, starting from 
Piano Sonata No. 7，Prokofiev used up all the themes in the development section, 
whatever in form. But in order to accommodate more themes at a given period of 
time, Prokofiev used superimposition throughout, especially in the Flute Sonata and 
Symphony No. 5. However, the use of original themes (with variation) returned in 
the last two works, Piano Sonata No. 9 and Symphony No. 6. 
To summarize the use of themes in the development section ofProkofiev's three 
periods, it is noticed that themes are omitted or used only rhythmically in the Russian 
period; however, they are fully employed in the Foreign period, while material other 
than principal theme and subordinate theme is used in the Soviet period, also with a ^ 
growing tendency to return the principal theme with variation. i 
There is an intimate relationship between the recapitulation and the exposition 
in terms ofthemes. It is observed that not all the themes from the exposition are used 
in the recapitulation. In the Russian period, part of the main theme is omitted in the 
recapitulation, such as the first phrase of theme 1 in Piano Sonata No. 1, second , 
retum oftheme 2 in Symphony No. 1 and theme la, 2b and 2c in Piano Sonata No. 3. 丨 
In the Foreign period, some themes/materials are omitted, but Prokofiev inserts 
new materials inside a section to balance the whole part. A typical example is the 
String Quartet No. 1. 
Since Prokofiev emphasizes the prominence of the exposition by extended 
length, the material and the themes in the recapitulation are cut short or omitted. In 
Piano Sonata No. 8, of the Soviet period, the second occurrence oftheme la is 
omitted. As a result, the full statement of the themes can only be found in the 
exposition. 
According to Appendix 7, "Themes and Tonal Schemes", the themes in the coda 
are normally derived from previous sections in Prokofiev's works. Among all of 
these, theme 1 is most frequently used in the coda. However, there are different 
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treatments in the three periods. In the Russian period, theme 1 is used in the coda 
with the other themes. In the Foreign period, in three of the four works (Symphony 
No. 2, String Quartet No. 1 and Violin Concerto No. 2), theme 1 is solely used in the 
coda to unify the piece. In the Soviet period, although theme 1 is used again in the 
coda, it is used in varied form in Symphony No. 5 and Symphony No. 6. 
Starting with works in the Soviet period, materials other than the main themes 
are used in the coda. In Piano SonataNo. 7 and Piano SonataNo. 8，episode I and 
material from the transition are used respectively. In the latter case, the transition is 
like a second development. On the other hand, the “tail” of theme la, which comes 
from bars 8-11, is highlighted in the coda of Symphony No. 5 ft)lease refer to 
example 14.12). 
Ifthemes do not appear in the recapitulation, they will have their retum in the 
coda. In Piano SonataNo. 1 (closing theme and the introduction), Piano SonataNo. 
2 (introduction), Piano SonataNo. 3 (theme 2b), Symphony No. 3 (theme 2b), Piano 
Sonata No. 7 (theme 1 and episode I) and Piano Sonata No. 8 (transition), the 
mentioned themes/materials marked in parenthesis retum in the coda but do not 
appear in the recapitulation. It is seen that Prokofiev favoured an economic use of 
themes, i.e. ifthemes are used in the coda, they are not used in the recapitulation, or 
vice versa. 
One special aspect ofProkofiev's themes/materials is their changing role within 
a movement. In Symphony No. 3, when theme 2b comes to the foreground at bar 
257, theme la retreats to the background ft)lease see example 7.6); again, in the 
exposition of String Quartet No. 1, the episode first appears as a new part, but it 
moves to the background when theme 2 appears (see example 8.4). 
Development techniques are different in different sections of the movement and 
different periods. As mentioned in the analysis of Classical Symphony, Prokofiev 
ignores motivic expansion, compression and reassembly; he simply restates the 
themes in successive tonal shifts in various keys. As a result, simple and 
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straightforward techniques such as tonal shift, restatement, antecedent and 
consequent (in Piano SonataNo. 2) were normally used in the exposition ofthe 
Russian period; in the expositions of the Foreign period, superimposition ofthemes, 
inversion of themes, themes with a change in orchestration, ostinato, canonic 
treatment and dialoguing of themes are used together with techniques such as tonal 
shift and simple restatement. Those are techniques used in the development sections 
ofthe Russian period; they are used in the expositions of the Foreign period. This 
implies an early development of techniques and an anticipation of"development". 
More advanced are the techniques used in the Soviet period. In the exposition, 
several new techniques such as modified repetition, paired imitation, employment of ^ 
the dominant pedal, sequence, inversion, extension and anticipation ofthemes, were j 
introduced by Prokofiev. In the Symphony No. 6, he also made extensive use of 
variation. 
In the development section, combination of themes and rhythms, 
superimposition and augmentation of themes and canonic devices are found in the , 
Russian period. In the Foreign period, however, new techniques such as ostinato, , 
cantus firmus, contrapuntal treatment, stretto, fragmentation, variation, diminution , 
and head motive, were used proportionally more than the old techniques. Similar 
techniques such as fragmentation, compression, extension, juxtaposition, 
augmentation, paired imitation, etc. are used again in the development sections ofthe 
Soviet period. In addition, there are techniques such as change of meter, pedal point, 
inversion ofthemes and employment of part forms (binary, ternary). Special 
attention should be paid to two techniques, which are the use ofpedal point from 
Piano SonataNo. 7 onwards, and the themes used in melodic inversion from 
Symphony No. 5 on. The former technique is intentionally used in the piano sonatas 
to ascertain and confirm the keys around the chromatic harmony, while the later 
technique is growing up out of the original theme as a process ofdiversification. 
In the recapitulation, during all three periods, there are differences in the use of 
developmental techniques. In the Russian period, if the difference in length between 
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the recapitulation and the exposition is small, it means that there is a development of 
various elements in the recapitulation, as in Piano Sonata No. 1 • If the difference in 
length between these two sections is large, it is because some themes are cut or 
omitted. For example, the final A section (A-B-A) of theme 2 is lacking in 
Symphony No. 1 when the theme retums in the recapitulation. As a result, there is a 
difference of 15.6% in length between the exposition and the recapitulation. 
The techniques used in the recapitulation affect the total length ofthe whole 
section. In the recapitulations of the Foreign period, other than shortening ofthemes, 
Prokofiev used superimposition of themes in Symphony No. 3. Since 
( 
superimposition ofthemes implies a vertical treatment, the length of the section may 
be reduced as a result. This results in a difference of 35.8% in length of the two j 
sections. The addition and deletion of themes in String Quartet No. 1 counterbalance 丨 
i' 
1' 
each other. Therefore, there is only 14.7% difference. ； 
The shortest recapitulation is found in Piano Sonata No. 7, where only theme 2 | 
returns. Also, there is a change of meter (refer to example 10.7 where the music ^ 
changes from 9/8 + 6/8 to 9/8) in Piano Sonata No. 7. The change of meter in bars < 
338-339 is used to form an extension. On the other hand, as simple restatement of , 
themes is found in the recapitulations of the Soviet period, there proves to be a j 
difference in length (at least 12%) in works of the Soviet period between the 丨 
exposition and the recapitulation. However, in two symphonies, Nos. 5 and 6, 
fragmentation and contrapuntal treatment of themes can be found, in addition to 
simple restatement of themes. 
To sum up, simple treatment of themes can be found in the exposition ofthe 
Russian period. In the Foreign period, the techniques involve some changes in 
texture and appearance; there is a cross relationship between these techniques in the 
development section ofthe Russian period. However, two ofthe techniques ~ 
joining two dissimilar ideas and use of antecedent and consequent -- are used in two 
different periods. The former is used in Symphony No. 2 in the Foreign period and 
Piano Sonata No. 8 in the Soviet period; while the latter is used in Piano Sonata No. 
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2 in the Russian period and String Quartet No. 2 in the Soviet period. 
Formal Structure 
Besides making use ofthemes and materials from various sections，Prokofiev 
likes using simple ternary form and rondo form within a section or even within a 
theme. Examples can be found in themes 1 and 2 of String Quartet No. 1 (ternary 
form), and in theme 2 of Symphony No. 1 and theme 1 ofPiano Sonata No. 7 (rohdo 
form). Also, an A-B-C-A' form is found in Piano SonataNo. 8. The insertion o fa 
i 
ternary form/rondo form within a section gives flexibility, and total bar numbers will 
be increased as a result. j 
f ^ 
'f i 




Although sonata form is widely used by Prokofiev, there is a flexibility in its | 
use. Formally, the ‘‘double exposition" principle is rarely applied in his works. Also, , 
the sections are usually of different lengths. Ten have a longer exposition, three have , 
a longer development, while in two the exposition and development sections are | 
equal in bar numbers. But within the exposition, there are differences in terms ofbar ] 
numbers among the themes: some are far longer than others. Thus, there is flexibility ‘ 
in terms of proportion. 
There is also flexibility in the use ofkeys. On the whole, Prokofiev sticks to the 
use of conventional key relationships such as mediant/submediant and tonic-
dominant, but there is also use of major/minor second and augmented fifth. A sense 
ofdirection is created by the tonal potential, conflict and resolution. 
The function of sections in works such as Symphony No. 3 is loose, although 
sonata form is used. Rather theatrically written, the development section has only 
one hundred and ten bars compared to two hundred and thirty-four bars in the 
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exposition. Proportionally and functionally, it does not have a "developmental 
character" as in the traditional German manner. 
From the analysis ofthe selected Prokofiev works, it may be seen that, in terms 
ofproportion, he composed works with longer expositions in the Russian period and 
from String Quartet No. 2 onwards. On the other hand, the first two works from the 
Soviet period, Piano SonataNo. 7 and Piano SonataNo. 8, have longer development 
sections. In terms oflength, in eleven out of fifteen works the recapitulations are 11-
40% shorter than the exposition. 
* 
In terms ofthemes, there are different treatments in different periods. Theme 2 | 
is subdivided into two or more parts in the Russian period, while in the Foreign | 
period either theme may be subdivided. In the Soviet period, theme 1，rather than 1 
theme 2, is subdivided. | 
• ^ I 
As to closing themes, four works (at least one from each period) have none. ！ 
Instead, they have complicated themes 1 and 2. The only exception is in Symphony ^ 
No. 6, from the Soviet period, where neither theme 1 nor theme 2 is complicated. A ； 
closing theme is almost always present in Prokofiev's works, but theme 3 is not j 
frequently used. Prokofiev used a third theme only in the later two periods. | 
. I 
To summarize the use of themes in the development section ofthree periods, , 
themes are omitted or used only rhythmically in the Russian period; while normally 
they are fully employed in the Foreign period. Material other than the principal 
themes, however, is used in the Soviet period. 
After summarizing all the findings, it appears that in terms ofkey relationship 
between the first and the second themes, the works in the Soviet period were most 
conservative, in the Russian period the next most conservative while in the Foreign 
period the most advanced. In terms of developmental techniques, tonal shifts and 
simple restatement are used in the works of the Russian period, where no great 
changes in the themes are desired. In the Foreign period and Soviet period, the idea 
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of thematic transformation has been noted. 
However, as mentioned, Prokofiev does not often put all the complicated 
elements together. Ifthe key relationships between the first two themes are not 
conventional, he avoids composing the closing theme at all (although there is an 
additional, third theme in Symphony No. 6); or he chooses to have a simpler key 
relationship within the sub-themes. Key becomes most unorthodox in Foreign period, 
but thereafter it becomes more conventional throughout the Soviet period. Yet 
developmental techniques become more and more diversified as time goes o n . ‘ 
4 
From the findings, Prokofiev's sonata forms follow the three periods 
stylistically. The Russian post-Romantic style is revealed in the conventional use of | 
keys and the use of “tonal shift" -- a quick change of key within a phrase -- in the E 
. ？ 
Russian period. In the Foreign period, the keys become unorthodox, and the function j 
of sections in Symphony No. 3 is loose, with the influence of modernism. The ,| 
i 
essentially tonal style is reflected in works in the Soviet period, in which | 
conventional key relationships are used for the construction of theme 1 and theme 2. j 
Development techniques, on the other hand, reveal Prokofiev's extension and 
refinement of craftsmanship in this section of sonata form. These remind us of | 
Beethoven, who experienced a similar artistic development towards the end of his j 
life. , 
Prokofiev wrote music for his own use in the Russian period. But in the 
Foreign and the Soviet period, he wrote or rewrote music for other musicians, such as 
the Violin Concerto No. 2 for French violinist Robert Soetens and the Violin Sonata 
No. 2 (rewritten Flute Sonata) for David Oistrakh. They were virtuosi pieces, 
requiring and showing advanced techniques. 
In conclusion, it may be seen that the artistic development of the composer and 
influences from the existing regime, fellow composers and friends were as important 
as outside factors in crafting the three style periods ofProkofiev and his changing 
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Appendix 1: Musical Examples 
i 
Example l.la: Theme 1 ofPiano SonataNo. 1 
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Example l.lb: Transition ofPiano Sonata No. 1 
~ff^ClM.i~tion^ 
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(Example 1 • lb cont'd) 
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Example l.lc: Theme 2a ofPiano Sonata No. 1 
1^ .2. a tempo 
参針" i： ^ i m 
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Example l.ld: Theme 2b ofPiano Sonata No. 1 
Dlle^ro 
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Example 1. le: Closing theme ofPiano Sonata No. 1 
Slle^ro 
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Example 1.2: Closing theme ofPiano Sonata No. 1 in the development section 
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Example 1.3: Elements a and b from transition mix together in the development 
section in 
Piano Sonata No. 1 
hWz^ro 
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Example 1.4: Theme 2b area in A-flat major in bar 202 in the recapitulation 
ofPiano Sonata No. 1 
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(Example 1.4 cont'd) 
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Example 1.5: An element from theme 2b and the closing theme are used with the 
restatement ofthe introduction ofPiano Sonata No. 1 
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Example 3.3: Theme 2 ofPiano Sonata No. 2 
Bars 64-75 
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(Example 3.3 cont'd) 
Bars 255-266 
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Example 3.5: The use ofrhythmic element oftheme 1 and melodic element of 
transition in the closing theme in bars 115-123 in Piano Sonata No. 2 
/jlle^ro , KS. K0^ froppo 
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< P scherzando ^ ^^^"““T~� I 
( ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ * : 1 
S 3 
I I • i 
/ > , ^ ¢ - ^ ^ b ^ ^ " " ^ ^ ^± \ 
r r ^ 广、| ffl ,pf^-得“论1| ^ - ¾ 
( ^ ^ ^ ^ W £ i . � ' J j _ _ ^ j 
i ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ . : i 
3 j f 
.^ _^CT^ y • P^ b,1v=^ � • � ’ r ^ ^ J ^ ^ f e ^ 
p ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ l I il| I ！ |M| ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 实 I 
1 - f f ^ ( ^ f e ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ - ^ p = ^ = ^ ^ ^ ^ 
^ ^ g ^ T ^ ‘ >• lj 
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Example 3.6: Augmented theme 2 with the rhythm from theme 1 in the upper voice, 
elements from the Hnk in the inner and the transition in the bass voice in bars 159-174 
etc. 
in Piano Sonata No. 2 
Slle^^O, MA. KOn. tfO/>po � 
\ J3^fil<s^p^^=^^:^:^^L^Z^i^^-*"V^^^^^>?"^^^^^ 
( ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
\ ^ — r ^ r >HttooLu ^ . ^ ^ t U ^ l>{ii'y^) J 
/ r > > > _ _ 乂 � I _ - ] 
( ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ i tt* ^ iL7 /^.0(^  froy^ ir^n^,il<^ j 
( ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ； 1 
L ^ _ ^ _ i I I _ - T T 1 ^ ^ P f T - 丨 个 ( _ J ,^  J I I i #- 3 ' � # � � • 4 � i ( ( ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ I 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ t a N 5 
\ - ‘ 4 j = E : ~ ~ ^ - ^ 4 4 ^ ^ * ^ a j - ； ^ # i • ^： u = ^ 3 5 # 5 5 ^ j f 3 5 ^ ^ • 料 
i ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ m . ^ . \ =^  ^ > 
W ; 1 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ? ^ 1 ： J ； I F 
岛 - j # “ l J = ^ = = ^ V ^ ^ s ^ 5 ‘ ^ # ^ -
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Example 4.1: D-major theme 1 oiClassical Symphony 
fill&^ro 
A J - f . r f l 4 l n o i r ^ i , . 
: ^ ^ ~ p ~ ~ = x n y 4 j ^ ^ f c : ^ j ^ ^ ^ 
r C T f i T ^ l l f l J : 
1 P 1之33;*^， p te^r— I • 1 I 
ffZ> ； 
|rfi' f. - ^ • H -^  -1 i - ^ ^ 
J "ff^^::zzzz^-
产尸 ff^-^^ ^ p r 。 � Yl^ 3I v M ^ ^ ^ ^ "^l , 
: ^ M ^ ^ ^ # i 
: ^ " m H l P l : 
“ > 4- 4" ', H 二 i 
� = = ^ pp \ b /yuivurr 
y 
ffl^> 
' ^ ^ i ' _ i l 丨 ， | | 
| f , i , " ^ ^ ^ - j . I 
：；?^ 7 "."；主乂 》拳 ^ ^ ^ H f ( � — 
‘ • • • 一 ' " ^ ' r>r^ tf . " A | i l r 丨1 ^ ^ _ 
' ^ ~ ~ ^ - i 4- Uzi >r ‘ - 掉 
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Example 4.2: Transition with elements a, b, c and d in Classical Symphony 
EUh-e-h^ CL . £/ e w - ^ h 
1^  ; f ' m 1 1 ,fV?; •丨 f/^e^. 
# ^ : 4 ^ ^ ^ ^ ~ ^ ~ ^ : ^ 迎 J lJJ k、，i,)l --y^p=^=-- = _ \ ^ [> f : 
"^~~^' ^^ f = ' —^•. 
一 s'^ Mn r r n � 
n » w — H - > H , . — . 'f-4f- ) 一 ^  - ~ -
- ¾ . . ) I f / 「 丨 瞬 ^ ^ ^ ^ ; J v;(LJJ LU^ L ^ J r : r 二 pp 
_ ,, ^^"“^ 。 一 ？ pfJ J , _ 1 _ , , ^ ^ ^ -
！？^…丨} ‘ h 7 . [ ' 〗 ^ ^ , Pf~~~ T ； 
¢^^^ Fif.Mci.^ ^ 一 ~ ~ p 
W ^ ^ i l j [ I |,.)i ^ 
n 1 1 1 rTTT： i 7 p i % " i . 广 广 广 广 , =fe K ^ � J ^ 二、• , v(rf n UUU. =F [Tl ikU4-r 矛 - 产山-.l4^ ii^ t^ P^  ； 
fql/-. hj^t^ 久丄 丄 ‘ 
= o.tt _ = V U J ^ - 、』）• = = = F -
1 ) \ > - � T 广(> ' f - ^ h ^ ； 
p f 1 
! r _ _ I 
; " f T I ‘十丨―‘ 
:�:1丨 hH"n_^_: 
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Example 4.4: Canonic treatment in the transition and 
fragmentation in the second restatement oftheme 1 in Classical Symphony 
Canonic treatment 
^ ¾ n i i g i i A' k ^r^ i ‘ ^^± $ 
= ^ 7 " " - 一 I “ - | t L f f 三|? 1 T f ~ [ 
• 丨 丨 " i l l 2 _ ^ , I —丄-_:• - •._—_,_-_ • —-•• —. •• — — — — — -_一-一_ ' s * ^ • • • " - — — — ‘ “ 
J . — n 4 � _ ":\ n ^ .1 d I, I v r f " , n _ u L . =44 } :�=^^~^z j i ^$=P^^El^^ l f e :E : . = ^ ^ ^ g ^ 3 ^ ^ r d t f [ ^ ^ g 
_ ； l ! : ~ ^ ~^3 ^^ 
Fragmentation 
f ^ 
0 ¾ ' * ^ , ^ - ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ V " - - ^ • ) . ' < ^ t > ^ 2 T = : ^ . . • T ] 
.|,n 丄” r n n i j 1 j / ^ m r ^ J ； i ‘ :½ ^ ^ 4 ~ ^ 仍 i ^ i z y ^ ^ : ^ 
� � � : ， � ^ ^ ^ _ ? I = ^ : j 
^ ¾ f " ^ J j t_kl f^ tl^  ^ S ^ f t 夺 f uxf: ！ 
丨‘！柳 R ^ , | J I i n 7 T l 卯 J g W ^ ^ ; “ ;>;f—l r ^ 7 f i f i~r f V /1 
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Example 4.5: Thematic transformation of theme 2 from bar 111 to bar 130 
in Classical Symphony 
_ 0 
« 0 / /I ？ ^ 
- | 4 ^ t e | ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ | ^ ^ ^ - p-^p^3^^^"^=^_^^"^ 
0^  ^ " ^ ^ ^ ^ ; i 7 r T | ^ . t p ^ p ^ - ^ !^縫幢廳廳議 , 
a 样 _ i — � ‘丨 : f ^ 4 4 f ^ ^ - ^ ^ ^ ^ m ^ ^ % ^ ^ m ‘ 
. — ; y ^ ^ 4 ^ I」丄1 . ^ ^ M ^ S a M ^ 
i^ tU_ l^ *i^ ;^ __r_ff 1^' ^ ^ f ^ > ^^^ 
p T,. j;jl l'^'li|'.'j|'.'liJ' • I _^/uUd ,L�>«i>“p _广 J I . 
“.'i r ^ ^ - ' . ^ ^ i ' 1 丨 ' ^ > ^ t ! ^ t ^ v ' , , , i^ 玄 ^ ^ 
Tw. •> • I • i I J > r ！ < 'UL-jj-x-jj^ R *^-^ -^  '- ‘ ―： ‘ 1 - i ~ i “ I ‘ i ‘ ^ ‘ 
‘ f ^ r^^ ^l!f^ . , 
0 9： I Jn „ 
- j ^ N ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ g , - | ^ ; � � � | ! i l 
”」^^霸^^^^^^^^ …丨 ^ ^ _ ^ s ^ J ^ M ^ N 
相.¾^ ^^ ^^ i½^ ^^ 广^^ |ffi^ ^^  - -n; 
-TOgp^^^^^^^^ 奴 ^ ^ \ i :•裏卞’L! ‘ ‘ k ^ . • ^ … . . I : i n ^ i I I I L ^ c t H ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ - 4 = ^ ^ ' 1”广 L [ - J ； V • I •丨 f .p "« y i^^y>,-.w-i. ^^ t ^ “ — ‘ 
I 
> 
: . f S S i S i ^ ^ f e ^ ^ J ‘ p m M . t o ^ p » « p ^ d ( 
: ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ B ^ e ^ ^ ^ ™ _ ‘ 
^ • :"^  .J'| .-丨丨丨_ -^=-^ er-^ rf-^ ^^  ‘ ；^ "*" ^ '^ ' O""^  ^ a jp^^^^gSWi^Wg'i _j 4^ J-J J J j"j_j_;_j_j_^ J_^ ^^ j； J) ^ |:”rTii. i I ， ,^ 1 I :j , , 'I 0 ':i^  L%£^ g^：^ >：'r^ ^^ ;^ ^^ l^ rr^ P^^  { B i i . . � • ^ ^ ^ . ^ ^ ^ P " 1 1 . ^ : 
l，y �iL_"- 'l'- '>'——^!:zzz= ‘ ', ^ 矿 
力 I ^ W ti 丨丨卜 ，>. !'•.' ‘ ， 、 、 、 ’ ， 〜 、 r r r r * 、 、 ^ j - : T . i . 二 ， ‘ - ' i i . . '丨丨丄.:1 ^ s L ^ ^ r ' . � J , ; | | _ - - ^ ^ r r I ^ • p ^ .~^^^^^^Ll^^^~^�^~^ . ^ ^^ ，“‘、 _ _  r 1 
。.11 > |hl I 1,一 ^ a, 、丨 .rv ：丨丄-=^»^ ^'i*^fii^t^*^^*W^ii^ 
% = = : ^ p f c y ~ ^ a==^ ==^  I i i 众“1 I I : 
- m ^ ^ ^ ^ ! ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ � ' , ^ I . I )J : ^ ^ ^ ^ P : 1 ^ ^ ^ ^ W 
- f i j ‘ • 1 I j ' ' | j ； 礼 “ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ¾ ^ ¾ ^ ^ ¾ ^ ¾ ^ ' . ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ q - - ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ h 
J L ^ ^ ^ ^ ; t : t g q I - ’.-|了卜•, I; I i y 
; ; : ^ ^ y ^ t a ^ H - ' I ^ ^ ^ H r - ^ - - ^ ^ 
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Example 5.1a: Mroduction before the exposition ofPiano Sonata No. 3 
Allegro tempestoso 
( P ' | | u f f| i f f|f f f ff f f } ! v J-. } 
i ~ ^ T y T I , y I ^ 坏『齊:#舞 
週： ’ . u " ,'^ ~^ ‘ 
, E »u^^ r E pMcU 
P bciH.^ 5 ‘ 
( i H I T I ] .： / . ^ ^ Q L | 
j _ ^ ^ _ ^ ^ f t a ^ ^ ^ 1 作 、 , 〜 E ^ ^ t c i a ^ 
卜， ‘Ui 2 1 UJ 1 口 U �4 2'� ~~^  
_ 1 » 1 I * 1 ( , ~ ) 
0 P 2o(-oU cc< o{ e^fi'c*J. ^ffTh^^^ 
r J ^ M L J L j W i ! 'T T | : . : 
j , 打 : Y ^ V T T T T ^ r ^ r v 寶产 ； 
&^^'\ “ _ 口，1 ' ^ , , 
£ ^ ^ B f>jU4 — \ 
lOP f>J>^i^ , > > .'r^ —* • ^ | j . J . . _ J . \ T ^ ^ J . r y ^ ； 
p r T ^ ^ ^ r i r z t ^ P • ^ - ^ ^ 1 
i i > j ’ r ” y ” ^ ^ ^ ^ g = c f £ ^ ^ ！ 
'-. _^  口 tss ~~t® C= ts t s ^ tsi““.t ? 
D pJld,eU.—— coLc(ZrdiM ^trr>^i^cK. 
f | r ^ L f f f L f i ' ^ ^ - ' ^ ' ' ^ ' T " ^ ^ ^ i 
) -PP^ ^T"^ *Y"J ^""^J dim, ] ^ 丁1『丁4「:"「1,‘,「,,.心 ^^^f^|Vf^^f^ ( l j “ " L U U U .l- i' Ld N ' 固 
31 
Example 5. lb: Cadence on E prepared by contrary motion in Piano Sonata No. 3 
^ ^ J ' r l - - U ； 
, 、 l , > ^ z ' 
一 r\， 一 z 
:>)|丨广 = = 
32 
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Example 5.2b: Theme lb ofPiano Sonata No. 3 
f)lle^ro f"eMf>e^tVso 
JkeM&- 1 b 
i j i , , ' 4 n " ' i , h" i " : i “ v , | i ; 4 . | p , , i . ’ 
< ^ y ^ p p p_p(n0n legato) 
I L � . … 门 … 门 1 ''i^r^'i n ‘ ；_ L ^ A A : ^ y p . , | f s ' f ' = ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ¾ : ' i j : f : i ' - - ' . ^ ^ # f f r b ' | ^ ' ' -j—s^^^^^^ 
3 ^ f\ tnAnOY 
( ^ ¾ � l ' ^ ' i , : T 7 i ^ u i > j J 
< ^ ^ — _ _ ^ ^ pp 
l ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ u " f [ j ^ - 卜 , ^ ^ ^ f e 
i 
“ /^"^T"^n~^^^ ^ ^ — r r n " ^ g g ^ f 
rt — T m - , i t ---I , n „ - _ irjtr ‘ r ^ r f : j f ^ ^ ^ 
F 7 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ L^ J U j ' ‘ ; ^ _ I 
； 迎 -__^ ! - . ^ - . : . u ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ m y 7 r r : ^ 
乂丨 • . ‘ 1 “^^  , uJ U 1 —1 ^ - ^ ; -
—• > ^ ^ 
- ( ^ ^ ^ ^ - + r w ^ 
\ nf < — < � ( ¢ ' ) PP 
L = ^ = ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 3 ^ 7^1 '>v:g -^S - i>"J^v=f^ 
l ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ r ^ : ^ j v ^ i � � u r “ " : * ^ ^ 
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Example 5.3a: Theme 2a ofPiano Sonata No. 3 
. 
Hode^cdo “ 
杀-,_n,"^^fT""^""^J I, rrfF^i_^ J , ^ ^ 
F r_^" | J . * _ y r 丨「- ¾^> ^ > ' 丨 ^ � ^ ^ ^ ^ 
J p semplice € dolce I 3 t ^ 3 
, 广 咖 _ _ _ 彻 『 _ ^ j m ^ i u -^^ r i n |: “ r I r ^ 'j^  v>i 
c ^ 二 夂'^  紅 已 
. p ^ , ; ^ n 7 J ^ ~ l ^ ' I - r , i _ i " 4 j � 斤 口 f r ^ ' � � ^ — r r i i f ^ ^ “ [ ^ " � � i ？ r “r r 
, ^ r h | j m _ : ^ ; J X ^ ^ n ^ ^ £ ^ 
(I 1 : I ‘ ^ ' . ‘ 、 巧 . 
f f ^ ^ j j C T ” , ! ^ ^ ^ •: 
\ PP tranquilLo 
{ ^ ^ f = r ^ ' ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ A ^ i r, #i- , 1 � 
腔 ii r-Jj>^ iiij^^ '^ 1 r ^ ^ p^^^ 
^ (espressivo)(c^^ B 
( ^ ^ r f ? ^ ^ T M r ^ i ^ 
/ p ^==z ——-— 么饥.-~~"‘~~~~~" _^ r , . i , r , - ^ = ^ . = ^ ^ r r r r f r r r f ^ r m 
^ ^ ^ ^ & ^ ^ = W '-C,LiJ 山'^Li^  ^ I 
乙 7X ^ ‘义 C 
e^^<fT"t 1 ^ ¾ ^ 2egr^^^- ^ ^ p : f f.f/ '^ ,- - if h+..r|^  m-l 7" if ^ * r ^ ^ 
. ( f f f � I 」 ， ' 1^ = 1 1 = 一 二 主 ~ ~ ^ 广 I 三_^ ^ 
L ^ ^ r ^ r v ^ z ^ _rj ^ i 7 p =^^^^ 
嗎：‘；'^" v ^ ？” f 7 「其�r' i i 
C 丨�•, 乂 c 
37 
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Example 5.3b: Theme 2b ofPiano Sonata No. 3 
H oderTpCfo 
f j y ^ r U } J \ r j | | ” 7 ^ q 
j .：；广 广：，广广 f" T T'- T广~~广广f^广广_j广广||^广广 
( _ i)Pi^  Hi"J ppr 1^ |「卜 bT-' 1^  pipr ^ ^ ^ T ^ 
^ ^ 、 ^ ^ . 、 -
, g K O ^ n j j j r p 4 i . m ^ l 1 . 
f J | iii ' ' ' ' ' f ‘‘ 'I I 
{ f � f � 广 §、 •、 色、 芒、 §、 …“r nxJ>^=^fv^ir ,•�4j^^r^ir r � L j ^ = & = i r 产、 
哩 L ; " L； I Lr 1^丨一 'ij Lf' is u' 
Example 5.3c: Theme 2c ofPiano Sonata No. 3 
Hootuxfo 
< t x ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ s 
( ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ F ^ ^ ^ @ ^ ^ ^ f f i ^ 
) ^ ^ - ^ dim. , ^ ^ _ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
� ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ U b Lj^  L T ^ 
气。 r it .assai + 丨 ^  | ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ r ^ ^ | y i I 




Example 5.4: Theme 2a in the development section ofPiano Sonata No. 3 
Mndf>raf^ ketn^ 2^ 
武 | 1 識 啊 — ( : . | | : " ^ ^ 
) iiim ^“^ pdolce : 
) j 门」丨盆.飞丨丨丨r ^ ^.tri^«r«ttip;gg^^^S 
嗎 ft*i> : ;L'.r;j:' i' j. ‘: ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ I ‘ — - ^  
, - ^ ^ ^ T ^ . I I : j T ^ ^ ^ ^ T P ^ ^ I ^ 
P ' L_ji - i G r x � � r � 厂 訂 ' ' � -
: m m ^ ^ ~ ~ ~ 7 i . _ _ _ n - m m I . 1 ^ ； 
vl L,… - 'lpl3^^^i fi i ; ^ f : • � “ i i J ^ ^ 
分 “ 7^  
P i u l e n t o _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ^ i i : i ^ A j r ^ ' i ' ^ ' ' f i ^ ' ^ , ^ 
) , , pJ*"^ _ p p dolcissimo 
^i | , 4 ^ J i'r ��丨「化;均�‘])<^~^4^^^^^^^^^—丨二,、，^ 
1 ^ {espressivoJ P^^ 一订 
I ^ ^ _ ^ _ ^ ^ j ' — ^ P i u a n i m a t o 
- i ^ f ^ # - ( 厂 ^ - '—~"^T~f^ff^j^^^^^^ 
j ^ ~—"""^；；^ _^  I ^ , b^g： 
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Example 5.5: The coda ofPiano Sonata No. 3 
Bars 82-83 
h0de^xf9 
, ,p m n i n � 
i ^ \ \ 丨 I, i . � i , 1' ‘ I r I r 丨 ‘ 
< ^tr\ fr\ • � ¢ ^ 
] ^ J f r _ ' ' ^ _ F r , . - . f r ^ 
1^^丨 U�L；丨;| U iP 
The coda derives material fi:om bars 82-83 
Ci)dici 
P^o piu mosso | . , . ( ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ : ==—^  ’ ' ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
0-/o 
( ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ [ | Z ! ^ Z ^ ^ ^ z z : z . - ^ ^ ^ ¾ 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ w ^ • « _ * 
_^_^  >IJ' . . • • 
,j^^_:^_gLiffi_j^^ay:~^u5=±^4^=M:=^^£fe^ 
( ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
J L^ > jpp subiio quasi tromba . . 饥忍。' 
I — � . I I ppf--卞…，• f --f-- h f ' f- f ' ( ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ “ ^ 
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Example 5.6a: Bars 94-95 from left hand and ‘ 
bars 96-98 from right hand ofbars 3-4 in Piano Sonata No. 3 
Bars 3-4 
Allegro tempestoso ^ (P'|||| c!! ff iH fl"f ff ff ff fJ|i i , 
]^r^ I T T 1 ? ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ¾ ^ ^ 
i ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ s 
( ^ I- ¢ ^ 
} ^ ^ ^ ^ 
^ ^ 3 - x ^ - _ j i ^ ^ 
Bars 94-98 
^ • j ^ ^ ^ i S s r ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ B ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
j ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ B ^ ^ t e ^ ^ ^ E 
/ - J f feroce 舒(martellato) ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ s ^ ^ ^ ^ s 
^^^=^^=^=^=^^^^^^^^- ^ ^ J ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
2 4 ^^^^ 





Example 5.6b: Bars 99-100 frombar 15 in Piano Sonata No. 3 
Barl5 
ffHe^ro tcMpM+ra^  
l£ ^ 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 




(mariellato) /crO p » ^ ( # ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ » 
fe^^^^^^^gtfl^^ >-
4 4 ： 
Example 6. la: First two notes ofVioHn I (bar 2) and the counterpoint in VioUn H and 
Viola (bars 6-8) make theme 1 in bars 10-11 in Symphony No. 2 
^||tgro i)&n CLrfioolato 
1 Ylr 工 \ (a ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
0 f i ''i t^ ^==^ ~zzg=；=: . ; ' 1 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
\ 〜十 f ；^  ^ f 寸 t r> -l ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ M 
e^tc. 
r 〜丨,今5> r - - ^ ^ Tf^ 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ w 
. i ^ ^ i & = ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ s 
^ ^ if 于 
4 5 
！ 
Example 6.1b: Bars 3-9 in the vioHns make bars 13-14 and bars 22-25 
fHk<yro “K arficolarto 
• ^ /'T ‘ > ！ - > / -宇|, f ^1 f ^ f f ~ f T ^ ^ i 7 ( T | ' ^ ^ 三 “ 『 | 丨 = ¾ ^ ^ ¾ a > > I vr ^¾^ P= •^==•*“ 7i ^ TT i w«- i»y« =s 'i > 
: ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ J 
^ ^ I 1 V . ^^ ^ ^ 
f M^ ^ri0 ’‘ 
| |1 , T ^ ^ ^ i t T t t f f t i j , I, rtTt ,T' 
。，；.^  ^  — ^ 厂”‘~"^^^ f 
i n ！ i TTt_Qlf i P f i h '^'J Ui (Ii. 
^ f f ff ^ ^eoc- f 
A j l j l m 
rre^C.. ^ ^ •#f j f—f f - ^ -
; ^ ^ ^ J : ^ Q 
C^tJC, 
Bars 13-14 
dlle,^ro Uv^ ATi'fl^l^^o 
13 
A t:T% , � % ! t , ^ i _ $ f , ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
f:f '' . - -




(Example 6.1b cont'd) 
Bars 22-25 
SHe^vo be>^ xrftc^la,fo 
n , . ’ 
Otfj； ^ \. 1 ^ _ ^ ^ X ’ � f t f f 1 14 ‘ h i J ^ p r _ U f ^ L j r 7 J ^ a _ 4 I 1^ ； 
^ ¾ , " J ^ # ^ ^ 4 a d j r ; ^ j ^ — ， t f = ： ^ ; 
^ » I 為 i 
i 本 j. 1 ^ :fc 土 ^t i aT Tft t t t f i i CY"2iC-
; l f T f t " f t ： 
] ^SC. 
4 7 
Example 6.2: Theme 1 of Symphony No. 2 
/)lle^To btn arfico lxio 
/�k_^N 门 >_^  +亡 A ^ T ^ r ^ i O t 丨,广银 
:咽1 f ^ f I' [ f ‘ i ^ ' - > 
noh.c*- i , . 1 ** r A > - — -~~". /• • •_•_•. — —. I I y^^^Y_i J ) • • — — - -— — •-_.. -_.i I - «___ ; ^ ^ = ^ i U ^ z : ^ - ^ J ~ ~ ~ ^ = ^ ^ ^ k = j 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ * 
; 4 # ^ I ] ^ f - ^ - ^ ^ - ^ f - f - j 
'(^ - p f f p \P： I ‘ t 
“丨1。了. ‘^ f- J f J-
f="r=r^4 I ” | |[ * 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ y ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ & 
：平：；!==]^ .^ J i r^H lu'-J 1^ 1 n f ： • : 




(Example 6.2 cont'd) 
\ 
1^ , ^ ~ ^ 
n i i ‘ i 士 千 1>子 ^ , fc| 1>-卜.p r ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
^ ^ ^ ^ P ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ F ^ 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ： 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
I (> «JL. > > 
lff " I ， — 一 � ^ = ^ = ^ ^ 
'?^ | ii , r ^ if I 丨|1 tj u i"(.' ^ 1 i _ : 
, f I 十 / ^rf 丨，t|T • 
_ � f 1 f ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ j - i r ^ ; 
=Ai !^ 1 — ^ 1 ,._.fZ ； : y .n I- . , ht— Q 1 
r f f T T ^ 
4 9 
I 
Example 6.3: First group of successive triads (bars 43-47) in a tritona^ a fourth or a 
fifth relationship in the first transition section 
in Symphony No. 2 
ui B C^ B^ 
ll "T 1 1 I 丨 网 ^ r ^  办. 
, � 4 4 j^ 
-^^ , \ —. i^  ; — ‘ 
^ ^ ^ " ^丄 ^^——^ 
C f h 
Example 6.4: Second group ofpolychords in the first transition section 
in Symphony No. 2 
財 8 ^^ # _ f LJ b 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ m 
^ ‘ e h . 
—J- J U j^: M= 
_ ^ = i ; ^ _ J _ 4 _ J 
t t t^  T‘ r 
5 0 
1 
Example 6.5: First bar (bar 52) ofthe second transition 
in Symphony No. 2 
Sl —— 
广^^1�“hfT">!�"”3 Ka^ ^^ h M2/ -r 
^ ¾ - Q bJ ”一"^H~g—:_-_^i^ 
• | ; ^ - ^ ~ t r ~ T ~ V ~ i � ~ ^ “ t：=：：^^ ^‘ 
Example 6.6: Second phrase (bars 57-60) ofthe secondtransition 
in Symphony No. 2 
工石 ^^ ,^L^ pf iTIl—lcw^ y ^ X ^ ^ ^'i 力、]"^  
^ . 丨 — — ^ ^ ^ —-
5 1 
j 
Example 6.7: Idea oftheme 2a from the second transition of Symphony No. 2 
Second transition 
Stc^^l troov^ ;t;5^ ^ 
‘V'T^  ,n - b~Q�f - r-iJ^-^pS==^&ESSE 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ S ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ S 
^ ^ ^ ^ 
Theme 2a 
r ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ S 
! : ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ S — ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ g ; 
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Example 6.9: Closing theme ofSymphony No. 2 (bars 132-137) 
'"�en» _ 4 k < | J 
j^^ I I j j | g f f f [ I 
1 4 u ' j i i ' i : i : | ' a : i j i ' J 
5 4 
1 
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Example 6.11: Theme 2a in bars 332-334 and 338-339 anticipates theme 2a in bar 340 
of Symphony No. 2 
ffll^^ro iti^ i.rti&9l^-fo 
g j" T-k . - ,,^~；“：：^. . ,一, , 
ft p r ^ " " f " " " " " ^ r T r ^ n r r f [ ， • 网 
r>vp j ; ^ : : r = ^ 
^ 1 -rr^ ri 门 P h i, )• , y n 7 ^ ~ ^ = = R ? = ^ a a ^ ^ � 
^ ^ ^ J ^ V " ^ ^ ^ f f ^ r i r m T 叫 
:=¢^, n � . f ._t_^fe=^44M=^i4^p^4F=^ 
# t = L m I 1 pTr [_^ ^ ¾ - ^ ^ ^ # = F = r r 
T f ^ . " t i ^ ：^ ^Tf"T^^iJ ； ； 7 f J J，^ 7 ^ f L ~ ^ r \ i ^ . 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ¾ ^ ^ ^ ¾ ; 
p 卩丄 ： ""~^  ‘ f ^ ^ . 
}iS ^ ^ ^ 〕拜0 
tf4a^i^:3^j^r7-.-m I [ - ^ 
^ » i o / e ^ ^ - = = = ~ -==::^ 广产 si,l^h, 
^ ^ ^ ^ t ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ -
- _ ^ ^ j : : ; r r ^ ^ H ^ r ^ ^ ^ ^ " ^ d ？ . H ^ .,l r i , , M J - ^ t ^ -
: i ^ ^ : # f = : , ^ = ^ > i l i ‘  4'j kf J jl ' ^ r f ^ ^ 
- ^ ^ ¾ ¾ ¾ ; ^ 丄,-^^?^言萃^4足4~"^^"=^-
. . . , " ' r t ^ i ^ ^ ^ — i g I m i ^ S = a ^ : ^ : ^ ^ ^ ^ i ~ ~ 4 ^ • 
^ ；厂，f^^^=^^^^^^^ 
] | ^ ^ ^ 4 ^ = ^ = = ^ n — — ^―司 
• ^ FF 
: ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ W ^ 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ • ： 
j ^ = t ~ b ' ^ = ; ^;- ^ ： 等 w 
56 
I 
Example 7. la: Theme la: primary motive (Renata's anguished cry for mercy) and 
secondary motive (Ruprecht's chanting) of Symphony No. 3 
Ho o(e^fo 
^ i : 『 画 鍋 丨 [ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
“ Si^ ^ 
一 U 'T- T: 彳丨 � T _ z z : ^ ^ ; 
J C t； - be^ - a. hve., Oo 一 r>^ — > ^ 么 乂 & 
^ - 1 ‘ 1 i: I - - 4 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
i i I 
I 
1 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 丨 w = f = ) ^ = ^ ^ = 4 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ : 
Zt ~~- \71 ~^- n^ _ 一 
% = = - ^ — ^ — ^ ^ ^ ^ 
| ! 隨 ^ ^ 
^ - r i ^¢.} 
I 'i. I 
57 
i 
Example 7. lb: Renata's anguished cry for mercy (grace) from the terrifying 
apparitions wMch harass her 
Renata's anguished cry for mercy (grace) 
tft- [ T f ' 1 、 , 丨 丨 卵 ， t 
J A I A I jr A _ ce. ！ ^rx ce.： 
rfMUbjlil_ < { 
� _ [ 7 7 [ 7 7f | . 7 7 t 7 / 1 
Example 7.2: Theme lb cf theme la ofSymphonyNo. 3 
Theme lb 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
Theme la 
_ ^ T'^Tf^ ^7^i;^=f-
^ 4 = = 
58 
Example 7.3a: Canonic treatment in theme 2a in bar 144 (original vs. augmentation in 
its varied form) of Symphony No. 3 
U\^ po&o pin. j'TX*UjU^|lo 
7A,fcM<, la. (tKu^a^e*A-xf!ff>^) ； >'— " 
威‘将 ’ ^ ~ ^ f " | - ^ - ^ " ^ z : ^ ^ = ^ f g M^  SAffUri CH-U C. 
0 j^t&>na 2o. (^ i5'H^ > _^_^ _^^ -^ T-~^ "-7 [ [~~~~~^ r 
fftzr ' J l i j ^ ^ ^ ^ j 
^ C^QA C- 丨 ‘ 
terow^^M^^^^^g^ 
r ^ ^ ^ 子 ^ ^ ^ C ^ t 4 C . 4 — , ；’卜�][^ J ^ ^ ^ _ i i f = 4 = 4 = ^ ^ ^ : ^ ^ ^ ； 
i 1 1 1 i I 
I 
- ^ - t 一4 , T>t. 
i f , ^ � 1 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ . j ， 
;j 门 i , , ^ ^ r ^ r ~ ~ r ~ ^ _ f : r T ^ - ^ ~ ~ I ~ ~ = ^ 
;4Urz=ri~ [ ？ -^^ ~~^ ^^ ^ ^ ” 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ； 
K ^ | | ~ r ^ . ^ " r ^ = ^ 
ti t i b^  4 
i . ~ F 
59 
I 
Example 7.3b: Canonic treatment in theme 2a in bars 171-195 ofSymphony No. 3 
P 0 ¢0 产 IJL >rHTM 0 
^ - t | t f T ^ f T f ^ ^ rt==r=^^^^^^^^^i 
•f ^0f>ctn 
: ^ ^ W m ^ ^ 5 S ^ ^ = ^ B B ^ ' ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ P " 
, � V ^ ~ ^ , t " T " ~ ~ > p • _ . - T - — r - r q _ _ _ ^ , . ^ . -
: ^ _ _ I . I _ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ™ 
飞 ^ ^ ^ : = = = = ^ _ L ^ ^ 上 < ： = = = = = ^ 0 f f f tff ^  f f 
華 I I I I I ^ = : 
: 咖 刊 勝 歴 : , 
并字才 efc. 
- ^ g - X - ^ X : ^ ^ ^ : 
一 kJ i 1 鬥 p 
^ = = ^ ^ ^ = ^ ^ ： 
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Example 7.4: Episode is used as an ostinato in bars 286-298 of Symphony No. 3 
Hi,yyo h*firi 0 
0 t | t r 1 f ^ 
(j 
f f h^/to MprSyti 
Bpt?^cie, ^^^jL^^ p f ] I"~"^ 
y "i't 1111-f 111 I ; i j J 4 ^ ^ ^ ‘ 
^ ^ J T T T T f T J L J J i ^ ^ 
ff Uu^ ^^ - ^ • ^^ "^^ 1^ 千「 ^ ——1 - ‘ 
::n!/f 一 | c , : 「 I i: V H J _ = ^ ^ ^ — — ^ ^ - # # ^ - ^ ^ ^ ^ 
f r 
Example 7.5: Theme 2a in various key areas of Symphony No. 3 
Theme Bars Key 
Theme 2a 123 "P minor — 
134 G minor 
140 C minor 
144 F minor 
Tn D minor 
173 B minor 
J79 A minor 
1 ^ B minor 
62 
Example 7.6: Juxtaposition ofthemes divides the sound into layers in Symphony No. 3 
m 
W t r T l [• > n n h、丨 1 I�^ , 
M>^H ^ ^bf + 平 lii 4 4-U - - qL — ^\f± j 平 
p tnarc*:fo ^ ' ^ 1 e^e^C. ~ ~ I ~ ~ < J ~ 1 ~ 
-r(-fl''P;'" hf h bf bf h —— 
- : ¾ 『 「 ^ ^ ^ : 
f iri(C. 
- ^ y j r - 一 二 - = ^ ： 
卜、 …、 ( ' ( ^ ^ 、 
p "<JfC. 
尸 >naj tfT |>>Ctv^o^ 
p2^7 V k X 已 hxa^(r^|y*^*^^ 
：^""^“~^f p ？= � '1 [} ^ j l ifTri=-
‘丄 p 4- ^ b^^j^ s ~ k^ + ^ b^  j = ““^^ TLT T 羊 
F Mfl^ vrT^ rvH^ -^y\ ^(~~-¾=^( M= 1.] ： 
:斗 ^^“^ ^=ij^——4：~~^： 
w 
_: j J T ^ iiJ ) 7 ¾ “ 
i f f f f zZUY ^ 
0 ^ MA-J(rr />yviwtf>r 
2h 
|P 厂 -|_^) :•厂 i>nr~l "^"jrr^Q^^: 
^^^^j[^ T _ X J t L J " ^ . j _ _ j i T f - ^ l ' - ' ^ ^ ^ ^ . U . 
b— ^ > ^ + 
:7 三 > : 本 Z ^ H~~ > --1^ ' ^ ^ ^ 
守‘^  乂-
6 3 
Example 7.9: Episode in the exposition vs. in the development section 
of Symphony No. 3 
Episode in the exposition 
V^—， ra 3 , 
vi>-卜， 4 “ ~~~p^  广-f __ 
p i 7 • 1；。‘释3 ^ ^ " “ r i -
^ , L , _ f t _ J T _ f 
.，”^i: . .二厅节1々  -： 、 ;:)i [ ^ M {;=^=i=k^^i 一 
^^ . . ^  —户 ^ i J 
vs. in the development 
2Jf 
0 ^W i t t . r^-rn ^ 并+ > c：_^ 
f f r ^ J i "^h | - t r = t e 
丨 > f~^ ^ — r ^ r"^ ^^  
? % � i 1 i 1 ] u. � i 丄 ) - , 
l j ) L M U l'l IJ^  [ 丨 」 _ 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ f c 
1 r ^ p ^ p ^ p ^ r ^ 卜 1>丄 ^ i _l ^ ^ •—以 I ^ 丄 _ , _ , 




(Example 7.9 cont'd) 
Episode in the exposition 
' " ^ ~ - r ^ 
T-Ly-l^  ~~~H f=^H M J m 
-^ J . K U tfA 厂Vr � . P r : 
：^~~fcr"^[ J : ^ L = = = 
p iApre,s^ 
.n y'H jL_ 门 --
: M , L - J | . j , � J ^ 3 = ^ ^ J 0 三三 ' ” : ~ j ^ i ” - 4 |4 - ^ j I ^ ‘ 
:1敬下丨 n Qf>f f * f t f f t f h Lif 
？中 3 3^ 4 ^ ^ ^ - 4 i : ^ 山 ^  “ 
•八 ^ T" f > 所、.hf^.；��,^n-^-H=^-
:莲^^^ ^ _ 1 1 1 L U Q j ； 
p ‘ 3 3 ~ ~H 3 j；^^ ^ T ^ 
vs. in the development 
1^1 3 
t_ , j ^ r - _ _ ^ " " ^ r r i i ^ ^ 4 3 ^ - k j z ^ J M 
+、 ^ \">>_>^乂 ^ c^e^ 
n ^  " " " f ^ - ^ . 
; i ^ c i ~ j_J^^=^^)z^4 
" ' J ' " ^ ^ ^ i n^:_4f^ 4 .p 申'印 
. J l X _ ^ f � M 
; l ^ ^ ^ y ” " ^ L p T r ~ J T C 
” ‘ ^ • ‘ ] J L _ 2 _ _ I U J _ _ I 
j ^ ^ - ^ ^ 7 ^ _ Z ^ T f f 7V7^-
- 4 ^ ^ 7 >j^f-p^4-F 7 丨 L 7 � u ： 
--y^-tk^——~i^= U LJ「， L_J U =± 
V t f T T 1 f T T 
6 6 
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Example 8.1: Theme 1 of String Quartet No. 1 
~Tke^�I m 
AIlo.gro / ^ J ；> 广 会 . > 
)rtii V ^ l^T 1 1 A - := P P 产 p r 冬 V i o l i n � n ^ u _ j i � � cj丨广尸尸1尸丨「产p=£=^ «r ^ 
>rf . Violin IJ ^ ^ t e : ^ : j z t j = ^ i - I J I j 1 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ - ^ L _ : ^ _ ^ ^ ^ _ j - ^ = ^ J r J ； J ： -' . f . r ： f=^ 
rf 
g Y / ^ • , • T I , 1 < ‘ • f T t » » * t ‘ ' ‘ * * Viola j l t e 4 ^ f ^ r 4 ^ ^ f ^ ^ r ^ ^ f ^ ^ ^ r ^ f ? ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
p l x z . 
Cello lk%^^^^^ I " “ : 
) f “ 
>^^=^ V^ L- “ 广龜务<^'“ 
|jft |-i r r r r r f ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ M 
• ^ ^ ^ m ^ ^ m ^ ^ m ' ^ ^ ^ 
g ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
, Y 
'^<="bF-- ^^ ^ - 兰 - ^ ^ ^ = ^ ^ ^ ^ : 1 ''P 
> Tkehce< / b 
10 
| ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ * ^ ^ r t ^ f c 
^ mp“^ }} •• I |二 poco crcir, ^'p ^ ^ ^ ^ « ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ « 
^ —:^^ “^ ^ >^^Ju J ‘ "^CZ5^ ^*p 
^^ mj^^^=izL^p poco cresc, ^^_<>^^ ^ ) ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ M ^ ^ m % ^ ^ 
二 一 评 ,.、，• F p j,oco crt'sc. , u ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
) ‘ , ^ — . - ^ ^yp 1 > 
•“^ ^^ ^0C0 Cr^MC. ytp (cont'd) 
6 7 
(Example 8.1 cont'd) 
v _ ^ / r . 
| | ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ M ^ P ^ P | S ^ ^ 
| i ^ @ y y f ^ = ^ ^ � 
y ^ ^ f e i ^ ^ M ^ ^ ^ r ^ ^ f c 
V “…多 ^ 一 _ ^ ^ ^ Jjgrur 1 — =:rtrr r=p= ) ^ _ I I :E^ = :^3::^rgg^^ 
l ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ % ^ j ^ ~ ~ ^ - J = 3 = ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ P ^ ^ g ^ 
ppf-^'Jk ^ ~ " > a>n^r^e^ f ^ l X ^ 
i ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ m 
^ y p errsf. J -<f 
• ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ m ^ ^ m 
f V rr,jr. :、„,/ 
U - ^ ^ p p M ^ y f ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ g ^ 
/ ^prrrsr. ^ y " , 
l w p p s ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 5 ^ ^ ^ 
) y p rrf.tr. f 
>^>^"~£ “户二. 、 z ' ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ¾ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
• ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ y ^ ^ J ^ ^ p i ^ ^ i ^ ® 
“^ p u #'.f>u^j. 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ * « 
6 8 
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Example 8.2: Theme 2 ofString Quartet No. 1 
� 回 A i ^ Y r ^ i ^ ^ ^ K ^ r ^ ^ ^ ^ T i r y t f l r ^ 
基 I I r I i f i , , ^ t ^ i I 
^' � p Holcr.‘ ““ ‘ # ^ ^ U : L - V 4 , I I . 
P <iolcc 1 ' � _ _ _ X ^ Y ^ Y 1 ^ ^ � J ^ ^ ^ ^ 
y- r > _ _ ^ r r ~ - ^ ^ V . S ^ ^ H ^ = ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ S 
) P iolcr. 1 PP ^~~«^Z p JJ- J*^ M^<^  jfktCUJL 
ifV"" 2 卜、 1 ' , 
^ TP ^ - ‘ u,jj^reJ? 
^^ ~ _ 置 ^ ° 一丄 t^>"g' 
^^ np 
i i ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ i ^ ^ 
. tsprr.i3. 尸 
. f ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ i ^ ^ ^ ^ y F ^ ^ 
ko 
1 ^ H f ^ g : : i | ( i � J ^ ^ 
—- V Y ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ = ^ ^ ^ ^ 
^ 9^ 5 l|# ^P"Pr 
j^^^^^^^^^^~^^^y^ ^^-^L^^^ 
^ ^ ^ m ^ ^ ^ ^ = ^ ^ 
6 9 
Example 8.4: Change of role ofthe episode at bar 65 in String Quartet No. 1 
Episode in the foreground 
i9IU^ro hioder^to ^ y 
; ^ ^ ^ j ^ j ^ _ ^ j | ^ j Q : " ^ ^ ^ ; ^ ^ 
* ' ^ 5 ' <-^::^pdolct 厂 
h i ^ l l i ' ‘‘ 1 � I |介義 
丨 ^ ^ _ ^ _ 蒙 
^ S ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ J . 
P > P > r > ^ 
^^係广户"j��a^^A_^g^ n...夕 
^ ~ ^ 《 > ~~^7V Z ^ s^l^^ o^pp^drS 
^ ‘ ^ = _ = - ^ _ i - ^ j^ 
Li = ^ ^ ^ ¾ ^ ^ 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 5 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ¾ 
T ^ . < ^ n - > = t = ^ = # = > ^ 
Episode retreats to the background 
h(U^rO tntde^^fo j Q ‘ 
^^^^^¾^^^^^^^^¾ . 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ l h ^ p 
rjj*rrjl, 
1 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ _ ^ ^ 
iijjfrrjs, 
• ^ ^ = y = U ^ = ^ j 4 J L " - ' ^ ^ g 
7 1 
{ 
Theme 8.5: An additional theme vs. a new counterpoint in bars 157-165 in 
String Quartet No. 1 
flvLo(>fhKAJ fk^^^ 
^llcqro . - ^ > |S^ 
、 i . SfrS 广令 poco rit. aI - - -
# ^ : ^ = g f a ^ I' M 4 1 . ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ t e ^ ^ 
u ^ f^  <sprr^M. i [i.| 丨 S ' " ^ ^ ^ f e 
^ ^ ™ ^ s ^ & ^ & 
' ) ^ U ^ � < -:==^ ^><r=-
960 I (s^ MM- C{)vo^J'£^a<tCt 
• _ _ _• [^Meno mosso (ma po6o) 
U ___^ k p u a t o d ' » r c o . 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ™ 
= ^ f ^ ^ ^ ^ : Z - ： : — 
^ ^ ^ ^ m ^ ： _ _ = 
! 1 ^ ^ 5 ^ ¾ ^ ^ * ^ * ^ 
fe<p ^^;:S-^^=^ ^ ^ , z : ^ = . — — ^ = ^ ^ 
^^^^^^^_^^^^7V ， r ~ = ^ y T r V r _ 
) yJ^7 评< ：==—. = — 厂 
1 y^ | fe^^^^^^^^^* ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ * . 
PP^ r = - 叫 j i ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ B ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ s 
^ “ 
1 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ » -
^ > 
7 2 
Example 8.6a: Change of meter oftheme 3 in the exposition vs. in the development 
in String Quartet No. 1 
4/4inbar79 
cc • lo - raa . do | ^ Allegro 巧 y 
^ j J ^ ^ ^ _ ^ _ ^ p i ^ | - ) - J _ J _ | “ . . i - ^ S 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
^ ^ ^ ^ # - ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ m 
^t y ^ • * • V^ ._"rc“/。广 
、 , 、 1 >• >• , >. 、 u u u u Y Y j ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ P ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ S @ ‘ 
^ » iJ- 1 y ‘ * n» ^ / inrr/t(o N i 丨二 i^ |丄丨卩‘、：>」> “：|^^^=^~^ r^b^^^  
'f • 
广辦.3毕 1 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
^ ^ ^ F ^ ^ ^ ^ W ^ ^ P P t 
] g ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ S 
p l z z . 
i F ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ T 
3/4 + 4/4inbars 152-156 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 3 ^ ¾ 
^ ^ ^ t o * * ^ ^ a ^ i ^ 
� y < > = = ^ u . ^ r r ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ t e ^ ^ ^ ^ i 




Example 8.6b: Change ofmeter of theme 3 inthe recapitulation 
in String Quartet No. 1 
3/4 in the recapitulation 
gH Al legro primo__^ 广 
| ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ M ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ¾ ^ ¾ ¾ ^ ^ ^ ^ ¾ ¾ 
^ V^_5^* y,arcnlo ^ 
1 ¾ ¾ ^ ^ ! ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ : ! ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ -
^ Z marcaio 
k^ff:^bpr:^ I 1 三 
) ~ ^ , 
liH-o 。 i ^ ^ � ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ « ^ ^ A 
^ g ^ ^ ^ f ^ ^ S ^ ^ ^ M ^ ^ p ^ ^ 
i ^ g ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ W ^ ^ @ W ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
i 1 * r c o ^ ^ ^ ^ f 3 ^ ^ = ^ ^ " ^ 4 - ^ ^ ^ p 
i ,3 ‘ 2,AT 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ m ^ ^ m 
y ^ ^ ^ e ： ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ : • 
3 ^ M ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ p ^ ^ ^ P ^ ^ ^ ^ ^^^^^^^^^^^^=^"^—=^ 
> n > ytj) p 
7 4 
Example 9.1: Theme 1 played by solo vioHn and the ensemble in canon in 
VioHn Concerto No. 2 
» 
Tke,hte, I pUf^Zo( 1^ fke, nlo Y\o l/yx, 
AUegro moderato J-108 J* 
; _ £ | 1 | " 」妙仏 � 1 化 i i i . i i 7 7 T � i 1 ^ i _ ^ ^^  � 
r n C<x;i^yCUrp>a^i^jt ^^ � ” 
^4^^Tr^i r . i ' i i^rrs i r i " - ^ - ^ f f ^ ^ ?乍|¥ ^ 'I 
^ 一 " « , f 
.d^^-^w— ,， ^ 1 ^ _ Jk^MO. I ^ f— ^^^x>r.U_^ ^^°°'^'°^^= 
: P ' . ^ ^ ^ ^ = ^ ^ = ^ ^ B ^ ^ ^ 
-！… • ^ = ^ ^ ¾ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ； 
-么‘ ，• ^=~~~=~~^~~~=~~^^^^^ 
V 





Example 9.2: The solo vioUn and lower strings play the melody in canon in 
VioUn Concerto No. 2 
> -回 ‘ 2d 
i ^ f c r ^ 
- 二 ~ , 
？. >»«• aroo 广 
• M : | ^ ^ P ^ f ^ ? ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ; ^ ~ j g g z L g P M ^ M ^ H ^ t ^ ^ ^ ^ 
；；^ T y ! T -广 
: ^ ^ m ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ m ^ ^ ^ ^ r n 
> 1 n. <UKA-0 A 
•-'•扭^「‘ l J - ^ - i ^ ~ ~ ^ = ^ = _ 巨 - E • ^^^^^ 
n^Z=- ； i ^ 一 ,一 ^ 
~" w=f ,A^^^:|>-j3^:g^f r " ^ ^ m ^ P H ^ ' ^ ^ ^ ^ 
� 4 竺 _ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 、 � r 门’ I f ' M � r - ^ ^ j 5 i f e ^ 飞 3=— f —== =^ , 
-
灯 Q r^^h——— . - .二 ^ V ' - ^ ^ ^ 
c. ^ ^ M ^ ^ m ^ ~ 
d^i^l^^^^J^iJ^i^^^^lfi^^^^ 
，不 ^ 巨 H : ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ % 
MUft nnl. 乂 亡 監 
, | ^ , ^ ^ ^ , ^ - p - [ i _ ^ ^ 
T.al ‘ 一 一 
. u [ f ^ i — — ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ = 
T.l. m4i ' ^ ^ ^ = ^ ^ = \ 
9n>TA >ord. .< ^ 
o-n -^-t=h='^=^^^^'===^^^^= 
r • -r - -
o.B. J^ii=J-^ “ V ‘ j» 
76 
^ ^ _ _ _ i _ i _ . . . . . ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ . 
Example 9.3: A change ofarticulation and bowing for varying the main theme in bars 
101-131 in VioHn Concerto No. 2 
Theme 1 played in pizzicato 
SIU^ro >noci^e^cCto i � i 
- p 4 • : i . . ；|| l | » � 
- P _ » ^ | ^ ^ = _ • 
^ ^ ^ ^ , 
-；-" ' ^ r ' • b ^ ^ = ^ j I ‘ 
- i | ^ — — ^ i ^ f e j i I • ^^^^^^^^ 
f -' i - 、 率 * 」 1 r 。 卜 〒 _ ' , | i . i i i . w i 
••al J*<：： 0^ ^ 
“t ' ' 卞| r l . . , 广 | , ‘ 1 ,1 
^ jr ^ 
，“• I ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ = ^ ^ ^ - ^ ^ l f ^ ^ ^ ^ 
r = - -==： f ：=- 评 
, p<tr. , r ->^ , . 
0-" ^ \^  - = • 三 - j : _ lJ J、结 J J � J ‘ 
P > t 7 . I r ^ . , , 
c.B. jW - 兰 • E - 1 ^ ¾ ] J ^n^. J � l . j ~ ~ 巨 
> ^ 4 
� p i 11. 
., 丨 /。了 
� 1 � ' 1|||厂一；J ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ f = ^ ^ 4 I^w=^-J J f ^ T ^ " . ! r ^ ^ ^ ^ f r f ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ g ^ ^ 
-!^ ^^ ^•^^ ^^ !^ ^•^^ "^ ^^ "^^ ^^ ^^ ^下 
：一‘ J ^ i , j . •' I, - " - - ^ ^ ^ ^ - r ^ - ^ ^ ^ ^ - ^ ^ 
v.u Rj^i:^JSM=V-i-V^ ^=^i(^.,=^^^^^^^ V p - i - f ^ - ^ ^ 
<>m ^ s 3 q - j � r ~ " r ~ ~ ^ g J � ^ k = z L j * r � J ,j i 





(Example 9.3 cont'd) 
> . Y i ) ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ f e i = ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ = M ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
. , ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ M ^ ^ ^ ^ » ^ 
：^ : f e H ^ ^ ^ ~ ^ ~ ^ ^ j ~ T ~ ^ ^ M ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ r f | ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
: ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ Z ^ _ g r ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
V.u ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ p ^ ^ ^ ^ r t ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
0 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ = ^ ^ ^ � 
c . . | ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ : i . . d J = L i ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 、 p 
^ 
Theme 1 played in arco sul ponticeUo 
” • ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
"^^anTpoaUoMo 
X iLf-^J"^^^H^=j==^l^=^^=l^^^^^y^q^^E^^^^]E^^^^ 
y ^j iu l ponlto^llo > ^ ^ * -
: : t - ^ - f e ^ ^ ^ I ' I I I I I I _ ^ J ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ I 
•oi poaUoetlo poo> ercK. 
•“• ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ j ^ ^ ^ ^ M 
nno >ttl pfaotlo*no ^ ^ . - > ^ - ^ ^ ^ ^ ' ; 署 *^ o*m ^ ‘ ^ _ ^ = ^ h = ' ^ = ^ ^ ^ ^ ~ r ^ ~ M f 7 ^j^V 二.1^^�/ 兰 ‘^ "^ ~ ^ ''^ • U 
%roo mni pootlo^no • .^**"^^. ： :*""*^^丨• • -. M ^ : I 
�~";^^»=p=^F^i:r^~^r~T~t:r^^y"=^=f=F:f ， f ， lr..^^=i;^.^i^—i^^ 
> ^ L-I^ _- L-^i_-^-l"^""^-J""-"""< poco er«#c. 
Theme 1 played with figurations 
- Pooh lM lmo p \ t moeao ^ 
- f ^ ^ ^ � ] j [ ^ : L ^ [ j � X i | ^ 
- ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ j ^ ^ ^ ^ r i ^ z S 
•.，••^^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
才 1—-• •丨：;j 1 � ; " ^ " ^ 
4 . 7 ^ ^ ‘ J � I 
7 8 
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Example 10.3: Theme 1 ofPiano Sonata No. 7 
Alle^o inquieto ju.^ / • ^^  J" 
i ^ x f ^ : ^ l r f V ^ " ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ t ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
, M「“「丨1丨1 � | � � V i t i r hi I � 
驻丨4 , . i , , I . 1〜 .择 ^ 
, Eb ij^ cLsL X � 
, , 2 /P ^ Cf,'r^t p^^) /s • F -1 , 1 a I i 2 1 3 > I I， _ - : : ^ ( ^ ^ i ^ " d i i ' ^ ^ 'i r ^ i ^ ^ 4 
lY'Y'l , | . '常卜， ^ 4 ~ ^ ¥ ^ 
( ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
< poco a poco cresc, . 
1 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ • ff3 2 「‘ 广 3 ‘ 1 ： -
y^ (se^^ 广” 
i ^ ^ y � | ^ l j � U l “ ‘ I j ^ f y . � � I ^ ^ ^ A ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ M 
2 ^ L 2<r U 
森 — , „ , ,_«« i;| 1 」 ？ > ； , , u ^ 一 | 
( ^ ^ ^ ^ - | F j | f ' ^ ^ ^ r i 
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Example 10.4: Top and bottomvoice ofepisode I in canon a quaver apart 
in Piano Sonata No. 7 
$lle.^TO ;">t^tu z,to 
10 \^^m 
. ( I 丨 丨 1 卜 j i ^ I 
( ^ ^ ^ T ^ , i j | J ] i F I T ^ ^ ^ 
\ poco a poco cresc. 
1 j . i . ^ ^ U j j q l L ^ l j . i i ^ M 
1^ 
1：^  T i ^ j U i ' . ^ | J ^ i ^ j U i ^ l ^ ' 
1 ^ ^ I J.I I i ^ l L " ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ r i z ; H 
83 
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Example 10.5: "Quasi-timpani" motive (bars 76-77) generates opening motive of 
development section (bars 153-154) in Piano Sonata No. 7 
"Quasi-timpani" motive 
/jHeqTO iyy.QiMzto 1 一 
• ^ 1^ I I I f ' ‘ 
(I^ Critrrl*i^' Ji t , ^ ^ ^ 
) ^ r L 4 ^ 『，7 ” - � 7 7 ^ 
似 “ 满 . , . | ] l = . | l I 
\ _ y 
Opening motive ofdevelopment section 
|J-J 
( ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ' ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
' N - ^ 
8 4 
i 
「 • J n t
 / - i m
 r # i i s 
J 』 _ 7 i ‘
 B
 3
 " i N " 
n 以 一 ¥ 」 冗 ( - 、 丨
 C J
 _ ^ _
 - p ^
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Example 10.7: A change of meter in theme 2 in bars 338-339 in 
Piano Sonata No. 7 
Bars 124，125 (the originaltheme 2) 
AndAntino ^^ <^ ^^ 1^1 
Z ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ S 
\jg7M L I I I - ^ J 
1 P espress. e dolenie _^ —j-~~^ l^^^^^^m ^ 
A change ofmeter in bars 338-339 
( ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ « 1 
/ p espress. e dolente _J__^^^^^^^^^^^' 
( ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
C 3 ^ h = r i t z : = = = = ^ r 
8 6 
j 
Example 10.8: A varied theme 2 in bars 346-348 
in Piano Sonata No. 7 
ljw.(Lcu^'\y^ 、， ,, -
2/f6 /Ari«« Tna/Me 1 
I ^ ^ ^ ^ J ' m : , ^ ^ T ^ 
> ^ ^ ^ ™ ^ ^ ^ ^ ' i j i f e J ^ r ^ 
>—-^  ^ -— x ^ ^ ， ^^  
"^ "^ “^ -- ^ ^ ^ 
j l J - ^ 7 ^ ^ 
I , ?r>- t^ T-
87 
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Example 11.1: Theme 1 ofPiano Sonata No. 8 in a-b-c-a' form 
Andante dolce <^<^ ^^ "^F^ i"""^^ •>"^> 
p , [ ^ ^ i ^ ^ - ^ ' ^ ^ ' ' ^ " T " ^ ^ J J ^ j ^ j f I � i i ^ ^ � 
i ^ ^ t v fcl^te 
( " M : . j " ^ ^ f ^ j d J ； 
^ T ' 3 0 ？ i 
,1 _p,. ‘ _ j : : ^ ^ ^ ^ " ^ " ^ ! : ; ^ 7 " ] ^ ^ ^ ; ^ T A i 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ j. j ^ 」 十 丨 」 � ' | 只 — _ | [ i r & 證 ),,jjijiLj , u ^>:ffl^ ^^ n^  
" ^ ^ “ ^ - f ^ ' � - i i 
—^ ^ / 0 Tke**^ I y 
i A ! ' " T ^ h f i " ^ i , - j j i f f f ? ^ i ^ ^ ^ ^ � n , 
1 ^ hiJ i P2 ‘夺 ~Z ^ ^ ^ l > : 3 ^ d JJjjijI；>' 
� t f f =^P < espress. ""^ - ^ I .�ig[]�r7^+mrH�i-�- V m. 
进 j y ^ i 》 ？ — — , i i j I j L u j ' i = - ^ ^ 
3 脾 * 一 。 r f f 乂 � h^'fU. fke^ lh ^ ^ 
^ L , ^ ^ T ~ ^ | 7 方 ^ ! j ^ ^ ^ f ^ , ^ < r " ^ n L i i . ^ w . ^ ^ 
i U ^ ^ i u f o f $ ^ Y i / f i i i 5 





(Example 11.1 cont'd) 
气 3 pOCO T/f^«OL I Cy 
f P J T i ; ; i ^ 4 | U L , L _ ^ J | j # ^ W | 
冲 3 < , ^ ^ y#cL ^-^ 
..,1. 二： \ r t v > r f ¥ ^ r i � . i ^ ^ : r I ,.n m r i 
^ ^ "‘函： J 卿 1 � 1 1 i[ r:jj:JJ^  yji'-' -i[“』:.与 
fs "~"~"“ ‘""""" poco >o ^ 
iS-7Z^^ j g 7 ^ r ^ - - . J — - . i ' ' ^ T ^ T ^ ^ ^ ^ 厂 ^ L t o o l g f r ^^ “一 f - k - . 
L , , . r W r - L - r T T i K " - — — _ . ^ . ^ - ^ ^ r ^ r ； ^ 
( | 7 - t c U J L 4 J � , � ” " “ 彻 J』「-丨「 i 4 J + " V l ji!t’r^^T£[^i i q |^^^品 丨 
I , I I」，,，f，rfni,,ffr—_rh l>i,,.m%^ 
( ^ ^ � ^ i > j � � � ' ' i ^ -1^ ' ¾ ^ l ^ j ^ ' ^ C - d ^ - v , i l 
Jk,th^ I 0.' j 
^ ‘ ^ - - - - - - ^ ^ — f — ^ j j ^ y j ^ ^ ^ � 
p 幼彳叶 ^ V I - ^ t ^ ^ ^ 
^ n n ^ 4 - ^ - ^ . , rTP��‘丨 = ^ ^ ~ ~ 
輕 丄 — - i ' f y ¢4 ij 4 屆 
7 f - ^ “ ^ p ^ i 
. ^ ' I r - ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ‘ ^ K ^ n ^ i 
r ' - - ^ ^ ; € F i K ^ | ” n - . 
) , „ r ' 门 丨 , 丨 - 二 | 丄 + ^ 吼 礼 一 旧 
閉 u ' ' _ j j n j i r : ' • 样 
：89 
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Example 11.2: Transition with elements a, b, c in Piano Sonata No. 8 
Poco piu animat.o 
^ 4 ^ : : ; f i j ^ 7 ^ ^ ^ " ^ 
� i � i i a ^ g 丨 丨 山 > 1 
举 、 1一丨 j j " ^ ^ » 
- 卫 ^ 
_ _ ^ . ^ ^ 
^ 4 饮 
( ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ W 
l ^ ^ E ^ r 7 ^ |丨 
早 . l ^ - ^ ^ ^夕一 > I 
^^•^ el ef^ <z t^ h 2 i 3 ^ 
( ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ T ^ ^ m r r f f f l ] 
) P _KP legato 
) ^ j ^ ^ ' ^^hJ ,1 I. V Y f f f r ^ = 
^ ^ u 丨丨丨 ' | |.. |Li 1 ! , � ^ ¾ ^ 
甲 ‘ 
zl Ci,u^ 0 CcCzj-i<^<^ 介。… x / e ^ ^ ^ ^ 3 _,^ 
, ; ^ ^ ^ A = ^ g ^ ^ 3 ^ ^ j f i ^ . _ | l 、 . 严 , | | ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ C T = ^ ^ g Q ^ L ^ J 1 ^ ^ ^ 
\ w ,@^  — ^^ 
( ^ ^ _ ^ ~ _ ^ ^ ij E y 
s^-""^> -^-^ r^* 1 
. > yF] n 0 ¾ . 
,-H^,' ^ p I " ^ “ F , n r [ ~ & ^ “ 和 丨 丨 0 丄 - 、 「 | . _ 巧 . 云 ^ & 
\ ^ 7 ^ 7 ¾ , ? ¾ ^ ^\^ L M = y ~ 4 ^ = y ~ £ ; ^ ^ ^ g = 
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Example 11.4: Closing theme ofPiano Sonata No. 8 
C(^fyj^ ikeA^ 
SkoUide^ ^^_^ 
- - J ^ j ~~^  ( ^ ^ ^ • ^ y T ^ f ^ ^ ? ^ � f ,^"^=q^^^ 
Kv.,n^^ = ; = ^ , I ~ ^ f r]p^^^,=^^ 
^ ^ ^ ~ ~ r j ^ ^ _j d ^=-^j j '- ^ ^ T ^^L^r i^ - P fe., <ft-^ = j = ^ . • 
. , . P f . i f : j | , v r • � L , T I -1 " i ^ ^ 
_ J . I ^ = 'VS^ g - ^ t ^ j ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
) mp iranquillo dim. p ' ^ ^ M i l j . iy. ' f / T M 
92 
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Example 11.5: Beginning (bars 35-41) and the end (bars 55-60) ofthe transition in the 
exposition vs. 
transition in the recapitulation (bars 231-238 + 239-244) inPiano Sonata No. 8 
Poco pih animat.o 
^T^~^rff^^?^^^^^J j^i:r^^^^!^^^^^h 
f | ; ^ ^ j J C > Y ^ ' ' 4 ' V ^ 
j j A / j 2 . ^ ^ 1 = - 1 — 一 
申 ji 'i I , f—^^  *^^  S 
4 ^0 
, r P , l , > 3 - n ^ ^ , K . , v - | i ^ ^ , ^ , - ^ P J ^ r ^ ^ ^ v . ^ ^ } r ^ 
!^^^(」.^，0^^^励 f ^^!^虐 
(丨：):"一二._4 y g- jb ‘ , 
一严“ ^|^-->_^^ ^ b^^ > ! 
( l : ' g k . ' , I I 
/ V ^ 
.,.,.• jf^ ,m i 
f 丨 
Andante I j ^ _ ^~~-~^ 
l ^ f i ^ f - y t K ^ , ” 功 pi"^^._^^q 
p i - L _ j = y f ^ ^ ^ > Y 哼产 i ~ y r ii‘p r ^ ^ 
< m_p 厂^-^丄‘ _^l espress. ^ ( ^ i = ) r^.in^n^^ y 
j i C j i t f ^ ' ' ^ ~ ^ L m 
j ^ r : ^ y ^ % � ’ ' � D ' — r 
' - , , ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ i - - L Z i ~ ° = X _ ^ ^ ^ : ^ : ^ y 
^ r " i s j ^ < j ^ - � 丨 ‘ 「 拜 
(cont'd) 
：93 
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Example 12.1a: First phrase oftheme 1 (bars 1-4) ofString Quartet No. 2 
I :>ilKULl l'KUt<wUriLri', Up. yz 
Allegro 8ostenuto J= 104 
v i o u N I | ^ ^ f t T Y r 7 T g f t r I i f g ^ s 
A f 
VIOLIN II j^ l> \ J . 目小 j I ,|. • J I 
J' >丄 ^ J . ^ 0, ^ 
VIOLA 描1» t .j. f ,1. f I 丄 ^ ^ ^ d yT^* TT. W' 
鳴 l [ ‘ I ^ J . J l j . J l j . 盡 
| f ^ T r m r r r r r f r \ / 广,^  Zj ^ ^ ^ * 
1丨|丨丨丨丨�1 r i 
b , 尔 、 
琴 J J ^ I 
‘ m 
Example 12.1b: Second pkrase oftheme 1 (bars 5-8) of String Quartet No. 2 
BUe^ro ^ste>u*to ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ * 
% l ' ' ‘ i I I I i / > > 
^ ^ - ^ - ^ 
_ 1 2= > l ^ ^ ^ ^ s N 
[[t I 
^ ^ ^ 管 ihi uL ‘ 严義 
, ^ ^ t t ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ i = ^ 
：95 
Example 12.2: Mroduction ofE minor eleventh and ninth chords in bars 14-19 in 
String Quartet No. 2 
^IUgro s^ttAMto 
1^ _ _ 
fr^^^Qriffri _丨|「「丨 
^ ^ ^ # ^ _ 差 
^ r , r / > = ^ ^ ^ 
勸 ， r F ^  J r p ^ ^ 4 • j ^ m 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ f T f ，f 
「&「 二丨 ^ ^ ' X " 1 ¾ ^ ^ ^ 
> r ^ 一 、 
[ ^ ^ . ^^^§ 睡”々 广膽 
^nf r = » -
T ~ ^ 
Example 12.3: Mixture ofthe first and the second phrases in bars 20-26 
in String Quartet No. 2 
_ ， o 浏 卞 “ 。 hUcui M e ^ W e^ 你 个 — • 
'#|J I Q , � 1 ^ ^ 
^ ^ ^ ^ ~ ~ ^ i - t ^ - ^ ^ ¥ 
— • D'J i!I 
^ ^ ^ , i h i i ^ ^ 
尸 州 、 - ^ ^ f ^ p ; 
i ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ g 
A , - 二 ^  ^ > ：>-_ V � � # ^ ^ ^ ^ P " ^ 4 ^s 
h ^ ~~r~~~, n > rTi>> 
4U'i. J ^ _ L _ j L ^ & n n ^ .1 ^^ J ^ = = u r j T 7 
丄|丄 y —^ . ^^ ^£x^w^ yu >^~~® > » . > 
l_^^^^^mi^k-r~~^ J :L 丨‘^^  
^ P3 � ^ ^ d ,分 ，> 兮 > > » 
96 
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Example 12.4: The first and the second phrases oftheme 2 in paraUel period 
in String Quartet No. 2 
77i>gw_ 2. 
Sl|e^re 2vxflnvd'o 
> R1 ^ - - - ^ ^ 
fetew^^ i , : r _ i 
^ ^ ^ m ^ H u l U ^ ^ 4 丨 _ ) l _ ^ ^ ^ : W 4 4 4. 
t ^ = ^ = ^ = ^ # ^ ^ ^ ^ t ^ ft^nu'iJ Jr:gCT7p j 、： ‘ I � n L ^ t ^ a n _ ^ •言 > • • • • • • - f 
A \ • > “ - - • • - J ^_^__ 
4 ^ i ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ½ ^ ^ ^ ^^j j - j 
• - : 攀 - • - - ~ I • / ^ ^ ^ ^ W ^ 4 i J J j J r ^ ^ ^ ^ h ^ ij j i h ^ J .iiiJ ly 一 _ 
"^；：：：；""^ ^^: :TTn"^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^  
[ ^ ^ ‘ IJ r I f j^ffl^^^^^|^r:^-
A ^ — J > ^ ^ "^^.' 4-丄 i J - J _ ^ g y ~ ~ # ~ ^ , ^ ^ ^ ^ = H ^ ^ W ^ .^ rjT^ 丨.!'• ‘ J � ^ ^ ^ T g f . 
^ ^ 一 / 5 t . t： 
：97 
Example 12.5: A chromatic movement oftheme 2 from A to F 
in String Quartet No. 2 
| ^ ] . ' j u ^ ^ m ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
4 i i I , ^ t ~ j ~ i " ^ ^ 1 I I ^ ^ ^ 4 : i ^ r j r ~ J ~ j = 
^ ^ > T T T T T T i i t J S L i f - - - -5 ^ ^ ^ W ^ ^ * ^ ^ ^ 
� : - , � i ] _ ^ ^ : ; ! i y 7 7 ^ : / j � j � — 進\ ±~ J i F J ^ . J iF^ ^ ^ F m ^ • : “ ' ^^ ' 7~“~z^ ) ^ - 7 - ^ - ； - * “ f 
[ ^ ^ ^ ^ M ^ ^ ^ - ^ ^ | - " � 
'^=rrt - ^ - j - ^ ^ g ^ ^ ^ ^ 
.,,, ^ I . ^ .�~~zzi~^ r, > > > 
^ s i ^ i ^ g ^ ^ ^ ^ B j j I j ^ m m 
^^_.• p*=i * _^__^ f ^ -^r^:f-^ 
一 _ 卯 | I . ^ n i : ^ [ ^ j j 4 j _ j _ k 
rn j > > > 
) Ltl tnarc, . _ . > - - • r - _ - T ^^^Pfrr |-^^-f iLLir r 'rrm 
^^"mW^W=^ •‘ I ^ ^ ^ g 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ > ^ . ^ ^ - f ^ r t ^ - ^ ^w^=^mx 4 . _ ^ ^ 3 i i 声 M ^ ^ ^ i ^ g ^ ^ ^ ^ j ^ # ^ 
^1 # ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ y ^ ^ ^ i p ^ » ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ M | , r r f f ^ w ^ ^ ^ ^ p i * ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ™ � 一""""" J, ‘ • 
| t ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ f e f c ^ i ^ ' - l - _ 
^ ^ ^ W ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ P M ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ = = ^ 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ W r 「 丨 ' 「 I , k j ^ g ^ ^ ^ “ 〉 ^ � n ^ ^ ^ ^ m 
^ ^ ^ W 3^¾^^= 一 •、11^  “ l ^ ^ ^ W 
：98 
Example 12.6: Theme 2 (bar 27) vs. theme 3 (bars 48-51) 
in String Quartet No. 2 
Theme 2 (bar 27) 
J^IU^ro PtrttemJ"<7 Scu^ ^1 
> nn 
1 ^ ¾ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
^ ^ ^ m ^ u u u ‘ 
i'i' ; n u ^ ' i i j i 4 i ^ i 
J > • • “ - -
丨卜 Ki UUj� 
* / > - -t f 
Theme3 (bars 48-51) 
0 ^ p ^ r ^ 
, , ^ ^ ^ f f r , r " f , T i " f f r ^ 
'^ f 一 7o ^ -一： , , ^^^^^^ 
^ ^ ^ ^ 2 ^ S ^ E 
^ ^ ^ ^ f - ^ - W - ^ ^ ^ ^ L i ^ . ^ » ^ ^ ! I j . � 1 
^ / f - ^ ； ^ ^ 
A f^ 
99 t • 
1 
Example 12.7a: Theme 3 of String Quartet No. 2 
^lle^ro *<nte,y^o 
0 , J"0 ^ r-^ 
f i � f , i | ^ ， 户 丨 | 厂 产 I i y ^ ^ 
I V . n _ ^ ( y . , ^ 7 " - " - , 0 , _ i r f ^ ^ ^ 5 ^ = ^ ^ ^ ¾ ^ ^ = ^ ^ ^ = ^ ^ 
, ^ ^ ^ ¾ ^ = ^ ¾ 
•n： > - ^ ^ 
/ 
|fji i'i[U'rTf|i-|fU'rffiri7MriMMr^ ^ 
”11 i � i 11 ijfT ^ a ^ 
^ ‘ p --mp 丨 > . ^ ^ 
^ ^ ^ ^ = ^ ^ " ^ n ^ ^ " i “ J y J 广 I n ^ m ^ m 
' r / 丨| r 丄1 — U 一 ff 
• 
100 
Example 12.7b: The eleventh foUcsong from Taneyev's coUection 
«M*U. T2MCu yftTfc. Ka**jwra rwoCK* (w^pwMCxa*h-
AIlegTO AlU mmrcia , � i c , 二 
^ ^ £ I � r S I 〜 , , r r I B ^ T — > ^ 
y � - • — • � _ 4 . • I '"""""^ 
^ ^ 丨 厂 | : ^--^^^>‘ *^^--^‘^•-^^^‘‘ 
. 10 
p g J b ! 4 ^ , V ^ j — “ | 0 「 “ ， _ r � 1 ^ ； 0 » 、 广 ! 
等.‘'.•「• •丨丨 I ^ > ' : 」 , _ ' 1 
1 _ 1 , 丨 ：| I 1 i : ' H -
V t o S = ^ M - ' '<^^^^>>>^^^^^^z n 
� � , i C 7 , I 〜 广 ; . ； , _ ' ' , g i ^ g ‘ - ‘ ‘ ^ ^ ~ 1 ^ ^ li I ‘ I ' i 丨丨‘ 丨二 
^ , _ i - ^ ^ ^ — - ^ 舊 蘭 累 罐 2 0 ^ ^ C . r T ^ . J “ ^ ^ ^ ^ L ^ ^ ^ J L U - J L - U T : ^ : I 
l ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H 
r = d ^ . >*^==^_iSu-^>>^^-——f^- I .—，： ^ 3 j^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ]^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ 1^^  ,斗1�• i ^ 
< ^ " ^ 'i ‘ � ^ " “ . ^ ~ " , ‘ ^ ~ r " 一“===^ 
^44^ 丄 ： " “ ^ . •？，, , f 扣 i^~-^ 
r^Ty*\ tL,''0itm.^^mi^mfmmm^mm >i j^^ _i_*i * _--At^^a^^W^*rf<W -^_ > ‘ ^‘^ *" * •:••••_^^»^» _• * ‘ * ‘ ‘ * ““ * • _ ‘“‘ 
, [ ^ / e ^ ， 厂 一 … 卞 … > •- ^ 1>>^- ‘ ^ 
、^^ ‘ \^*^ > J A' ^ ^ ^ j ‘ - - ^ 
p 4 ^ I , ^ \ � j W ， , r ^ ,’ r ^ ^ - S ^ P^ !^ "^"^ T^; " ^ ^ ^ ''' “ s ^ ^ 
* tf'~ ^ 乂 ^ ^ ‘ ‘ *"*^ j *" <t_ ^ 
^ ^ � � ^ . i . j : ^ . , " 0 :=^ 
艦丄._- '^‘ 丨… _ • � j ‘ ‘ I ;丨 
严 ， 〜 」 、 — ： 、 . ^ � “ ' �IJ 
：101 
Example 12.8: A series ofpandiatonic clusters in String Quartet No. 2 
mu^ro S^tennti 
E ro 广 -m ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
\ f , r_ (、)贫 y r ^ Cz - ==^ ^ ^ ^ . ^ m ^ ^ m ^ ^ m 
^ ^ ^ m ^ ^ m - ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ m 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ s 
to^^^g^^mE^^^m 
^ ^ g ^ ^ ^ = . ] ^ = i 
^^=^^^ 乂 一 J : J _ U ^ ^ ^ ^ . 
p' f ‘ r?~ ‘ fr - Yi ^^^"""^¾^ eic. 
> ~ ^ mp^ 
Example 12.9: A prolongation ofdominant in the closing theme in 
String Quartet No. 2 
Closing theme 
p i n p e s a n t e ^ p o c o r i t . 
i ^ ^ f e ^ ^ ^ f : p t L B M ^ i ^ l 
』 々 申 T^^；- = g | c p . ^ ^ 
^ / " ‘ ^- _ ^ ~S i f r - ^ r - , ^ 4 ^ ^ ^ : 
''^=^^= l , l . I j -] 
、 "； " ^ - ^ :st JJ^ - > ^ 
X 
：102 
Example 12.10: Harmonic tritone in bar 70 in String Quartet No. 2 
Q T c m p o I 70 
[ ^ ^ ^ ^ ~ ~ ^ 
^ ^ ? ^ ^ " ^ ^ ^ ~ ^ - ^ ^ ~ P ^ . ^ ^ ^ s ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ '^ ？ 一 ~ ^ ^f ^ > ^ > 
- _ =z^:&it^^^^^^==i=^^ 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ T = r ~ ^ ^ f ^ " ^ ^ ^ " S ^ 7 - 二 ‘ ^ ^ = ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ S ^' ~ " ^ ^ ~ ~ ^ , ‘ 
f / 赚 “ 。 十 , 山 仏 
A 
Example 12.11: A bitonal effect in bars 73-76 in String Quartet No. 2 
SlU<^ro f^U^^to 
v _ . ^ ; 广 . ^ ^ ' f t 73 r ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ g 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ s 
*J "―^  -"*" ____^^ _ � ^ � • ^ ^^�_� -^^ J^ ^^ y  
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ “ 、 — = ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
p p r ' 1 I “ � ^ ^ ^ • ^ ^ I 1 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
^ P P X S 7 � 一 , - ^ I l ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ a ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 5 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ S ^ ^ E 
"*- ^ ，rrr, ..»—••rl| ,1'"' i i i , | 二 卜 • [^~]^{ 1 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
：103 
Example 12.12: Melodic sequence resolves on bar 96 in String Quartet No. 2 
• / ^ i ^ = = ^ -i ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ m 
^ ^ ^ ^ g ^ ^ ^ S _ 
i ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ P ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ g � 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
^ ^ ^ y ^ ^ ^ f c ^ ^ ^ ^ ¾ ^ ^ ^ ^ ¾ 
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^垂 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ : 
0 h^ajff^ ir]o<o{ 
104 • i � 
Example 12.13: A retransition with fragments from theme 1 in String Quartet No. 2 
Fragments fi:om theme 1 
/Ule3r0 s(psie^i^f^ 
/,rt^(v). , / < ^ f t f t � i ft««« « ii^ f^ M!ll"^ f^^ tf^ ^^ ^M^^ ^^ "^ ^^ ^^ "^  � 
| ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 3 [^ j_2_iui I r r ^^ "^ rfrnr ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ¾ 
^ W^ ^ T 
lis ) ^ ^ ^ > 
l ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ t t 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ s ^ s ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ s ^ s ! ^ ^ ^ ^ ¢ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
1 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ¾ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ w ^ ^ -
. _ J L _ ^ - — = = ^ T = T ^ 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ = = • ^ ^ ^ ^ g 
5 ^ M ^ ^ ^ S - • ‘ 1 丨 _ 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ , 
：105 
Example 12.14: Theme 1 is put above theme 2 in bars 104-106 in 
String Quartet No. 2 
Slk^ro s^fty^^fo 
, � M -
ry\ ‘ - - - • 1^X^ Mirfnit frrfrffffi . 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ s 
~*-v' _ «. « « • • • • • • • — • • 
t ^ - • • I T • : r , u • 二 ^ « « « ^ - - - - - * ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ M ^ 
Y^ ^ 才 fiSrkc*y^ 2-^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ _ p z ~ ~ ^ 
^ = ^ ^ = ^ — .1_ ^ g L p n i ^ ^ = ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 




Example 13.1: Theme 1 ofFlute Sonata with sub-themes a, b, c 
T S. PROKOFIEV Op. 9 4 
丄 1942-1944 Tke*^ I 久 
Moderato J : 80 _ 一~、 ^__^、 ^ . 
v.ou.o ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ = ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
~ -/ ‘ ‘ 7 3 ‘ 
. J ^ . - 沖 � r F F f T f ^ q ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
(¾^ " ； J 2 ' ^ ^ « ^ ^ " ^ - J ~ ^ ^ ~ V ^ ; ; : : ^ � i ^ L j ! _ : j : : : r : ^ " ^ ^ Z ^ 
PIANO < mf 
/ ¾ ^ : . � = T = | | l , : j � 1 ^ ^ 
、 - " 「 丨 j <-JL^^ 
0 
, � I ^r � I 「 ^ 「 一 一 - | ： 
V 丨 3 ^ I 
”厂 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ = H = ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
j ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ = = : q j ^ ^ _ ^ _ ^ _ ^ 
1^11| | I � I , ^ I — ^ - L ^ - i � ^ _ i ^ ^ ^ ^ 
\ ; " i l j i = ^ f 3 = * = ^ - I l y I 丨‘," 丨 
V 1 _ ^ _ ^ \i^ 
‘ ~fke^ I y IQ 
. 丨 V n ^ . 国 ^ J Z ^ ^ ^ ^ f 一 h^ """"""^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ "^"^ "^  
^ ^ .1 ‘‘ ‘ '^ I>' ‘“ ‘ ‘ ^ = = 
^ n _ ^ ^ ^ g : p ^ j _ , , r ^ i _ , ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ Q = ^ (P^=^j^^^^^=[f^^r^""^-____ZZ^_; ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
ig r^r-r^ ~~~ || M ^ " ^ ^ ^ 
(cont'd) 
：107 
(Example 13.1 cont'd) 
1^  
^ ^ ^• ^ _ ^说’_《力[广 , . , Y ^ ^ : ! ; : _ ^ ^ : : ; ; L : z ^ ; r ^ ^ = T 7 ^ ^ - ^ 
^ ^ ^ ‘ I ‘ I " I ‘ L ^ 丨丨 F==^^"^S"^^ i j _ J U : £ ] � ^ : : 3 " ¾ - ^ 
, 衫 : ' i ^ I ^ ^ ^ j 」〒， I I ' ^ ^ ^ ' - r ^ u ^ ~ ~ ^ W " & ~ 4 ~ f ~ ^ ^ 1 1 
:4‘^^^^7"1j<^^^^^^-^;J^^^:;;ij 
H^ ^ — j ‘‘ J '丨 
Tiv,^|fUC. I � 
"^ T "““~‘ 
冗 it; f f f 存 f r f r ,r> • • 广 - ' • '• I 每〒 广严这—r � - �一 ^ - I ： 
« j . .? . J ^ . i f r T 1 I I I . . , f , 1 1 r T I . r T ^ i \ 
{^^ ‘ ^ ‘ “ a U 4 ' -
i ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ i 
I I 
i i 
f L _ i , . . . — L , I l . i | | 1 ^ " ^ " ^ ^ " ^ ^ ^ : 'J ‘ n Q ‘ - " ^ - =： ^ ' ^ _ i |“』丄」 “ 广 ： •- . " I 
( 拟 - p ^ ^ ‘ ‘ ~ ^ ' 」 ： 
t ‘ � I � ^ "^^ -^^ =U L44T^S^ 
/ = z = = = = = - — — > 、 ^ 
^ ^ ^ _ _ ^ = ^ ^ Y = ? = p F f f = = i | j ] J j J = z = 
l) |^r i • J ‘ i ‘‘ J i , J J - � J V 1 - -'� -^ 
广 具 . 0 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
- 丄：3 ^ = ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
{^^^^^^^^=p= 
\ dim. i ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ m 
^ ^ —- ； ^^JZZ^ 
108 
Example 13.2: Theme 2 ofFlute Sonata 
JkeMJL. 2 
>0 1 
^ ^ ^ ^ : ; i : ^ : ^ _ _ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ I 一 | 
^ " " ~ " ^ i T ^ " ^ S l ^ i ^ - ， , 
, ^ _ _ ^ — — ^ — ^ - ^ - ^ - ^ ^ ^ » r , . i . ^ p^L^^05^M7~~ ^ ^ • -
\ dim’ """"^\ 
N ^ 1 ‘ ~ i = ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
^ ^ ^ q ^ 二 J � > 丨 L ^ 芬 * ” •； ^ 
i x r 
. 一 一 _- 1,— ,,^~~-^^^=^,^ - - ^ , f.»-^"~^v, 
'^  己 . L - j . I ‘ I . j 1 ^~‘ “「’ • - " " ‘ ^ ！ 
, ^ ^ ^ 1 一 」 | � | � i ^ ! , " T ; , � " ^ � 1 . T � ^ ^ ^ 
1 ¢^  “‘ • f^ * 1* _ ^ * ^' * — -'iji ‘ ‘ f- l.iJL —. '^^ * . 
r ^ ff- f-r t 斤 ^'-
i g ^ • ^ . [^w j i j i ^ ' � J # j ： , ~ ^ ,= , - ',^-'^ 
^ … ^ … "^^广 r^ r^ 
109 ‘ 
Example 13.3: Closing theme ofFlute Sonata 
^ ~ ~ 1知 , . ^ p ‘ I I = i 3 
( ^ j j u f X ^ i � > r ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ; T ~ f ~ i H Z r ^ I ^ i ^ " ^ " ^ ^ i . _ ^ _ _ ^ i 7 r ~ ~ r ~ T i 
| ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ y 
^^%^^^~^ ^^  - r^ •丄^ n ^ ^ ^ ^ = ^ ^ ^ 
令 
Example 13.4: A new theme vs. piano accompaniment from theme lb 
in Flute Sonata 
J J ^ . 7 r _ r - ^ _ ^ ^ ^ ^ 3 ^ ^ ^ j ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
j2^ ’ J ^ J � • " ^~*"^^!� i T ^ ' 1�~f • ！ •、 二夕 >>^ >^ " %> . ‘ i^-^—*-*-"*^ —^^—** •“ I ‘ “ _"""^  j f •？ 7 — — 
( _ t ^=-^=q^^^^3^ 
\ «7 • • • ^rr 
^ _ : : : : : : : ^ : ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 乂^; . ^ - - ^ - " ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ " C 
Tkzh^ I h 
kS , V • V rfzt-^-' " - ^ r ^ J i - T i - ^ ' I I Z Z T * ^ r = ^ = * g ^ : " ^ ^ j ^ ^ j ^ ^ ; ^ ^ ? ^ ^ ^ ~ ~ » • " ! 
^^^r^^^^^^:^^^t=^i ^ ‘ ^ T ^ ~ ^ .1 — 
( ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ? f ^ ^ ^ " ^ ^ - � — — ^ ^ { mp cresc. 
) ^ ~ ~ ~ _ = r - , | . . 丄 属 〒 毫 
一 1丨 1 ‘矛——十千二+_ w ^ ^ ^ * ‘ tT � '^ ^― ^ 
^\ '^ ； ； 5 
：110 
Example 13.5: Rhythm of flute melody derived from theme 2 superimposes 
ascending motion of piano part from theme lc in Flute Sonata 
了。 |^k^iU 和队 tU^ 2 
1 ^ ^-j|^"…-[;;;Z7,^^;3^^^;^ … I .- - . - _ t ^ 
K ^ '• I L —_— ^ ~L :• r - _ 5 I … 宅 
- ff •‘ I i 7"- ^ ^ >H/cr.:iC. ^""" 
, . : ^ ^ = > . - S = ^ I • • > > ^ - - " ^ 
( 'L ' • 、 , ; 一 ; " ： _-- “ " ^ = ^ ^ ^ 
• •哲 , 丨 . - “ 一 竺 _ % 
( ’ . _ ‘ ” •" ^* '"* ‘ 二 • 」 • _ ‘ ‘ 
I^k^fkM.卡0*^ fW^J^« 1 o 
Example 13.6: Theme 2 in flute part vs. theme lb in right hand melodically and 
theme 3 in left hand rhythmically in piano part in Flute Sonata 
^ :1 Tke^ 1 
2_i 一-- j. — , •• -:^  上 j '^"!!!!!!!!•!•j 7^ r^ 2^  J ' ‘ * j I ^ 
« ^ ^^^^—*-*w 
_二,.. _ • 卜 ； 7 _ 了 ^ \ 
( ^ — ^ ^ ^ ‘ - - , ‘ - ^ _ _ ： ‘ 1 芸 )< Ff. n=r^ _g=^ +Ti ~~- ~ ^ ^“- ~ • 
^ — ‘ TT 二 ‘ TT — ‘ T 二 ‘ T 
TT 7 I T TT 
^ 
i - 、： ^ ?f： ,0 ^ > ^ _ . • '-^^'- ' - - ^ — ； : i - ^ ^ ^ :fe.. _ 「• |- •' * ‘ •'‘ 丨. — . I j 
• ‘ “ 1 erfSG. 
3 3 
^ g , e = = = g = = . _ _ ^ _ ^ b i ^* L: = = = ^ g ^ 
(i' t J�，-“_  * ln l^ : ‘ — ^ ^ — 
< .? „ cresc. 一 
] , ^ 7 = ^ ^ _ I ~ ^ = ~ ^ ^~-^= ^ = = ^ , 
‘： ± m r T 二 TT 二 TT 
^ * -^ - y T Tke^ 3 r—fk^ 
：1 1 1 
Example 13.7: Closing theme and theme 2 in bars 65-68 
in Flute Sonata 
k ^Tke^ i 
I； L r I . 1 "： ‘ • V 永 9 M CI rCi'w^ tkeh>^ 
/ 叙 1 ^ ~ ^ ： ' ^ ^ ^ z : = - 7 ^ ^ ' , ； | - ^ 
i 3) j . � ^ , t ‘ - T T T k _ _ 3 ；？ • ^ J ^ - ^ • 
\ ‘ "1 rrf ^ ^ ； ^ ^ 
) , ， - ^ - ^ l g = ^ ~ — = ^ ； ~“ ^ 
[ 1 ： 2 1 ^ - ^ ^ ^ • • • p ! . T ‘ • � - � T • ‘ " " ~ ^ 
TTTTTTT 
ic^>r< c/w^Mj tW^e^ 
、• � ^ , 
_ 一 、 = ^ = 
^ ^ b^^ - i . i - T ^ i . f ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ m ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ L 一 一 
j =====^ .. 良•」之|— ； , 一；^^^^ ^ ~ ~ 
Example 13.8: Closing theme in flute vs. theme 3 in right hand and 
theme 2 in left hand in Flute Sonata 
z ^ 卡0< ^ H 
,.一 、 •  • ； ‘ . ^^^^  
‘ • | “ r - i i - ^ — i 
^ ^ _ ^ = _ = - - . > . ^ - - - - - ^ ^ = ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ; ^ ^ ^ ^ 
爭 、 薩 一 " = ^ ^ ~ ^ = ^ = ^ 一 ^ _ 
一 , _ ^ 立 」 二 ^ - ^ ~ ^ r ^ 3 = 
- - • ‘ ‘ U = = = = = ^ " = = ^ 1 
f k e ^ c 飞) L jL 'iz 
遍 m • > M • g _ - ， 1 一 一 • 
: ’ • 人 • : • ^ , I : _ • • _ * j , • ? • ——;^^g3=l . ^ . 1 ^ ^ “^ ‘ , ~^ r ^ •， " ^ ^ ““ : ^^ ' 
TAvj^ A>n ^ ¢ ^ :fA,ew. 2 M. 
. • 3^ 3 ,11 >^ — • ？ • ( ^ ^ S = ^ ： ： ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
\ «^  = ：5：;:; 
) I cresr. 
\ h ^ - *:^± 龙•• £： •- j 
/ “ 二 一 一 一 — 一 � - • j ^ ； , y ，， (l:_): , - ’ ” Z " - • • = ^ ^ " ？ ^ 
rk|^tk^ :fre>^ ik&^ 2 
： 1 1 2 
Example 13.9: Flute melody rhythmically from theme 3 while right hand of piano 
part from theme lc in Flute Sonata 
7; r)^iL^ fo^ fkc^ 3 ^^^TTT^ ^ ^.^"^^ _ _ 
^ ^ 1^  : : = 層 層 眉• ^ : : 一 r ~ 一 一 — 一 • • ^->^、- 真<严 ^ 一 一 一 - ^ ^^"^**^__ 二 j 
: | / | t Z J ^ J ‘ ^ ^ " - = ^ “ � • ' J " - ^ " “ ^ 
“ ^ . % ^ ^ v - - ^ ; s ^ - U-^r^i • • fe7T^‘ 
1^ ' ‘ ― 一 |丨 . 一 - ^ W i 
{ f . ^ i I = = ^ ‘ 
1 • • 令 t • / • • . 、； = ^ = 二 ‘ • — ‘ — 'i 
！ 
Example 13.10: Flute melody from theme 2 while piano part from closing theme 
in Flute Sonata 
HzUoL^ J>OM. fke*^ 1 
\.^~^_ _ ^•^—^ ~~^ - ,- 灰 ？〜 
^ ^ - , ”'/ ^ •‘ H Z^hcLi^_ fioM. d9^>^ J-kZ*^_ - 二 ， ,亡 
( ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ - • 画 < _ J ^ ^ - ' ^ “ ~ ^ ^ = ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
< 呼 = r ^ ^ ^ ^ * 广 -• ^ ^ *，丄 
.l^^==f '^' 0 •• ,, • r • _ “鮮慶-^ * 'VJ^^ ^"^“^ g=^:q 〒 ；fT (<r'T ff i^=^ 
7 r _ _ 5 • V ^^-‘^ - ' 2 ^ 
_ I ^ F ^ ^ ^ -
h i - — - i ^ r — i • . 
(J r| 'T 肩• - . • 1. J • * • • • ; 
\ ^ ^ ^ ^ = = = ^ S ^ 
j c ^ ^ % j ^ " 2 _ - ; ^ ^ ^ ^ 
、巨''‘ I ; ; * ^ i _ L - > ^ 
：113 
Example 13.11: The use of submediant in theme la and theme lc 
in Flute Sonata 
M o d e r a t o J ： 80 _ ^ _ ^ 
爾卿 _ _ i L : : : : : : ^ : _ f a r i ^ ^ ^ ^ i ; : ^ | i L ^ ^ = ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
…/ J s |^^^m^^^^^^^m 
P I A N O < 饥/ (^g f r~^ M^^ ^^ = “ , : •」」 ;； = j 
i)M.jor: I [ ^ ' ' ( W 
|^丄 > ^ ^ ^ = 1 - ^ ^ : - . ^ : ^ : . ^ ^ ^ ^ = 1 ^ ^ ¾ - ^ ¾ ^ I 
i ‘ i 
( ^ , ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ¾ i y jr g^J z j ^ “ — ^ ^ - ^ ： 
i ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ = l i ; • ^^^—— :^;¾ …(饥) 
^ 
lS J^<l>ni, I � 
鮮—i^L^^，- , r ^r==^=r r> r^ -^ ^= f^a r^~" ,^ r'""^^r — ^ ^ -~~ 
j * ^ ^ ^ ^ i � | | | | " - | | i " i ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
( N ^ ^ f t r 斤 I ^ ^ ~ " ~ r ^ r I 
if y V V ^ 




Example 14. la: Theme la of Symphony No. 5 with elements a, b, c 
. • 
^H(^QU^it 
11 e^tKt CK. f / tyKi^t h 
n , RfJ^^^^^ , " I T ^ ^ ^ , , ^ ^ -4： 
r n : » 1 1 r ^ . 一 , / f- , 卜 ,=F :y=HTT1 存主44~1~~^ 三^^ ^^ ^^  
^ n “ 
El ^ e^f c 
, l , L . 7 7 t ^ f I f ^ T ^ ^ f 
1,(^ 山丁 [丨⑴I' 
Example 14. lb: Theme lb of Symphony No. 5 with elements a, b 
/jhc^M^fc 
E/eMe>J" ^ E / e M “ h 
1>^>^¾'^ 丨 . ^ ^ - n ~ ~ t ~ r . __-^ r ~ ^ , 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ s 
^ 7 - = ^ ^ ^ ^ f ^ - 从 4 . “ , “ ^ — — ^ 
f ^ H r 4 P = P = P ； 
: ^ ^ ¾ ^ ^ = 
^ - = T > 
115 
i 
Example 14.2: Development oftheme la and theme lb in Symphony No. 5 
J5" l^^iyr^t I ^ ___^ ^ 
\^h : . ？ 调 ！ ^ ^ -
Tl^^t n ^ ~ ^ f 
k j 4 H i l ^ O T ^ ^ ^ ^ 
^ . N 1 , ' . t ^ ^ _ ^ ^ - i ^ ^ " ^ " ^ i 為 - ： . S:Trp -UJ>.^ ^ = ^ r f � 
y A • >/0 
I.vfff t f ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
: ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ M 
p 
/ ¾ 
J , L 似 — r � I,’ . ^ - .'f7 . . . . ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
“ “ : T T . p r T ^ W ^ ^ 
116 
i 
Example 14.3a: Theme 2a of Symphony No. 5 
PoXf^ l>i\^ h^cs^ 0 
f/.,<H 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ e 
i ! j f ii 
Example 14.3b: Theme 2b of Symphony No. 5 
. SKd^i^^Z-
i V t r ^ ^ i A [•-'丨 U r 11' Q i ^ ^ ^ ^ 
^^^S±y^^ u '-"' u 1 u U' "(,.g 口| p' UtT^ 
117 
I 
Example 14.4： Theme la vs. theme 2b in part 2 in Symphony No. 5 
f 
Uh. pcrco AKiwt^ Ktf^ o Jk^h^a. iy 
^ ^ I ] iri| - r t m i ^ | 
p f f l M n i n _ ‘ 4 : 2 g 
了““ I ¢. ^ ^ 1 . ¾ u l J L_L1 L L J 
1¾ i '• i| ' •' ‘ |'^^|-;;iULiJ^LU ； 
i , i ; n a ' i u 丨‘丨、 I 
Example 14.5: A treatment of different elements oftheme la in bars 113-116 in 
Symphony No. 5 
/ / 3 r ^ 
1 n ' « . ~> . • n . ,C;^M- 广 >s ^ ^ ^ ^ g ^ ^ ^ 丨 [ 
4^^^——^—^^^^~~^^^sSi-S^Bi=-
7 % i l i } = ^ ^ = E ^ ^ ^ ^ E Z I _ ^ . V ； 
P^ ’ 二 y r j^zmf l fik^ 
M^  m*-^ |s r~]~"~i=^^^ t r ~ ^ = ^ t=±=»=» M = ^ h 
^ . / H ..v^l|J. _ . l 4 l J . J J bl . J - - " " ^ - J ^ 7 _ _ r L — 
:¾^ :-^^=^^=^^""^^~一 二 f � r^ ^ 
：118 
！ 
Example 14.6: A superimposition ofthe closing theme and theme la in bars 115-121 
in Symphony No. 5 
IA n pno Cii^ 'ii^ o^ .v\.o(o 
llS T 1 ^ 一 下 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ m ' 
^^ ： —；：-：- p z _ ~ -
ciosi»if r^ =3 f' i , 1 [ I I -neJ^tu,.^t 1 - ( � � ^ v m ; - V h > = j ^ ^ - ^ ^ ^ A 4 g ^ a A ^ _ 
y r > 丨 - ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ = " ^ ^ ^ ^ = -
^ ^ t L U ( X u f 7 ^ [ f _ W r r ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ -•" ^ ^ ~ ~ ^ ^ " “ ^ ' ^ 
< j Tk 么…e J^ 
T ^ L ' ' W -, U , - ^ ^ ^ ¾ ^ f UI '丨 p = ^ H I X p ^ ^ ^ 
p / , q M m m p ^ ^ ^ “ 
: ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ¾ : 
‘ M Z3T 二二 L r f r 知；^^ ^^ ^^ ；^^ -• 3::^ ¾^^ • • • “^ y=H 1 "^^ 
k ~ - ^ 一 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ m ^ ^ m -
r^^=^""^ 
e^ic. 
： 1 1 9 
• 
•'' . 
Example 14.7: Theme lb vs. closing theme with chords frequently punctuating 
in Symphony No. 5 
” ok^i/^ puHctnat^i�] 
“ r r > , L ^ . . , _ ？ ^ I I ^ I II 
” . \ y : � I ‘ " f f ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^  g I K^^^rn, , ： ？“: 
g；'• ^ 计 I I r ——-'| : ‘ � 
* ^ ^ ffj ^  I -臞「 • " — I _ ―‘ | i = = = ; t Z = 一 — 字 
。 f , " � ’ I ; ^ - ^ ^ | ^ - ^ ^ S J “ , : � 3 ? " ^ S 
；T^^j^i 、卜： 1^-1^ 2^ 
�I‘： :"二 _ I ^ i ^  -^^  ‘�i^^yj^^^z^ 
s ^  � 玄 ‘ : y � • , ^ ‘ CO*» W< ^ _ 
- V ! ‘ I 1 ^ ^ ' , - ‘ 歷 
: P ^ ^ ^ j ; r ^ r ^ ^ ^ ^ . ^ ^ ^ 1 , I 1 
- I , ? ^ J & ^ r ^ - : ' ' k ' ^ ^ ^ i I ? ^ 
^ / j ^ ^ ' ‘ I ~ - I y t ^ ？ I ？ _ _ _ X 
T : | K , ' ； - 1 - _ — ' ! • >• ^ - 4 Id • ‘ ^ • 
Tb / ^ k \{ t : . . - > .丨,, 
Trfc^  '}! »^ 2 ^ - ‘ jl^  t : 1 'j — Tg / t 子 
*| V? — , T ^ ; 7^ ^~ 
- T — . B ^ ^ ' - = ^ I “ I “ ‘： ' > ^ - ‘ “ ^ 芸 
T-. r ~ . . 本 • I • � - ' i � ' 2 • �: l t ^ - - I �� I : ^ ‘ � 
今 I I | , " ? r ； _ i , 'r. I, . 与 ‘ 年 
A，!^^ cii..uno^*^t. I 丨/丢 I iy^ , L 
i^^I^^ , i/ • ‘ P;f==F=^^^< , 奇 
� ? : . - T , , ：？耳- -…力…皿 , ， | ' " ^<z^i^^ 
礼 ' ) � ' : , . ^ ‘ , • ! — ; ' i : i /S^ ""^ ：*^ *"^  ‘ i 
卜 , , _ ; _ 〜 , | ^ , , ^ ^ ^ 7 ^ , 
- h ‘ , — � “ ^ - " F l ‘ ,�1圣|、|5"^^^^^^；^^^^^>^ 
n , V ^ l ^ " ^ ; j • • “ : ， - '^_^J1^^,^ ^^^^^^,f^^ 
‘‘ i / > w * : I ::^丨尝 y ^ * � t l _ z j z r £ _ ^ Cb. M； .> ‘ •• - k • - :• 'iU,'^,: -'ViJ < ^  i 1 , S f ！ 
J A.S.M.MI ( 
：120 
Example 14.8: Theme 2a manipulated over fragments ofthe closing theme 
in Symphony No. 5 
‘ 7U^t i 久 
i i i ' - i i i ^ u i j |T f t i | B r u u [ 
fra^y**^^i'S rf iko, olri',ry^ ,ktMO^ 
_ F ^ ' | | | " | _ Li i^J f 
Q f i i 
w q f T T i ,j li'i ！ " u l 丨. 
^•- U ^ ± ^ 本—:f. � 
# \^ J 
Example 14.9: A fragmentation oftheme lb between bars 139 and 150 
in Symphony No. 5 
� ^^^"T^rtfi^r^ 
f ^ ^ p n f \ - - f f f l " ! r ^ ^ 
~ ^ - ^ ^ j 1^  
v i ^ r ^ "^>r~~r~~n ~~ 
: | b ' ' A t u ^ j | ^ ^ . [ ^ J =^#^^三 
- V ,1 ; : � “ - -' i ^ J — i j L l > T 7 I ^ : _ ^ ^ J j ^ � r � ^ - , / ^ t o - y r ^ r r n _ 
三敦；！丄 gr：>-- -" VM • -1 ： 1 ^ ^ ^ 
m ^ _ ^ ,i^=j^ ,p/�^"^ r^^.. ir^ , 
^ ^ ^ ^ ¾ ^ ^ ¾ ! 
� 4 一 1 7 » J ^ -
: ^ N 4 ^ a M i i 
Tt i^' 7 ^ > 一 下 > - r -^Xv^ lp-k^M ^ A__4=j_f^ 一』-
:学^^ 二」~^- V -p=B^^ ： 
Tt__gg~ ‘ ~:inz!i:-fj;ifiLu^. , r 
P<^  <t^ e^f" � 7 - z 
f 1 1^� 
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Example 14.10: Part 5 combines the inverted and original forms of theme lb 
in Symphony No. 5 
Ifl�Uvt^UJi iU>na. /t 
^ ^ ^ j i i M f !r " " _ 
千 ‘ ‘衫'~~ f J^f!^t*i 
^\^1 , ; ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ i 子 f i4|>rtn 
OLl|oj 
^ f e l"l ,1 j l f , l j j l ^ p ^ I .,巨 
^ ^ ^ 1 ' ^ ^ { i ' U y ^ f ！^ ^ 
[]T t f ’ [ n n t r f | f -T11 
� ， ^ Or ;^iHn/ ^kOfC /b 
; ^ M T rL iJ ,,r[ i l L t o ^ ^ N 
千 > K 1 1 7 T z = v _ _ ^ x-^r^ r n r . ^ i i u y. u . i u~~~ :(V. - =卞 1 ._Lirl 一 = “ ^ ^^  ^ l f c=fc= : : • > 3 
i J 嫿 ls. >-N -




Example 14.12: Theme la frombars 8-11 vs. '^ail" in the coda in Symphony No. 5 
Bars 8-11 
� f l ol 
M j i t ^ i j r ] T " i 
” 秒 — 灿 j;fiyr tfj- i r � 、 ^ ^ ^ 丨 
-^^^ kU^  .4： J ^ ^“^ ‘ 
^ ^ v : V ^ r m j ^ j ， T . | 
: n . i�3 - r f r - ' + ^ ^ ~ ^r,i>T=: -• h^i , f ^ ^ V ^ ^ ^ f" ^^； 
"^ “^ ~~~^ ^ f f r ^^ 
？ 1 I tfjH. I 
： ( ¥ , ： I 
I i ] 
:(|b'’ - • ： dc. 
• r y , j }—— 
: 瑪 一 … 一 
: ^ i ' ^ ^ 
7 二 1 ^ 〒 、 
"Tail"inthe coda 
" J 队 , ^ , I ^ . ,^ . . > ^ ^ y ^ _• |hiij2tWJr ,1 , 
r � ^ ^ 3 
• _ j � V _ $ I � ^ . . 
l.. ；^ p ^ # , % i n � M ¢ 4 
: ^ ^ ^ ^ lffl W >' ''q 1^ ¢:5: 
^^  T f^ _f- t f -
： 1 2 4 
/ d n i 7 i f
 厂 1 " 1 | 
- ^ ^ ?ff
 > .
 \ ; ^ 『 暴 
沉 : : : - ; - J : :
 : r
 • …
 i ) J ^ > 
• 叫 r
 」 ： ；
 - : ,
 - . 1 ,
 ； ^ 
m l r
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Example 15.2: Theme 2 ofPiano Sonata No. 9 in B minor over a dominant G pedal 
^||^r&ifo 1^0 lk^^ 0. 
. . ^ ^ > 1 1 ^ ‘ ' V t > . 丨 门 丨 夂 & ^ I ^ ^ ^ ^ ; ; " " : ^ J | , 
[ . J If r ^ f = - ^ ^ ^ ^ 
云 ^ 
一 一 Qi pjM 
站 
( | i j 1 ¾ I i i g _ | L p I 1 1 f i ^ 1' i i ^ i ^ i j _ _ i ^ i ^ : 
) ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ = ~ ： ? z z = i : j = j = z = r : ^ f.,三 ^ ^ o 7 . 长 ^ ^ 4 I 兰 「厂 
一云 - f > , ^ _ _ - ^ ^ 
i ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ' | | qTr ^ 
) ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ = ^ ^ ^ = 
、「• 「 一 � ' : ^ ^ ^ ^ : m : : : r r : : i ^ ^ ^ I g - ^ ^ 
� ^ _ ^ ^ ^ ^ f " — z 
*OrKg. 4 ^ _ 
^ ^ T f 
etc. 
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Example 15.3: Transition in C minor in Piano Sonata No. 9 
/)//ejretta 
70 ^^^-""""^ 3 : ^>-^^_^ 
(||^r.^^^jJ i.i ‘ ‘‘ “ I f i' || r i _ g / =^ p — _ 
( ^ ^ J j j j j ^ j . i h l l i / ' i I I' I I ‘ 严 ^ 
y： I � 1 u � 7 r | � l � | T T T � � , I . 
r ^ ^ " ^ ^ ^ u 速“ 
(|| r L ^ ^ _ ^ ^ . I '.ii l;, 
• , , 
( ^ ^ ^ ^ " ^ f ^ ^ ; ^ ~ r ^ | i H 
] 3 p f I 碎〒 f. ', ^ ^ j r � ^ ^ ^ m 
1,^ ' 1 3 ‘ 丨 
etc. 
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Example 15.4: Closing theme with a resolution on G major in Piano Sonata No. 9 
CI cf%'n^ fi,^Me Poco meno mosso 
(l')订 ^7hi 'TJ ^ M ' ^ ^ 4 
“ ” f \ 5^ ^ ~ ^ ^ ) ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ | , r fHffr r ^ 3 
^ f f ^ 3 f f K ^ r . ^ i c 
1 f==^ - ^ Iff 
A H / ' ^ - ^ A J aJ r ^ ~ r 7 ^ i f^\~"T"7^| r =：- ^ ~ 7 ^ j ^ ^ ^ ^ = | ^ ^ ^ ^ = ^ ^ ] ^ # l l / H-f'. 
) - . v T p r ^ T 7 i ; r ^ T ^ f > J . - — ^ ^ ^ S ^ ^ ^ S : 
、丨" I 1 J 1 T ~ r r I ^ ^ .J_}i-^^l__LJ^ / r - ^ ^ ^ ^ 
^ 1^^  -^^c^riM^xTTT： 
(Tempo I) [,g 7 � (|'^  ^i^ ‘“ U ' ' r j ^ V '^~~ |��V i ^ J ^ 
丨^^^工丨'"|』.|-」丨押摩 




Example 15.5: Theme 1 and fragments oftheme 2 over Gpedal in Piano Sonata No. 9 
— • S^ U e . . / fo _ 
espres5^ - 一 ^ >, ^T^ 
, p - • I s r T " H T 1 1 1 .1 I 1 IIII 1 I I ‘ ‘ \^^^^^^^^^^^ ^^^=^^^^^½^^^ 、 ^ ^~~"^ =^^  £l pQ-oU^i 
; / r A ^ M ^ t ^ fkiMt- 2-
( ^ ^ ^ ^ * 
)^ ‘ (^^^^^^fc 
etc. 
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Example 15.6: Theme 2 melody in A minor above a series o fF major broken triads in 
Piano Sonata No. 9 
.,, ^ 7ka>ne. 2 hiJzJoc(i^ /w�ttr� � 
0 : r ; r ' t " , : $ 
" • ^ 1 I I "^二一 
i i • • 1 I 
( ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
t ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ : 
F ^flj<rr tr^ JceK. ^ord 
( ^ ^ ^ ^ 
) cresc. 
l ^ ^ ^ m 
：130 
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Example 15.7: Theme 2 in A-flat minor in bars 99-102 in 
Piano Sonata No. 9 
條5‘ lfTO 
p7~t；^ ^ ^ f ^V7^ Y^Yi ( p 目 
. i ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
CL- -f|aT h n * K " 
( ^ V n 'i I p ~ ~ ~ ~ ^ i i i 
fe'T J j j i f f ^ l ^ ' a j ^ 
：131 
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Example 15.8: Theme 2 and elements firom transition are used with closing theme and 
underlying augmented triad 
in Piano Sonata No. 9 
‘^llt^rttto 
lkt>y,Z. 1 
c ^ c 
gLU.at^ i^dxA. 2 
说 “ 
^ ^ /^r ^ . r 4 ^ . rf^ 
j ^ ^ 7 T _ i j j \j — j”_^  i f j ^ s ^ ^ 
'|- iii� j' I j：^ 丄 i T ^ . d 
• /riXM7,l*o( 
C I ^J,V^ ikZhi 4. 
i r ^ , ^ ^ — s t f j ^ 4 ^ ^ jU ^ r n j . , j) 




, |in ~JrxK^>�tjjyL~ 
, W ‘ A J^. l ; i j 
1 ^ 「 • “ 广 V ' ' ^ _ i L ^ i ^ _ ^ i 




Example 15.9: Head motive oftheme 1 and elements from transition in 
‘ Piano Sonata No. 9 
^lje^reito j1Ae^Ma4J-s ^OM ^vut^/h>>t 
j ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ S 
^^^(U � 4 w “j J '"T _ 
Head. "Mofrv4 ^ fkz>^ 1 -nr 
丨产 | | | :W| | f^ T - i i q ^ i ^ d j f 
i^^^tT^]:^^W : j “ A j j , — 
Heaoi ynof{vjL rj fkeM^ 了 
133 
：232 
Example 15.10: Repeated notes in transition (bar 32) forecast theme 2 in bar 40 
^l/e^reM-0 
J2 
/ ^ • |ti i J 
\ ^ ^ ' ^  ^ 9 ^ 
y ^ ' ' i j j . 
^^=^ A — _••^丨 ^ . 
^ 
/ ^ RsfZ>-^^ K<jta^  j j ' 
j ! w " J “ � “ � “ P ^W-冲.」:吐： 
) ^ 1 I I 1 dim. ； 
(丨 j | ” � “ ^ : r = r ^ 4 i j - � “ l - “ ^ i i J � 
, ^ • / 如 i , 7k^z. 1 
, ^ ^ I | ^ 门 」 ' ^ j / | . . “ 门 」 ^ ~ ^ - , 」 
: ) I "“丨 會‘‘ 
< ^ 丨 dclce 1 
U ^ ^ ^ f ~ ~ ^ = t ,,f ^ f c = f = ^ ^ ^ 
^ r ^ ~ ~ ^一 <'" � I 厂 科厂 I : g ^ - _ _ ^ ^ 
一云一 5 � ^ 
134 
i 
Example 15.11: Bar 188 precedes theme 1 ofthe second movement in 




- ) 卞 十 ] f ' I ， ^ ^ | | | l ^ f > 
ff ： ••. 二 . ^ I . _—— i | | _ � � i m ^ , "uj^i.i ,yi > 
Theme 1 ofthe second movement 
I ， ' , ^ r ' ^ ' ^ ' h . ^ i - i 
l m / - I -
135 
i 
Example 16.1: Mroduction ofSymphonyNo. 6 
Hllearo htod^uato 广 
t f 4 ^ V ' ^ ^ ' ' , ) r I 
i y “ V i h 5 h f = h ？ p ？ ^ ^ ^ - = ； 
^ 并 + * w ^ 
v � ' Y r> . w ^ 丨 n ; u + " ^ ^ 
f 不 ^ 
n /^ 
frf4,ii — � I — — ~ ~ r 
: : ^ ¾ ' — = f = ^ ^ 7 _[ 7 ： = 二 
• j ： ~ ~ ^ ^ $ 
; 1'卿小‘小.1 ^ 1 |小 1 l (丨；丨 I : 
Example 16.2: Theme la ofSymphonyNo. 6 withthe ceU 
fliU^ro hiode^aTo -
U COi^SoCA. ^^ V^^ W^"i> z — � m^ r>^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ¾ 
^ 4 . . ^ P3. 。 训 ~ 一 
二： pi22. f^ 广。 ^^^^= I I ^ 




Example 16.3: Varied theme la contains major second motive in Symphony No. 6 
/jlle^ro m0oie^ ccfo 
n 幻 . I . , , 
. f f ^ ^ " h " i ?、厂 . . 7 ； 二 7 ,,• 二 
: A ± j i：^' n / ^ - = = = p = “ f. L' (• / i 
J 
Example 16.4: Theme lb of Symphony No. 6 
/|lle^ro h^oda-c^fo 
,n, ." ''^T~^^- f h 7 ^ 
^ ^ t \ 1|T 0 1 ^ ^ ^ 
J -f J2^p(t^ 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ¾ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ¾ ^ ^ -
: ^ ^ ^ M ^ H i i J' "^ L S B 
^ ^ 乂 
J 7 S^przs^ 
：137 
； 
Example 16.5: Theme lc of Symphony No. 6 
/)l|e^ro h^odLtr(^to 
i L v j ^ ; \ 1 ^ r r T | n n | f r f T ^ ' -
^ j> —==— — : =- r 
n , 【 喻 丨 . 广 ^ 1 1 
m\H \ ^ r U—j r ;|: • 
^ 
W | : f ^ ^ 4 " ^ ^ ^ ~ f e ->^ ” 
Example 16.6: Bars 67-106 have roajor/minor second motive fi:ombars 21-23 (cf. 
example 16.3) in Symphony No. 6 
/jlk^ro yyiode^fito 
, , � ^ V > . ^ ^ , C ^ - ^ “ ^ 1 i- ' r _ — ~ r 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
广 ^_, (So/a) ) ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ t a ; 
i;'iHi'^A:_::^^^^^^^ ^ r ^ = ^ " ^ ^ ~ ~ ~ ^ " " " " " ^ 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ¾ ^ ^ ^ ^ B ” ： 
j7rkSr"^. v'^  i n - j : = n i * 7三]. £• 
^ ^ ^ H f f l ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
138 
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Example 16.7a: Theme la appears in bar 67, 77，83, 103 invariousformin 
Symphony No. 6 
f , ^ c f ; - " i - ^七. ~ ~ n :^^"fe^ | r - - [r^  :: 
/1. ^^i^丨广:广一叫“ 一 _Hf Hh i L _ f ] " " g ^ ^ : ‘ 
&l?. 7 7 . 7 . 
l � 7 b “ “ � 丨 … " ^ ~ ^ l ( L " ^ 4 ' i .( 丨 _ ^ ^ ^ � 
了 1 ^ 吁 . V ^ 乂 � . v ^ ^ ^ . 尸 
7 7 1 . - - ^ 1 
hH?T»- 7 ^ fe:ij>,rF.� # 
: = / “ 〜 「 = 「 三 ： <f*^'^TWe / 5 ^ 广一 yi^ r ^ p - ？ - k / 十 , 
： | |P I) 1 ~ , r Df — 一-
- i n ^ b \ 匕 , lzi=±lJ.^li- = ： etc^ 
>Ttp 
bbh.i^ 」，— � i � j . i'i- r ^ 
7 T ^ ^ 7 - f ^ 丨 
n 
fr|:i j 都 ' 3 ) : I ” . 
| ^ ^ 3 ^ J i i y L 丨‘ 
Uvfe ?T~fj> > � J - - I; 
n v ' i , ) • -I ^ =^". - ' 二 厂 麵 -
' 。 � 4 丨 ^ ^ 丨 ： 丨 」 
lo) ^ 
(\i\^,\^%p' iijo-^ ^丨丄. ~ r ^^fcr. ^ f - = - r 
S^lJk^U 广 一 (S0l^) b > u n , [ ' r t f ^ ^ ‘ 
k � . � ， 一 J ！ ^ j j , . ？ f ： l l / b l - d . ^ ' j . - ^ ^ - ~ ^ 
r^^t,y.^ ^ y . ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
P I 厂 厂 
：139 
Example 16.7b: The ceH deriving frombar 15 in Symphony No. 6 
Bars 15, 16 
Bc^rs /5", U 
0 !^ . .X w ^ ^ . _ t 7 ^ , , 
|科丨’ Lp ( ^ f ^ � 
•… 仏<^  . � � - f 7 ^ L , ; ^ ^ ^ p S ^ i —^~> 
Bars 86, 87 
- p/ JlKoi fih i 
c/^-^V i； ~^ - ^ ^ ^ M ^ ^ "^ ~^~~— 1 ~~ / F ; : f : ^ T r ~ ^ , = 7.fc( T ”f ^ ^ f e ; 




Example 16.8: Mroduction before theme 2 in Symphony No. 6 
Poc^ piV j"o^teWfo 
! r I I • 
r — — n 
� n s ^ n r — ^ ^ 广 广 卞 f ^ f Y - ^ . � ; ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ i ^ l 3 r ^ ^ ^ ^ S ^ ^ 
^ — v = ^ ^ — 
户 户 卞 " 卜 ^ ^ ^ ^ 
〜 , ^ 
伊“ , I. “1丄 1| I 
三：con S^^- 3 3 —r 尸产 ¥' ^yaec Utsc. 夺. 子. 
B /\e-olia.i^ 




i f M i U i r f l T l j l l j l ‘ I 
K^ ^ 5i/m. \ 厂厂 
； ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ J. r ^ = 
<^ iM. |>p 
丨'"‘：，丨‘.'j:丨‘ 'i- ^ ^ ^‘^ f>P 
：141 
Example 16.9a: Theme 2 (first phrase) of Symphony No. 6 
Ho d^^fo 
f S - i m i ^ ^ ^ ^ r n 
J D di^rm >fi"uj^ 卞 ^ ^ ^ ^ _ _ _ < ^ ^ ^ > , ^ T ^ f 
VV",i Oil'° /> oh7^ &』”》1*"乂, 
; ^ ^ h f: !i 卜 u (•卜丨.fM 
F 0 I ？ 
:,Hj，f 丨丄“ l t ' - = ^ ^ ^ ^ 
厂 ^ , ^ ^ - - ~ - ^ � f r r 广 ’ V 
Example 16.9b: Theme 2 (repeated first phrase) ofSymphony No. 6 
” /2> ^ _ ^ ^ ^ “ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ « 
^-uj^iJ :广 r — ^ l 一 _,^J^ 
^ ^ ^ z z z f e ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ j 
tnf 
‘‘ Oi. ^ -n � N _ - “ ‘ ^ ^ S ^ ^ P ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
aii° 3 5 ^- - -�-�~~~«- 乂了. — =“ p I > gA/» 卞 P 厂r lrvp r 
/i2 _ ^ ^ ^ 
r f ^ 7 ^ | = = 
：丨七、》； E = : ^ f ^ ^ S ^ ^ = : ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ‘、， 
：142 
Example 16.10: Theme 2 (second phrase) ofSymphonyNo. 6 
_ “ firrt pUa^ 
n 丨认 Ob z - - • " " Z ^ , ' U ^ 1 ^ , 7 ^ f . r ? ^ f 7 t s ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ m 
• ^ L - ^ 4 ^^ 山 ^ 、 
Yi^  ^^ ^ V - ^ 广 ， ( + 广 > , f - N . , r r f r ? ^ -^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ¾ 
, 工 丨 4 j = i = - i 一 : . 
; ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ E ^ = ^ ^ ^ 
V» ：- =fe � ^ r - � ^T' 
%^j />r r I 
^ ^ ^ W 
c：：=^ ~~^ 、 ^ ^ 
: ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ m 
、.丰 h 
- 3 % - ^ ’>、 ' • , " � . = 4 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
：143 
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Example 16.11: FaUing pitches motive (perfect fifth) ofthemela in SymphonyNo. 6 
« • / • 
\ >• - -
i i ^ y > ” . ’ _ ^ _ ^ _ f ^ ^ f ~ ^ : : . : • 
。)爲 & ^ 
: • f c ^ F . t ^r ^ = ^ ^ ^ ^ 7. n = & ¥ = ^ ^ : 
:戶[ [p F=r I [^ =^^^； 
Yl^ 
: ^ ^ ¾ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ . 
f e " . 
Example 16.12: Theme 3 ofSymphonyNo. 6 
^pvcttfuCfe inolto 
ia , 
^ 它>：， . ⑶ p; l � f |“. - n ufr- f i I 
nv^  !u,^i*hre. 
fa” ”丨緣“.解: 
| l M ’ f i i T ‘ ‘ |T-ff^TTl| 
f 
丨， l 、 i ‘ g g ^ ^ 
|1::T | n i ( f f f t r r j K ^ n 
- = 十 lfc. 
^ ¾ I I ‘ ] l ^ h 
rw# 孕孕孕 ：144 
j 
Appendix 2: Prokofiev's Works divided by Periods 
(Rita McAllister, "Prokofiev" in The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, 




Op. - Velikan [The giant] (3), vocal score, 1900，unpubd 
- Na pusti'nni'kh ostrovakh [Desert islands], ov. and 3 scenes of Act 
1, 1900-2, unpubd 
- Pir vo vremya chumi' [A feast in time of plague] (1, after Pushkin), 
vocal score, 1903, 1 scene rev. 1908-9, unpubd . 
- Undina (4, M. Kilstett, after de la Motte Fouque), 1904-7，unpubd 
13 Maddalena (1, after M. Lieven), 1911-13, inc., unpubd 
24 Igrok [The gambler] (4, Prokofiev, after Dostoyevsky), 1915-17, 
rev. 1927-28; see orch works, Op. 49 
Ballets 
20 Ala i Lolli (Gorodetsky, Prokofiev), 1914-15, withdrawn, unpubd; 
see orch works, Op. 20 
21 Skazka pro shuta [The tale of the buffoon] (Chout) (6 scenes, 
Prokofiev, after Afanasyev)，1915, rev. 1920; see orch works, Op. 
21bis 
Orchestral 
- Symphony, G, 1902, unpubd 
- Symphony no. 2, 1908, unpubd, reworked in Piano Sonata no. 4 
5 Sinfonietta, 1909，rev. 1914-15, unpubd; rev. as Op. 48 
6 Sni [Dreams], sym. tableau, 1910, unpubd 
8 Osermeye [Autumnal sketch], small orch, 1910, rev. 1915, 1934 
10 Piano Concerto no. 1, 1911-12 
16 Piano Concerto no. 2, 1912-13, unpubd; rev. 1923 
19 Violin Concerto no. 1, 1916-17 
20 Suite from Ala i Lolli (Scythian Suite), 1915 
25 Symphony no. 1 'Classical’，1916-17 
26 Piano Concerto no. 3, 1917-21 
Focal Orchestral 
7 Two Poems (Bal'mont), female chorus, orch, 1909-10, unpubd 
18 Gadkiy utenok [The ugly duckling] (after song Op. 18), lv, orch 
：145 
30 Semero ikh [They are seven] (after Bal'mont), cantata, T, chorus, 
orch, 1917-18, rev. 1933 
Songs, lv, pf 
- Juvenilia,unpubd; 1903-7 
9 Two Poems, 1910-11 
18 Gadkiy utenok [The ugly duckling] (after Anderson), 1914, orchd; 
see vocal orch works, Op. 18 
23 Five Poems (Bal'mont), 1915 
27 Five Poems (Akhmatova), 1916 
Chamber and instrumental 
- Juvenilia, vn, pf, unpubd, 1903, 1904 
12bis Humoresque Scherzo, 4bn [after no. 9 of 10 pf Pieces, Op. 12], 
1915 
15 Ballade, vc, pf, 1912 
Piano 
- Juvenilia, 1896-1908 
1 Sonata no. 1 [after Sonata no. 2, 1907], 1909 
2 Four Etudes, 1909 
3 Four Pieces [rev. o f4 Pieces, 1907-8], 1911 
4 Four Pieces [rev. o f4 Pieces, 1908], 1910-12 
11 Toccata, 1912 
12 Ten Pieces, 1906-13 ； see chamber works, op. 12bis 
14 Sonatano. 2, 1912 
17 Sarcasms, 5 pieces, 1912-14 
22 Mimoletnosti (Visions fugitives), 20 pieces, 1915-17 
28 Sonata no. 3 (from old notebooks), [after Sonata no. 3, 1907], 1917 
29 Sonata no. 4 (from old notebooks), [after Sonata no. 5，1908 and 
Sym., 1908], 1917 
31 Skazki staroy babushki [The tales of an old grandmother], 4 pieces, 
1918 





33 Lyubov k tryom apelsinam [The love for three oranges] (prol, 4, 
after Gozzi), 1919; see orch works, Opp. 33bis, 109, pf works, Op. 
33ter 
37 Ognenni'y angel [The fiery angel] (5, after Bryusov), 1919-23, rev. 
1926-27; see orch works, Op. 44, vocal orch works, Op. 37bis 
Orchestral 
21bis Suite from The tale of the buffoon, 1920 
Vocal orchestral 
35bis Melodie [no. 2 from 5 Songs, Op. 35], lv, orch, 71920 � 
Songs 
35 Five Songs without Words, 1920; see vocal orch works, Op. 35bis, 
chamber works, Op. 35bis, pf works, Op. 52 
36 Five Poems (Bal'mont), 1921 
Chamber and instrumental 
34 Overture on Hebrew Themes, cl, str qt, pf, 1919; see orch works, 
Op. 34bis 
Piano 
33ter March and Scherzo from The love for three oranges, 1922 
Paris: 1922-36 
Ballets 
39 Trapetsiya [Trapeze] (1), 1924; music also as Quintet, Op. 39 
41 Stal'noy skok [The steel step] (Le pas d'acier) (2 scenes, 
Prokofiev, G. Yakulov), 1925-26; see orch works, Op. 41bis 
46 Bludni'y sin [The prodigal son] (L'enfant prodigue) (3, Kochno), 
1928-29; see orch works, Opp. 46bis, 47 
51 Na Dnepre [On the Dnieper] (Sur le Borysthene) (2 scenes, Lifar, 
Prokofiev), 1930-31; see orch works, Op. 51bis 
64 Romeo i Dzhuletta [Romeo and Juliet] (4, Prokofiev, others, after 
Shakespeare), 1935-36; see orch works, Opp. 64bis, 64ter, 101，pf 
works, Op. 75 
Incidental music 
：147 
- Evipetskiye nochi [Egyptian nights] (Pushkin, Shakespeare, Shaw), 
1934; see orch works, Op. 61 
Film scores 
- Poruchik Kizhe [Lieutenant Kije], 1933，unpubd; see orch works, 
Op. 60, other vocal works, Op. 60bis 
Orchestral 
29bis Andante from Piano Sonata no. 4，1934 
33bis Suite from The love for three oranges, 1919, rev. 1924 
34bis Overture on Hebrew Themes [after chamber work], 1934 
40 Symphony no. 2, 1924-25; see also Op. 136 
41bis Suite from The steel step, 1926 
42 'American，Overture, chamber orch, 1926, unpubd 
42bis 'American，Overture, full orch, 1928 
43 Divertissement, 1925-29; see pf works, Op. 43bis 
44 Symphony no. 3, [material from The fiery angel], 1928 
46bis Suite from The prodigal son, 1929 
47 Symphony no. 4, [material from The prodigal son], 1929-30, 
unpubd; rev. as Op. 112 
48 Sinfonietta, [rev. ofOp. 5], 1929; see pf works, Op. 52 
49 Four Portraits and Denouement from The gambler, 1931 
50bis Andante from String Quartet no. 1, str, 71930, unpubd 
51bis Suite from On the Dnieper, 1933 
53 Piano Concerto no. 4, left hand, 1931 
55 Piano Concerto no. 5, 1931-32 
57 Symphonic Song, 1933, unpubd 
58 Cello Concerto, 1933-38 
60 Suite from Lieutenant Kije, with bar ad lib, 1934 
61 Suite from Egyptian nights, 1934 
63 Violin Concerto no. 2, 1935 
64bis Suite no. 1 from Romeo and Juliet, 1936 
64ter Suite no. 2 from Romeo and Juliet, 1936 
69 Four Marches, military band, 193 5-3 7 
Vocal orchestral 




66a Two Choruses, vv, pf, 1935 
66b Four Songs, lv/vv, pf, 1935 
Songs, lv, pf 
- Five Kazakh Popular Songs, 1927 
60bis Two Songs from Lieutenant Kije, 1934 
Chamber and instrumental 
35bis Five Melodies, vn, pf [after 5 Songs, Op. 35], 1925 
39 Quintet, ob, cl, vn, va, db, 1924; see ballets, Op. 39 
50 String Quartet no. 1, 1930; see orch works, Op. 50bis, pf works, 
Op. 52 
56 Sonata, 2 vn, 1932 
Piano 
38 Sonata no. 5, 1923, rev. as Op. 135 
45 Veshchi v sebe [Things in themselves], 2 pieces, 1928 
52 Six Pieces, 1930-31 
54 TwoSonatinas, 1931-32 
59 Three Pieces, 1933-44 
62 Misli (Pensees), 3 pieces, 1933-34 




81 Semyon Kotko (5，V. Katayev, Prokofiev, after Katayev), 1939; 
see orch works, Op. 81bis 
86 Obmcheniye v monastire [Betrothal in a monastery] (The Duenna) 
(4, Prokofiev, M. Mendelson, after Sheridan), 1940-41; see orch 
works, Op. 123 
- Khan Buzay, 1942-, inc., unpubd 
91 Voyna i mir [War and peace] (5, epigraph, Prokofiev, after 
Tolstoy), 1941-43, rev. 1946-52; see orch works, Op. 110, pf 
works. Op. 96 
117 Povest' 0 nastoyashchem cheloveke [The story of a real man] (4, 
Prokofiev, Mendelson, after B. Polevoy), 1947-48 
：149 
- Dalyokiye morya [Distant seas] (Prokofiev, after V. A. Di'khovichn 
i), 1948-, inc., unpubd; planned as Op. 118 
Ballets 
87 Zolushka [Cinderella] (3，N. D. Volkov), 1940-44; see orch works, 
Opp. 107-10, chamber works, Op. 97bis, pf works, Opp. 95, 97, 
102 
118 Skaz 0 kammenom tsvetke [The tale of the stone flower] (4, L. 
Lavrovsky, Mendelson, after P. Bazhov); see orch works, Opp. 
126-9 
Incidental music 
70bis Boris Godunov (Pushkin, produced Meyergold), 1936; selected 
nos. from Opp. 70, 70bis and 71 arr. as Pushkiniana by 
Rozhdestvensky (1962) 
71 Evgeny Onegin (Pushkin), 1936, unpubd 
77 Hamlet (Shakespeare), 1937-38; see pf works, Op. 77bis 
Film scores 
70 Pikovaya dama [The queen of spades] (after Pushkin), 1936 
- Alexander Nevsky (dir. Eisenstein), Mez, chorus, orch, 1938, 
unpubd; see vocal orch works, Op. 78, other vocal works, Op. 
78bis 
- Lermontov, 1941, unpubd; see orch works, Op. 110, pf works, Op. 
96 
- Kotovsky, 1942, unpubd 
- Partizam v stepyakh ukraini [The partisans in the Ukrainian 
steppes], 1942, unpubd 
- Tonya, 1942, unpubd 
116 Ivan Grozniy [Ivan the Terrible] (dir. Eisenstein), part 1, 1942-44, 
part 2, 1945, unpubd; arr. as oratorio by A. Stasevich, 1961 
Orchestral 
65bis Letniy den [Summer day], children's suite [after nos. 1, 9, 6, 5, 10-
12 ofpfwork Op. 65], small orch 1941 
72 Russian Overture, with quadruple ww, 1936; rev. with triple ww, 
1937, unpubd 
81bis Suite from Semyon Kotko, 1941 
：150 
8 8 Symphonic March, 1941，unpubd 
89bis March, military band [after no. 2 o f7 Songs, Op. 79], 71941 
90 1941-y god [The year 1941], suite, 1941, unpubd 
99 March, military band, 1943-44 
100 Symphony no. 5, 1944 
101 Suite no. 3 from Romeo and Juliet, 1946 
105 Ode to the End of the War, wind, 8 harps, 4 pf, perc, dbs, 1945, 
unpubd 
107 Suite no. 1 from Cinderella, 1946 
108 Suite no. 2 from Cinderella, 1946 
109 Suite no. 3 from Cinderella [3rd no. from The love for three 
oranges], 1946 
110 Waltz Suite [from Cinderella, War and Peace and Lermontov], 
1946 
111 Symphony no. 6, 1945-47 
112 Symphony no. 4, [rev. ofOp. 47], 1947 
113 Tridtsat' let [30 years], festive poem, 1947 
120 Pushkin Walzes, 1949, unpubd 
123 Letnyaya noch [Summer night], suite from The Duenna, 1950 
125 Symphony-Concerto, vc, orch, 1950-51, rev. 1952 [after Op. 58] 
126 Wedding Suite from The tale of the stone flower, 1951 
127 Gypsy Fantasy from The tale of the stone flower, 1951, unpubd 
128 Urals Rhapsody from The tale of the stone flower, 1951, unpubd 
129 Khozyayka mednoy gori' [Lord of the copper mountain], suite from 
The tale of the stone flower, unrealized 
130 Vstrecha Volgi c Donom [The meeting of the Volga and the Don], 
festive poem, 1951 
131 Symphony no. 7, 1951-52 
132 Cello Concertino, 1952, completed by Rostropovich and 
Kabalevsky 
- Piano Concerto no. 6，2 pf, str, 1952, inc. 
136 Symphony no. 2, [rev. of Op. 40], unrealized 
Vocal orchestral 
67 Petya i volk [Peter and the wolf] (Prokofiev), tale for children, 
narrator, orch, 1936 
：151 
74 Cantata for the 20th Anniversary of the October Revolution (Marx, 
Lenin, Stalin), 2 choruses, orch, military band, accordion band, 
perc band, 1936-37, unpubd 
76 Pesni nashikh dney [Songs of our times], solo vv, chorus, orch, 
1937 
78 Alexander Nevsky (V. Lugorsky, Prokofiev), cantata [from film 
score], Mez, choms, orch, 1939 
85 Zdravitsa [Hail to Stalin], chorus, orch, 1939 
93 Ballada o malchike, ostavshemsya neizvestni'm [Ballad of an 
unknown boy] (P. Antokolsky), S, T，chorus, orch, 1942-43, 
unpubd 
114 Rastsvetay, moguchiy kray [Flourish, mighty homeland] (E. 
Dolmatovsky), cantata for the 30th anniversary of the October 
Revolution, 1947 
122 Zimniy koster [Winter bonfire] (S. Marshak), suite, reciters, boys' 
chorus, orch, 1949-50 
124 Na strazhe mira [On guard of peace] (Marshak), oratorio, Mez, 
reciters, chorus, boys' chorus, orch, 1950 
Choral 
89 Seven Songs and a March in A, vv, pf, 1941-42 
98 National Anthem, 1943, All-Union Hymn, 1946 
121 Soldiers' Marching Song, 1950 
Songs, lv, pf 
68 Three Children's Songs, 1936 
73 Three Romances (Pushkin), 1936 
78bis Three Songs from Alexander Nevsky (Lugovsky), 1939 
79 Seven Songs, 1939 
104 Twelve Russian Folksongs, 1944 
106 Two Duets, Russian folksong arrs., T. B. pf, 1945 
- Pro soma [Broad and deep the river flows] (Mikhalkov), inc., 
unpubd 
Chamber and instrumental 
80 Sonata no. 1, vn, pf, 1938-46 
92 String Quartet no. 2 (on Kabardinian themes), 1941 
94 Sonata, fl, pf, 1943; arr. as Op. 94bis for vn, pf, 1944 
：152 
97bis Adagio, vc, pf [from Cinderella], 1944 
115 Sonata, unison vns/vn，1947 
119 Sonata, vc, pf, 1949 
134 Sonata, vc, inc., unpubd 
Piano 
43bis Divertissement [after orch work], 1938 
75 Ten Pieces from Romeo and Juliet, 1937 
77bis Gavotte [from Hamlet], 1938 
82 Sonata no. 6, 1939-40 
83 Sonatano. 7, 1939-42 
84 Sonata no. 8，1939-44 
95 Three Pieces from Cinderella, 1942 
96 Three Pieces, 1941-42 
97 Ten Pieces from Cinderella, 1943 
102 Six Pieces from Cinderella, 1944 
103 Sonatano. 9, 1947 
135 Sonatano. 5, [rev. ofOp. 38], 1952-53 
137 Sonata no. 10, inc., unpubd 
138 Sonata no. 11, unrealized 
- Dumka, after 1933, unpubd 
Other works 
Music for gymnastic exercises, 71936, inc., unpubd 
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